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CHAPTER
STATEMENT

OF THE

1
PROBLEM

COLORS

My skin is kind of sort of brownish
Pinkish yellowish white.
My eyesare greyishbluish green,
But I'm told they look orange in the night.
My hair is reddishblondish brown,
But it's silver when it's wet.
And all the colors I am inside

Have not been invented yet.
(Silverstein 1974:24)

Color is a characteristic of multicellular organisms, each of which has one or
more colors distributed in a pattern that may be a single uniform color or a
multicolored patchwork. Many evolutionary functions have been suggestedfor
the effectof color on optical signalling(Thayer 1909; Cott 1957; Hailman 1977a;
Rohwer et al. 1980; Rohwer 1982). More recently nonoptical functions of color
have received limited attention (Burtt 1979, 1984; Underwood 1979; Walsberg
1982, 1983) and an integrated approach to the evolutionary significanceof color
has begun to emerge (Burtt 1979, 1981). By exploring a variety of evolutionary
hypothesesrelating color and color patterns of wood-warblers (Emberizidae: Parulinae) to the physical environment, this monograph further emphasizes the
important insights that follow from an integrated approach to the evolutionary
significanceof color.
Hypotheses that account for the evolution of a particular color or color pattern
fall into four major categories:(1) physical hypothesesthat depend on the molecular properties (e.g., radiation absorption spectra, strengthand type of chemical
bonds) of the chemicals that create color, (2) visual hypothesesin which color or
its pattern affectsthe organism'sown vision, (3) optical hypothesesin which color

or its pattern affectsthe organism'svisibility to other animals, and (4) identity
hypotheses in which an individual's color or pattern depends on the color and
pattern of competitors. Hypotheses from the last category are not considered in
this monograph, but see Rohwer (1975, 1982) and Rohwer et al. (1980).
PI•¾SIC^L

HvPoxI•œSœS

Biological colors are created by biochromes, schemochromes, or some combination of both (Fox 1953; Needham 1974). Biochromes are moleculesthat create
color by the differential absorption and reflection of visible light within their
molecular structures. Schemochromes are structures that create color by macro-

molecular, optical principles (e.g., diffraction, refraction, interference). Biochromes and schemochromeshave many characteristicsunrelated to color, for
example solubility, polarity, or photosensitivity. Selectionmay favor a particular
biochrome or schemochromefor one or more of its nonoptical characteristicsthat
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supply only physiological or structural needs of the organism. Thus, color per se
is selectedindirectly and may not be adaptive.
Dark hair is mechanically stronger than light hair (Laxer and Whewell 1955)

and dark feathersresist abrasion better than light feathers (Chapman 1912:87;
Van Tyne and Berger 1976:163). The effect of different biochromes on the abrasion-resistanceof feathers is evaluated experimentally in Chapter 3. I expand a
previous model of abrasion by airborne particles (Burtt 1979, 1981) and discuss
how differential abrasion-resistancemay affect the color and pattern of color.
Chapter 3 includes material discussedelsewhere(Burtt 1979, 1981) so that the
readerwill gain an appreciationfor the diversity of interactinghypotheseswithout
having to consultprevious publications.The chapter also containsnew material
that may answer questions raised by the earlier publications and the physical
model of abrasivedamageis revised, thereby extendingits ecologicalapplicability.
Several studies (Norris 1967; Porter and Gates 1969; Porter et al. 1973) have
suggestedthat coloration of reptiles evolved to optimize energyexchangebetween
the organismand its environment. Among birds the color of feathersappearsless
important to energy exchangethan ptiloerection and behavior (Walsberg et al.
1978; Walsberg 1982, 1983). Nevertheless, color of uninsulated surfacesmay be
important to the energybalanceof birds. In Chapter 4 that hypothesisis developed
quantitatively and tested with comparative data on migration and winter range
of wood-warblers.
ßVISUAL

HYPOTHESES

Althoughthisis a distinctfunctionalcategory,
fewhypotheses
havebeenproposed or evaluated. Most of Chapter 5 is devoted to developing and evaluating
the hypothesisthat coloration of surfacesnear the eye may be an adaptation to
reduce reflectance that interferes with vision. Previously suggestedhypotheses
(Ficken and Wilmot 1968; Ficken et al. 1971) are briefly discussed.
OPTICAL HYPOTHESES

Displays often evolve from noncommunicative behavior by a processknown
as ritualization. Tinbergen(1952) suggestedthat during ritualization conspicuous
morphologicalstructuresor patterns of color evolve to accentuatethe ritualized
behavior. Chapter 6 evaluates the correlation between wingbars and tailspots of
wood-warblers and the frequencyofnoncommunicative behavior accentuatedby
thesepatterns.The chapterthen examinesthe associationofwingbarsand tailspots
with ritualized displays.
Conspicuousnessand inconspicuousnessare not understood quantitatively.
Conspicuousness
appearsto consistof three components,(1) contrast,(2) pattern,
and (3) movement. Although unable to deal quantitatively with all three, I devote
Chapter 7 to developinga method for the quantificationof contrastand applying
that method to the color of tailspots and wingbars of wood-warblers, patterns
shownto be conspicuousopticalsignalsand thereforerequiringhigh colorcontrast.
MEASUREMENT OF ADAPTIVE SIGNIFICANCE

Behavioral and morphologicalcharactersthat are adaptive persist in a population becausethey contributeto the reproductivepotential of the organism.Three

ASPECTS
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methods are available for the study of selectivepressuresthat maintain a behavioral or morphological character in a population (based on Tinbergen 1963; Klopfer and Hailman 1967).
1. Direct measurement of selective pressuresis possible where the character
varies within the population. Becauseintraspecific variation in color and pattern
of wood-warblersis slight (seeChap. 2), direct measurementwas not possible.
2. Selectivepressurescan be studiedexperimentally by creatingvariation where
none exists and measuringselectionagainst such variation or by manipulation
that createsvariation similar to that seen naturally and assuming that the manipulation approximates natural selection. The latter experimental method was
usedwhen natural abrasion of featherswas simulated by sand blastingwhich lead
to formulation of a model for abrasion by airborne particles. The experimental
method was also used in the abstract to develop and test engineeringmodels that
were presumedto describeselectivepressures.Engineeringanalysis(Tracy'sevolutiono-engineeringapproach,1979a) assumesthat an optimal solutionto oneadaptive problem has little effect on other adaptations. Clearly, adaptations exist in
concert and much of the variation seen in subsequentchapters results from the
interaction of adaptationsand the multiple effectsof a singleadaptive solution.
Despite the interdependenceof adaptations, engineeringanalysisoffersa rigorous,
quantitative approach to the study of adaptation (Lewontin 1978), thus all subsequent models assume that adaptive problems can be isolated. Tests were based
on interspecific variation which introduces the third method.
3. Selectivepressuresthat maintain a characterin a population may be inferred
from comparative study of phylogeneticallyor ecologicallyrelated species.The
traditional cornerstoneof this method is the prediction made from a comparison
of two or more speciesand the subsequentconfirmation or rejection of that
prediction in previously unstudied species.Comparative study is used to evaluate
the adaptive significanceof color and its pattern. My approach differs from a
straightforwardapplication of the comparative method becauseI often start with
a physical model (see above). Predictions of the behavior associatedwith differently colored speciesare deducedfrom these models and tested using the comparative method. Because survival and reproduction are not measured directly,
my observationscan reject hypotheses,can suggestwhich hypothesesmerit further
exploration, but cannot confirm hypothesesconcerning the selective pressures
acting on color and its pattern. Predictions generated by comparative study of
wood-warblers

must be extended to and confirmed

in other untested taxa.

COMPARATIVE METHOD

Ideally the taxa chosenfor comparative study should include phylogenetically
related and unrelated taxa as well as those with similar and dissimilar ecologies
(Hailman 1976). If the characteris similar among phylogeneticallyrelated species
and differentamong specieswith similar ecologies,then the similarity is of phylogeneticorigin. If ecologicallysimilar speciessharea characterthat is not shared
by phylogenetically related species,then the comparison suggestsan adaptive
function for the character.The comparative method leadsto testablehypotheses
concerning adaptive function and phylogenetic relationship. These hypotheses
predict the behavior or morphology of unstudied species.Thus the comparative
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where direct measurement

of selective pressuresis impossible.
The method has three requirements. The speciesstudied must (1) be related to
varying degrees,(2) have ecologieswith varying degreesof similarity, and (3) an

abundanceof speciesmust be available for comparison.If the phylogeneticand
ecologicalrelationshipsamong speciesare not varied, or if only a few speciesare
studied, no valid conclusion can be drawn.
WHY WOOD-wARBLERS. 9

The New World wood-warblers (Parulinae) offer many advantages, particularly
with respectto use of the comparative method. The subfamily's 115 speciesand
27 generaprovide substantialphylogeneticdiversity (Mengel 1964; Barrowclough
and Corbin 1978; Avise et al. 1980). Ecologicalvariation is also substantial.Some
species inhabit tropical rainforest, whereas others frequent mangrove swamps,
temperate deserts, or boreal forest. Some speciesmigrate; others are sedentary.
Even diet varies from the partially frugivorousYellow-rumped Warbler to the
entirely insectivorousBlackburnian Warbler (Bent 1953). Phylogeneticallyrelated
and unrelated speciesexist, as do ecologicallysimilar and dissimilar species.
Despite a variety of colors and patterns, the size and proportions of woodwarblers are similar throughout the Parulinae, with the sole exception of the
Yellow-breasted Chat. The chat's behavior and morphology suggestthat it may
not be a wood-warbler (Eisenmann 1962; Ficken and Ficken 1962a; Avise et al.
1980; but seeSibley and Ahlquist 1982). Therefore, I have excluded the chat and
consider body size and physiologyto be similar throughout the subfamily.
Wood-warblers are often abundant, and a variety of speciescan usually be
found in an area of a few square kilometers making comparative study possible.
Where personal observation was impossible, comparative data were often available from the large literature on wood-warblers. Finally, specimensfor morphological study are plentiful in museum collections. Classification, scientific names
(Lowery and Monroe 1968), and common names (Skutch 1954; Griscom and
Sprunt 1957; Meyer de Schauensee1970; A.O.U. 1983) of wood-warblers used
in this study are given in Appendix I.

CHAPTER
COLORATION
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OF WOOD-WARBLERS

"What limitless possibilitiesthere are in a flock of Warblers!"
(Chapman 1912:430)

Before proceeding to an analysis of the functional significanceof colors and
color patterns, I present a standardized set of topographical terms for use throughout the monograph. I introduce the Munsell color system to standardize color

namesand broadlyequateits'colorcategories
with the spectral
reflectance
of
differently colored feathers.Finally, I describethe color patterns of wood-warblers
and examine the limits to variability within the subfamily Parulinae.
TOPOGRAPHY

I divided the wood-warbler's body into 22 regions(Fig. 1). Occasionally, some
of the smaller regions may be grouped under one collective term. The eyebrow
stripe, eye-ring, eyeline, and whisker are referred to collectively as the face. The
nape, collars, and throat comprise the neck. The dorsum is formed by the back,
rump, and upper tail coverts, and the renter is formed by the breast, belly, and
under tail coverts (crissum).

The regionsidentified in Figure 1 approximate the natural limits ofcontrastingly
colored patchesof feathers.
COLORATION

The colorsof wood-warblerscan be describedquantitatively by their reflectance
spectra. However, measurement of all differently colored patches on males and
females of 115 species of wood-warblers would be difficult. Therefore similar
spectrawere groupedinto color categoriesand thesecategoriesequated with color
swatchesin the Munsell color system. The Munsell system was then used to
categorize the colors of wood-warblers.
Reflectancespectraof plumage colors.--The Beckman DK-2A spectrophotometer determines reflectance of a sample by comparing the reflection from that
sample to the reflection from a reference. A light beam originates at a tungsten
filament (near infrared and visible) or hydrogen arc (ultraviolet) source, passes
through a monochromator, and shines on a reference or sample port. The beam
switchesbetween ports by means of a mirror that oscillatesabout 15 times per
sec. On its way to the mirror the light beam passesthrough a slit formed by
movable blades. These blades automatically maintain a constantbeam energyfor
any wavelength by letting more or lesslight through.
After reflection from the mirror the light beam enters a sphericalchamber, the
inside of which is coatedwith ultra-pure BaSO4which diffuselyreflectsmore than
99% of the incident energy.The beam reflectedfrom the sample or referenceports
is reflected by the chamber to a photomultiplier (UV and visible) or lead sulfide
(near infrared) detector at the top of the chamber.
To measurereflectancethe referenceport is coveredwith a white (BaSO4)blank.
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The other port is covered with a sample, such as feathers. Both sample and
referenceports are locatednormal to the incident beam so that specularreflection
from the quartz disc covering the sample port is directed back along the beam's
path and not toward the detector.
Reflectancefrom wood-warbler feathers was measured by covering the sample
port with a museum skin oriented so that the port was filled with a uniformly
colored, feathered surface.A visual survey of wood-warblers suggestednine color

categories.Within categoriesspecimenswere measuredthat representedthe full
rangeof variation. All specimenswere from the zoologicalmuseum at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,were recentlycollected,and in perfectcondition.
Blue was measured from the backs of the Black-throated Blue Warbler (6 specimens), CeruleanWarbler (3), and Northern Parula (5). Yellow-green was measured
from the backsof the Blue-wingedWarbler (5), Common Yellowthroat (t 0), and
Mourning Warbler (3). Yellow wasmeasuredfrom the breastsof the Blue-winged
Warbler (5) and Nashville Warbler (7). Brown was measuredfrom the backsof
the Ovenbird (t 0) and Northern Waterthrush(6). Chestnutwas measuredfrom
the flank of the Bay-breastedWarbler (5), orange from the throat of the BlackburnJanWarbler (4), and black from the back of the American Redstart (t0).
White was measured from the throat of the Cerulean Warbler (3) and the breast
of the Chestnut-sidedWarbler (t0). Gray was measuredfrom the backsof the
Golden-winged Warbler (5) and Canada Warbler (4). Red is rare among woodwarblers and no specimenwas available for measurement.
Becausecoloration of feathers is discussedprimarily in terms of its communicatory function (Chap. 6 and 7), Figure 2 shows only the visible spectrum.
Reflectancespectrafrom wood-warbler feathers fall into nine, distinct patterns
(Fig. 2) that correspondwell with the color categoriesnamed above. Differences
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Natural
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reflect
awide
range
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When
allreflected
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Jet black reflectsthe least light and has a flat, achromatic reflectancespectrum.
Light neutralgrayis equallyachromatic,but reflectsmore light than black.White
reflectsstronglyacrossthe entirevisiblespectrum,althoughreflectanceis slightly
greater among longer wavelengths.
A surfacethat has an identifiablespectralcolor reflectssomefrequenciesmore
intenselythan others. Surfacesthat reflect a narrow range of frequenciesare said
to be saturated.Surfaceswith a broad reflectancespectrum,even approaching
achromaticity,are said to be poorly saturatedor desaturated.More blue than red
is reflectedby ceruleanblue feathers,but the reflectancecurve of blue is quite flat
indicating poor saturation. Raw umber (brown) reflectssomewhat more red than
blue indicating that it is a poorly saturated red. Chestnut, like brown, is an
unsaturated red, but the greater slope of the reflectance curve indicates more
reddish saturation than brown, and the greater reflectanceacrossthe spectrum
indicatesa brightercolorthan brown.Yellowisholive-green(yellow-green)reflects
relatively little light, but showsa very slight peak in the middle of the spectrum,
the greenregion. The reflectanceof spectrumorangerisessharplyin the greento
yellow regionsof the spectrumand remainshigh in the red regionof the spectrum.
The reflectanceof spectrumyellow increasesrapidly in the blue-greenregion of
the spectrumand continuesto increaseslightlythrough the yellow, orange,and
red spectralregions.None of the colorsis monochromatic.Brown and especially
blue approach achromaticity.
From the reflectance spectra I calculated (see Smithe 1981) three numbers
known as tristimulus values (X, Y, and Z) from which were calculatedtwo additional numbers,the chromaticity coordinates(x, y). The chromaticity coordinates quantitatively describecolors within the color systemof the Commission
Internationale d'Eclairage (CIE) (see Chap. 7, Fig. 3 for further explanation).
Visualization of the CIE systemis accomplishedby the Munsell color system
(Smithe 1975) which specifiesa color by its dominant frequencycalled hue, its
brightnesscalled value, and its saturationcalled chroma. Red (R), yellow-red
(YR), yellow (Y), yellow-green(GY), green(G), blue-green(BG), blue (B), purpleblue (PB), purple (P), and red-purple (RP) are the major hues of the Munsell
system.The value of each hue gradesfrom black to white with 0/ indicating
absolute blackness and 10/indicating absolute whiteness. The chroma of each
hue ranges from desaturated, /1, to highly saturated, /16. Within the Munsell
systemcolorsare specifiedby a coloredswatchand a seriesof numbersand letters
in the sequencehue value/chroma (Table 1). Becausereflectancespectracould be
groupedinto nine distinct color categories,tristimulus values were usedto equate
the spectrawith swatchesin the Munsell color system(Table 1) and the Munsell
systemwas used to describethe color of all differently colored patcheson males
and females of 115 speciesof wood-warblers.
Frequencyand distributionof plumagecolors.--The color of eachbody region
(Fig. 1) of male and female wood-warblersin adult, nuptial plumagewas determined by using the color categoriesdescribed above (Fig. 2) and equated with
the Munsell color system.Specimensand Munsell color swatcheswere compared
in direct sunlight. Where subspecieswere similarly colored, colors of the most
geographicallywidespreadsubspecieswere described.If subspeciesdiffered markedly in color, each subspecieswas described and treated as a separate data point
when the color differencewas relevant to the analysis.
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TABLE

1

NUMERICAL EQUIVALENTSOF REPRESENTATIVE
COLORSUSED TO DESCRIBETHE
PLUMAGE COLORS OF WOOD-WARBLERS
Percent

reflectance

from

wood-

Chromaticity

Tristimulus values

coordinates

Munsell notations

warbler

Color

feathers

Jet black

X

Y

Z

x

y

9.6

1.89

1.95

2.65

0.29

0.30

Light neutral gray

14.5

29.40

30.18

34.55

0.31

0.32

White

62.0
15.3

15.66

18.31

48.93

olive-green
Spectrumyellow
Spectrumorange

14.8
44.7
37.1

14.92
62.14
47.07

16.37
66.26
36.27

Chestnut
Raw umber

21.8
14.1

10.29
12.40

8.02
11.10

Cerulean

blue

Hue

0.9 PB

N•

Value

Chroma

1.46/

0.6

6.01/

0.33

0.33

0.19

0.22

8.3 PB

4.84/

9.3

3.90
8.78
2.74

0.42
0.45
0.55

0.46
0.48
0.42

8.2 Y
5.7 Y
5.0 YR

4.60/
8.34/
6.51/

6.2
12.4
15.5

4.48
5.81

0.45
0.42

0.35
0.38

1.1 YR
7.1 YR

3.31/
3.86/

5.0
4.0

Yellowish

neutral.

If the chroma of the color was less than 2, the color was neutral, white if its
value was 8 or above, black if its value was 2 or below, and gray if its value was
between 2 and 8.

The hypothesisthat different colors are equally frequent was tested with the
chi-square Goodnessof Fit statistic (Sokal and Rohlf 1969) for those colors occurring at least once among wood-warblers. The hypothesisthat colors are randomly distributed on a wood-warbler's body was tested by assuming that colors
occurred on each body region in proportion to their frequenciesthroughout the
subfamily Parulinae. Hypothetical and observeddistributionswere comparedwith
the chi-squareTest for Independence(Sokal and Rohlf 1969), as were frequencies
of different colors in males and females.

Colors on male wood-warblersin nuptial plumageare not equally frequent (X2 _861.6, d.f. -- 9, P < 0.005), nor are colors distributed randomly (X2 = 1832.2,
d.f. -- 81, P < 0.005) over the body (Table 2). As with males,colorson females
in springplumage are not equally frequent (X2 = 1228.0, d.f. = 9, P < 0.005), nor
are they distributed randomly (X2 = 1909.2, d.f. = 81, P < 0.005) over the body
(Table 3). While not surprising,the nonrandom occurrenceand distribution of
color in both male and female wood-warblers emphasizes the existence of nonrandom selection operating on color and its pattern.
The frequency of different colors in males and females is significantlydifferent
(X2 _- 132.2, d.f. -- 9, P < 0.005). Colored patchesof males are more often black
and lessoften yellow-greenor brown than colored patchesof females.Surprisingly,
white, yellow, orange,red, and chestnutare equally frequent in both sexes.However, the yellow, orange, red, and chestnut colors on female wood-warblers are
less saturated than the same colors among males. The comparison confirms our
intuitive grasp of the difference between male and female wood-warblers. Dark
colors are blacker and light colors brighter among males than among females.
Males have saturated colors and heightened contrast (see Chap. 7), whereas fe-
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2

FREQUENCYOF OCCURRENCEOF COLORS1 ON MALE WOOD-WARBLERS
2 IN
NUPTIAL
Featheredregion

Crown
Face 3
Neck 3
Dorsum 3
Tail

Tailspots

W

Y

O

2
71
31
4
0

9
90
60
8
0

3
6
7
0
0

PLUMAGE

R

3
8
8
1
0

Ch

Gr

G

Br

Bn

Bk

15
14
7
6
0

11
28
58
148
29

25
74
89
97
11

2
14
16
24
39

7
10
14
27
0

34
131
46
22
33

48

1

2

0

0

28

6

20

0

6

Venter 3
Flank

123
17

144
19

6
1

15
2

11
5

1
30

18
26

4
5

0
2

14
5

Remiges
Wingbars
Total frequency

0
23
319

0
9
340

0
1
26

0
0
37

0
0
58

21
21
375

9
8
363

67
42
233

0
0
60

15
8
314

W = white, Y = yellow, O = orange,R = red, Ch = chestnut,Gr • yellow-green,G = gray, Br = brown, Bu = blue, Bk = black.
One specimenfor each of 112 species.

Collectiveterm for severalsmallerfeatheredregions;seepage5 for explanation.

males, although they possesssimilar color patterns, have lesssaturated colors that
produce less optical contrast.
In addition to sexualdifferences,the patterns and colors of wood-warblers vary
with ageand season(Stewart 1952; Mayfield 1960; Foster 1967a, b; Nolan 1978;
Rohwer et al. 1983). Suchdifferencesare undoubtedly important (Hamilton 1961;
Hamilton and Barth 1962; Rohwer et al. 1980); however, when discussingpatterns
and colors of plumage I consider only nuptial plumage of adult wood-warblers.

Reflectancespectraof legsand bills.--The reflectancespectraof legswas measured for wood-warblers killed at local television towers during September 1973

using a Beckman DK-2A spectrophotometeras describedabove. The toes were
removed and the tarsometatarsi aligned to make a light tight surface 1 cm2.
Reflectance was measured within 24 h of death. Construction

of the tarsometatarsi

samplerequired the legsof six to nine wood-warblers.Seven specieswere killed
in large enoughnumbersto meet both the time and number limitations. The bill
TABLE

3

FREQUENCY
OF OCCURRENCE
OF COLORS
1 ON FEMALEWOOD-WARBLERS
2 IN
NUPTIAL
Featheredregion

Crown
Face
Neck
Dorsum
Tail

Tailspots

PLUMAGE

W

Y

O

R

Ch

Gr

G

Br

Bu

Bk

1
67
34
3
0

6
78
61
7
0

2
6
5
0
0

3
8
8
1
0

13
11
5
6
0

28
61
69
169
29

23
114
85
81
9

7
36
27
34
55

5
3
7
10
0

18
39
13
7
13

45

2

1

0

0

27

5

24

0

2

Venter
Flank

119
13

136
17

5
0

11
2

9
4

2
34

19
34

10
5

0
0

4
1

Remiges
Wingbars
Total frequency

0
30
312

0
1
308

0
0
19

0
0
33

0
0
48

22
21
462

4
4
378

71
45
314

0
0
25

9
6
112

Color names as in Table 2.

One specimenfor eachof 106 species.
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was too small to measure singly, and its elongate-conicalshape prevented construction of a larger surface.Becausemelanin is the primary biDchromein both
the legsand bills of wood-warblers,I assumedthat bills and legswith the same
Munsell color value had similar reflectancespectra(but seeSchwalm et al. 1977;
Bakken et al. 1978).
Becausecoloration of the legsis discussedin terms of absorption of solarenergy,
reflectanceis expressedas a percent of the incident solar radiation at sea level on
the equator (Fig. 3). The legsof Ovenbirds reflect more energyin the visible and
near infrared regionsof the spectrumthan the legsof Magnolia Warblers (Fig. 4).
Becausethe energyof the solar spectrumis concentratedin the sameregion (Gates
1966, 1980; Monteith 1973), the difference in reflectance of visible and near

infrared radiation is not greatlyreducedby increasedreflectanceof longerwavelengthsfrom Magnolia Warbler legs(Fig. 4). The legs of Magnolia Warblers and
Ovenbirds have similar solar reflectancesfrom 1900 nm (about 160 TeraHertz
[THz]) to the termination of the solar spectrum. Reflectanceof thermal radiation
(wavelengthsin excessof 4000 rim, frequenciesbelow 75 THz) is close to zero
for all biological tissues(Gates 1980).
Frequencyand distribution of color of legsand bills.--Reflectance spectracould
be measured for only seven species,too few for comparative purposes.Thus I
used museum specimensand the Munsell color value as a qualitative approximation of reflectance.Low color values indicate little reflectance(i.e., darkly
coloredlegs)whereashighnumbersindicategreaterreflectance(i.e., lightlycolored
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legged).
TABLE

4

INTRASPECIFIC COMPARISON BY SEX AND AGE OF MUNSELL COLOR VALUES OF
LEGS BASED ON THE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV
Leg color

Dark

Season
2

STATISTIC I

Male vs female

Spring

0/39

Summer

0/31

Adult vs juvenile

1/2
Black-and-white
Black-and-white
Blue-winged
Orange-crowned
Grace's
Olive

Light

2, 6

5/32

Autumn
Winter

0/18
0/21

Spring

0/30

0/4

Summer

0/29

1/24

Autumn

0/23

Winter

0/18

2, 2
2, 6
2, 4
1, 2
1, 2

0/16
0/4

Yellow

4, 4
1/ 10

Blackpoll

4, 4
0/4

• The numerator is the number of specieswith a significantdifferencein coloration of the legs between indicated groups.The
denominator is the total number of speciescompared. Listed below the numerical comparisonare the species,if any, in which leg color
differedsignificantlyand the modal color valuesof the agegroupscompared.Color valuesare givenin the order of the column heading.
Smaller color values indicate darker legs.

2 Spring;21 March-20 June:summer;21 June-20September:.
autumn;21 September-20December:winter;21 December-20March.
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Munsell color valuesof the upper and lower mandiblesof malesof 115 speciesof wood-

warblers.

legs).To learn how drying affectedthe color of the legsI measuredtarsometatarsi
of Chestnut-sidedWarblers, a specieswith dark legs(Munsell color value 2), and
Ovenbirds, a specieswith light legs(Munsell color value 6) within 24 h of death,
placed the samples in a desiccatingchamber for one week, and measured the
absorptionspectraagain. Legs of Chestnut-sidedWarblers absorbed89 percent
of the incident solarradiation when measuredwithin 24 h of death and 88 percent
of the incidentradiation one week later. Legsof the Ovenbird absorbed66 percent
of the incident radiation when measuredwithin 24 h of death, and 69 percent
one week later. In both casesthe modal color value was unaffectedby drying.
These resultssuggestthat the color value of wood-warbler legs is not seriously
distorted by drying, probably becausetheir color is based on melanins that resist
fading. To a limited extent dark legsbecamelighter and light legsbecamedarker,
suggesting
that any differencesseenamong museum specimenswould be greater
among living birds. I characterizedthe color value of the legsof approximately
13,000 individual study skinsbelongingto 115 speciesofParulinae. Munsell color
values are ordinal, so the mode was used to measurecentral tendency.
The legsof wood-warblerstend to be dark. Fifty-eight speciesof wood-warblers

have legswith a Munsell colorvalue of 2 (dark, e.g.,MagnoliaWarbler), 15 species
have legs with a Munsell color value of 4 (light), 26 specieshave legs with a
Munsell color value of 6 (lighter, e.g., Ovenbird), and 16 specieshave legswith
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Munscll color values of the upper and lower mandibles of females of 106 speciesof

wood-warblers.

a Munsell color value of 8 (lightest). The differencebetween color values 2 and
4 appearedgreater than the differencebetween 4 and 6 or 6 and 8. Thus legswith
color values 4, 6, and 8 are collectively referred to as light, legswith color value
2 are referred to as dark.

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs,Signed-Ranksstatisticwasusedto evaluatecolor
values of upper and lower mandibles of 115 speciesof wood-warblers(Fig. 5).
Specieswith uniform bill color were counted toward retention of the null hypothesisof no differencein color value of upper and lower mandibles. Nevertheless,the upper mandible is significantlydarker than the lower among both males
(X2 -- 480.5, N = 115, P < 0.001) and females(Fig. 6, X2 = 264.5, N = 108, P <
0.001).
COLOR VARIATION

OF THE LEGS

Leg colorationwas evaluatedby groupingspecimensby age,sex,and seasonof
collectionas indicated on the museum label. Only groupsthat containedeight or
more specimenswere comparedintraspecifically.Becausethe data were ordinal,
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic(Sokal and Rohlf 1969) was used to evaluate
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differences in modal color value or variance in color values between two groups.

The hypothesisof no differencewas rejected whenever the probability of no
difference was below 0.05.

Males and femalesof all specieshad the sameleg color (Table 4). Adults and
juvenilesdifferedsignificantlyin only eight species(Table 4). In three of thesethe
modal color value was the same,but significantlymore variation was found among
juveniles. In the remainingfive speciesthe legsof juveniles were lighter than the
legsof adults. The color of the legsshowssignificantseasonalvariation in very
few species(Table 5), fewer than would be expected from Type II error. Furthermore, where significantvariation occurs, it is inconsistentor involves the
range of variation not the modal leg color. Some specieshave darker legs in
autumn, others in spring,or summer, or winter.
The slight,but significant,tendencyfor juvenilesto have lighterlegsthan adults
(P < 0.05, SignTest) and lighterlegsearly in the year resultsfrom nestlingwoodwarblershaving fleshylegsuntil fledging,when the integumentdehydrates(Ricklefs 1967, 1968, 1974) and, in dark-leggedspecies,becomesimpregnatedwith
melanin. Among adult wood-warblerscoloration of the legsdoes not vary with
sex (Table 4) or season(Table 5).

CHAPTER

3

DURABILITY

"There is only one important exception to the generalizationthat desert animals
resemblein color the soil on which they live, but it is a most remarkable one, in
many desertsa number of indigenousanimals are black."
(Buxton 1923:150)

Different biochromes affect the structure of feathers differently (Desselberger
1930; Danforth 1958; Brush and Allen 1963; Brush 1965a, 1981; Voitkevich
1966). If durability depends on the feather's structure, then differently colored
feathersexposedto a constant amount of wear should show different amounts of
damage.If potential damageto the plumage differssignificantlyin different parts
of the body or in different habitats, then the frequency of differently colored
featherswith different durabilities should reflect differencesin potential damage.
Dwight (1900) appearsto have been the first to associatedifferential durability
with differently colored barbs, although much earlier Bachman (1839) concluded
that birds change color without molting simply by wearing away the differently

colored edgesof feathers.Averill (1923) observedthat white barbs of recently
shed primaries of gulls are destroyedwhereas black barbs, although damaged,
remain functional. His observationwas repeatedby Test (1940) on the remiges
of Common Flickers(Colaœtes
auritus)and experimentallyreplicatedby Bergman
(1982) on the remigesof ScandinavianLesserBlack-backedGulls (Larusf.fuscus).
These observationssuggestthat black feathersare more durable than white feathers. Becausemelanin is the source of the black color, they further imply that
featherscontainingmelanin are more durablethan featherslackingit. Averill and
Test compared black and white barbs, but they failed to mention other colors or
to quantify the differencesin durability of differently colored feathers. This is
important becausethe color of melanic feathersvaries with the density of melanoproteingranules(Bowers1959) and the structureand arrangementof granules
(Auber 1957; Greenewaltet al. 1960; Durrer and Villiger 1962; Dyck 1971, 1976).
Damage to feathersmay result from collision with large (e.g., twigs, stones)or
small (e.g., airborne particles) objects, from repeated bending, or from overextension. The hypothesisthat differently colored feathers resist damage differently wastestedby subjectingfeathersof differentcolorsto experimentalabrasion
by airborne particles. Microscopic analysis suggeststhat experimental abrasion
of feathersis qualitatively similar to natural abrasion. A mathematical model of
particulate abrasion was developed to predict the distribution of abrasion-resistant

plumage
ona wood-warbler's
bodyandthefrequency
of abrasion-resistant
plumage among speciesin habitats with different abrasive properties. Predictions were
comparedwith the observedcolor patterns of wood-warblersand the frequency
of abrasion-resistantplumage among speciesin different habitats.
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NATURAL IS EXPERIMENTAL ABRASION?

Natural abrasion of feathers requires months under unstudied conditions. Experimental abrasionrequiressecondsunder conditionsthat can be quantified,but
does experimental abrasion approximate the natural process?To address this
question,featherspluckedjust prior to molt were comparedmicroscopicallywith
feathersexperimentally abraded with airborne silicon particles.
Methods. -- The outermost left rectrix and the left medial rectrix were plucked
from wood-warblers and other small songbirdscaptured at the Delaware Wildlife
Refuge during the summer of 1981. Becauseabrasion was most evident on the
medial rectrices, they were selectedfor microscopic study. None of the species
whosefeathemwere experimentallyabradedwas capturedduring 1981; therefore,
experimentallyabraded feathersof the Ovenbird and naturally abraded feathers
of the SongSparrow (Melospiza melodia) were selectedfor comparison.Feathers
of both speciesare uniformly brown and of similar size and microstructure.
Ovenbird feathers were exposed for one min to a stream of silicon carbide
particles,20 t•m or lessin diameter. To prevent the feather from moving in the
air streamit was clampedwith its ventral surfaceagainsta metal plate. Feather
and plate were mounted perpendicular to the stream of particles with the dorsal
surfaceof the feather 10 cm from the sourceof the air stream. During the onemin exposureperiod, 0.4 g of silicon carbide hit the feather.
The distal 8 mm of feather was chosenas a readily identifiable portion that
was representative of the feather's vane. Ten abraded feathers of each species

wereuniformly
coated
witha 500]klayerofgoldin a Technics
HummerV triode
sputter-coater.Specimenswere examinedwith an Hitachi scanningelectronmicroscope,model S-500, at 20 kV acceleratingvoltage and a focal length of 10
mm.

Comparison.-- Several structuralchangesin feathersresult from wear (Fig. 7
A, D, G, vs B, E, H, or H, C, I). The vast majority ofbarbules have been broken
(Fig. 7 B, C, E, F), many of them within 10 t•m of the barb. The broken edges
(Fig. 7 E, F, and H) are jagged suggestingthat the distal portion of the barbule
was torn off, not graduallyrubbed away. The barbsand rachisof both the Ovenbird
(Fig. 7 B, E) and SongSparrow (Fig. 7 C, F) show cracksand some splitting that
reveal the internal structureof the barb (Fig. 7 H). Similaritiesbetweennaturally
(Fig. 7 C, F, I) and experimentally (Fig. 7 B, E, H) abraded featherssuggestthat
experimental abrasion is a reasonable approximation to natural wear.
Abrasiveparticlesare found on feathersthat were collectedin the wild (Fig. 7
D, G, F, I) and feathers that were experimentally abraded (Fig. 7 E, H). The
presenceof abrasiveparticlesand similaritiesin damageto Ovenbird and Song
Sparrow featherssuggestthat particulate abrasion may be an important sourceof
feather

wear.

EXPERIMENTAL

ABRASION OF WOOD-WARBLER

FEATHERS

Present knowledge of the structure of bitchromes and their effects on feather
structureallows us to predict the relative extent of damage to differently colored
featherssubjectedto equal amounts of wear. Melanin is a polymer of high molecular weight that binds to protein (Nicolaus 1968; Needham 1974) to form an
insolublegranuleabout 0.2 •m in diameter. Deposition ofmelanoprotein granules
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FIGURE 7. Undamaged (A, D, G) and experimentally abraded (B, E, H) Ovenbird left outermost
rectricesare shownin the left and middle columnsrespectively.A naturallyworn SongSparrowroedial
rectrix is shown in the right (C, F, I) column. The rachisis the largest,most nearly vertical structure
in A-F. The large branchesfrom the rachis are barbs with the barbtriesbeing the flattenedbranches
off the barb. Barbicelsare the hooklike structuresvisible along the right side of D. In all pictures, the
proximal portion of the feather is at the bottom of the picture and the distal portion at the top of the
picture.The scalefor each horizontal row of photographsis representedby a horizontalbar in the

lefthand photograph: (A) 500 •m, (D) 50 •m, and (G) 5 •m.

in the feather's cortex (Lucas and Stettenheim 1972) is associatedwith thickening
of the cortical layer (Spottel 1914; Voitkevich 1966). Carotenes and xanthophylls
are diffuse biochromes and in moderate concentrations, such as found in woodwarbler feathers (Brush and Johnson 1976), have little effect on the structure of
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FIGURE8. The mean percentageof broken barbs in feathersof differentcolorsexposedto equal
amountsof particulateabrasion.N = number of feathersabraded.The horizontallinesgroupcolors
whosemean percentageof brokenbarbs do not differ significantly.

barbs and barbules (Brush and Siefried 1968). In wood-warblers white is due to
reflection and scatteringof all wavelengths from closely packed, colorlessfibers
in barbs and barbules.Only in feathersthat contain melanin are there structural
reasonsto expectincreaseddurability. Therefore,prediction3.1: amongdifferently
colored feathers, those impregnated with melanin should be most resistant to
wear.

Methods.--The outermost left rectrix was plucked from wood-warblers killed
at television transmitting towers in Madison, Wisconsin, on 26-28 September
1973. This featherwas chosenbecauseit was readily identifiable, easilyremoved,
frequently contained a contrastinglycolored patch, and occurredin six different
colors in different species.
Prior to abrasion all feathers were examined to ensure that there were no broken

barbs or missingbarbules. Only feathersin perfect condition were used. Feathers
were individually taggedand traced so that the area of each feather or colored
patch could be used.
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TABLE

6

PROBABILITIES • THAT THE DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGE OF BROKEN BARBS
BETWEEN ANY TWO FEATHER COLORS IS DUE TO CHANCE
Orange

Yellow

Brown
Black

Feathercolor

<0.001
<0.005

White

<0.02
<0.05

>0.1
>0.5

Yellow-green

< 0.005

> 0.1

> 0.5

Yellow

>0.5

>0.5

Orange

> 0.5

Yellow-green

>0.5
>0.5

Black

>0.5

• Based on analysisof variance and Scheft6test.

All featherswere experimentallyabradedas describedabove. Following abrasion the percentageof broken barbs was determined for each feather. I calculated

a mean percentageof broken barbsfor eachcolor and usedan analysisof variance
to compare all means. The difference between pairs of means was evaluated with
the Scheft6test (Roscoe 1975).
Following abrasion, each feather was again traced. A Keuffel and Essercompensating polar planimeter, model 620005, was used to find the area from the
tracingsof each feather before and after abrasion. Readings were in square centimeters and accurateto 0.1 cm2. Becausesize of the differently colored feathers
varied, I calculatedthe area destroyedby abrasionas a percentage.The analysis
of variance was used to evaluate the differenceamong means and the Scheft6test
to evaluate the differencesbetween all pairs of means.
Results.-- The mean percentagesof broken barbs vary significantlywith color
(F = 9.32; d.f. = 5,95; P < 0.001; Fig. 8; Table 6). Black, brown, and yellow-green
feathers,the only feathersthat contain melanin, have a significantlylower percentage of broken barbs than white, which contains no biochrome. Black and
brown feathersalso have a significantlylower percentageof broken barbs than
orange feathers which contain a carotenoid, but no melanin. The percentageof
broken barbs is not significantlydifferent among black, brown, and yellow-green
feathers,all of which contain melanin, nor do yellow, orange, and white feathers,
none of which contain melanin, differ significantly.
The mean percentagesof area of differently coloredfeathersdestroyedby abrasiondiffer significantly(F = 37.65; d.f. = 5,95; P < 0.001; Fig. 9; Table 7). Brown
and yellow-greenfeatherslost a significantlysmaller percentageof area than did
yellow and white feathers.The percentageof surfacearea lost by brown, black,
and yellow-greenfeathersis not significantlydifferentnor do percentages
of surface
area lost by orange, yellow, and white feathers differ significantly.
The percentagearealost during abrasionis highly correlatedwith the percentage
of broken barbs (Fig. 10: r -- 0.91). However, future discussionis based on the
percentageof area lost becauselossof surfacearea is critical to proper functioning
of the wings and tail. A barb that breaks at the tip will have less aerodynamic
effect on the bird than a barb that breaks near its base.

Discussion.--The hypothesisthat differently colored feathersexposedto a constant amount of abrasion show different amounts of damage is stronglysupported
by the data. Feathers whose color is wholly (black, brown) or partially (yellowgreen)the resultof melanin-impregnation are more abrasion-resistantthan feathers
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FIGURE 9. The percentageof area lost by differentlycoloredfeathersexposedto equalamounts of
particulateabrasion.N = number of abradedfeathers.The horizontallinesgroupcolorswhosemean
percentages
of area lost do not differ significantly.

lackingmelanin (prediction3.1). The addition of moderateamountsofcarotenoid
to melanic feathers, as in the yellow-green feathers of wood-warblers, has no

significanteffect on abrasion resistance.The data suggestno differencein the
abrasion resistance of carotenoid colored and white feathers. However, concen-

tration of carotenoidsgreaterthan those found in wood-warbler featherscan affect
the structureof feather barbs and barbules.Externally the barbulesmay be lacking
and the barb laterally flattened (Frank 1939; Rawles 1960; Brush and Seifreid
TABLE

7

PROBABILITIESI THAT THE DIFFERENCE IN PERCENTAGEOF SURFACEAREA LOST
BETWEENANY TWO FEATHER COLORS IS DUE TO CHANCE
Feather color

Yellow

White

Orange

Black

Brown

<0.05

<0.02

>0.5

>0.5

Yellow-green

< 0.05

< 0.005

> 0.5

> 0.5

Black

>0.5

>0.5

>0.5

Orange

>0.5

>0.5

White

> 0.5

• Basedon analysisof varianceand Scheft6test.

Yellow-green

>0.5
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1968; Olson 1970; Johnson and Brush 1972; Troy and Brush 1983). Internally

the medulla may be reduced or absent, although the cortical cells, which contain
the biochrome, remain distinct and a thickened exterior cuticle is present (Olson
1970). How such modifications affect abrasion resistanceis unknown.
ABRASION BY AIRBORNE PARTICLES

The damage,(D), that resultsfrom the collisionof airplanewingswith airborne
particlesis proportional to the kinetic energy(K.E.) and number (n) of colliding
particles(Probstein and Fasso 1970; Waldman and Reinecke 1971; Smith, D. H.
1976):
D = cn(K.E.)
3.1
where c is a constant of proportionality. I assume that the same relationship
describes the collision of airborne particles with the wings of birds. The nonelasticity of suchcollisionsis shown by the presenceof particles embedded in the
variously damagedbarbs and barbules(Fig. 7 B, C, E, F, H, and I). The energy
transferred from the particle to the barb or barbule struck is dissipated as heat or
by destruction of the keratin fibers.
Kinetic energy is energy due to motion. It is defined by:
1

K.E.= •mv2

3.2
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wherern is the massof the particleand v its velocityin any direction.Substituting
equation 3.2 for K.E. in equation 3.1 gives the following relationship:
c

D = •nmv
2

3.3

Damage from the abrasionof airborne particlesis proportional to the number of
collisions, the mass of the colliding particles, and the velocity of the particles.
If a habitat has a uniform density of particleswith a characteristic,average
mass--for example the air of boreal foreststhat might contain conifer pollen as
its primary particulate--, then variationsin the kinetic energyof particlesdepend
only on variations in the velocity of the particlesat the moment of collisionwith
the feather barbs or barbules (equation 3.3).
The massof an averageparticle traveling toward collision with a barb or barbule
is small compared to the mass of the feather. Therefore, if the feather to be hit
is taken as the referencepoint, all changesin velocity of either the feather or the
particle will appear as changesin the velocity of the particle only. Airborne
particleswill appearto approacha flying bird alongits line of flight at a velocity
equal and opposite to the bird's velocity, assuming still air. Airborne particles
will approach a perched bird from the direction of and at the same velocity as
the wind.

If the velocity of the bird were the only factor that determinedthe velocity of
the particlesat the point of collision, then the head, neck, breast, shoulders,and
leading edgeof the wings would receive the most abrasion.However, the airfoil
shapeof the wings,and possiblyof the body aswell, meansthat air moving across
the dorsum has a higher velocity than air moving acrossthe venter. Turbulence
around the wingsand tail meansthat theseare areasof rapid air movement, and
the wings move thereby contributing their own kinetic energy to the collision.
Becausethe velocity of air moving past a flying bird varies accordingto a predictable pattern, the kinetic energyof airborne particlescolliding with the feathers
varies predictably, as does the potential damage causedby particulate abrasion.
PREDICTIONS BASED ON VELOCITY OF PARTICLES

The following predictionsare basedon the airflow pattern around a flying bird.
Dorsal color.-- If the body shape of a flying bird deviates from teardrop, then
air flow is not equal over all body surfaces.In fact, the flight-profile of most birds
suggestsan airfoil. Where the body profile approximatesan airfoil, the velocity
of airborne particles moving acrossthe dorsum is faster than the velocity of
particlesmoving acrossthe venter, and the kinetic energyof particlesis greater.
The wing must be an airfoil in birds that fly, and, therefore, airborne particles
moving acrossthe dorsal surfaceof the wing have a higher kinetic energythan
particlesmoving acrossthe ventral surface.Thus, prediction 3.2: the dorsum is
more likely to be melanin-impregnated than the venter.
Rectrix color.-- The rectrices supplement the control movements of the wings,
especiallyin the rapid aerial maneuversof wood-warblers.During suchmaneuvers
the rectricesare spreadto form an auxiliary surfacebehind and below the wings.
Such a surfacedraws air over the main surfaceof the wings and so keepsthe flow
attachedto the wings at high anglesof attack, thereby increasingthe maximum
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lift coefficientof the wing and loweringthe stallingspeed(Pennycuick1972, 1975).
Such use of the tail subjectsthe entire tail to rapidly moving air similar to the
rapid flow of air acrossthe dorsum, but also subjectsthe lateral and trailing edges
to turbulence. The velocity of particles in areas of turbulence is greater than that
of particles in the air moving acrossthe dorsum or the dorsal surface of the tail
becausethe air in the turbulence is moving relative to the non-turbulent flow of
air. Where the velocity is greater, the kinetic energyof the particles is greater, and
the damagefrom abrasionis greater(equation3.3). The tail is subjectedto abrasion
from two sources:rapidly moving air and turbulence. Thus, prediction 3.3: the
tail, and particularly the lateral and trailing edgesof the tail, is more likely to be
melanin-impregnated than the dorsum.
When the tail is expanded,the more roedial feathersoverlie the adjacent, more
lateral

feathers with the lateral barbs of each feather above the roedial barbs of

the adjacentfeather.Therefore, particlesin the rapidly moving, dorsalairflow will
abrade the overlying roedial tail feathers more than the lateral feathers and the
overlying lateral barbs of each feather more than the roedial barbs. When the tail
is furled in rapid flight, the medial feathers are uppermost with the most lateral
featherson the bottom. During such flight, only the roedial feathers of the tail
and the lateral edgesof the underlying feathers will be exposedto abrasion from
airborne particles moving around the tail. Thus, prediction 3.4: roedial feathers
and the lateral edgesof all tail feathers are more likely to contain melanin than
other parts of the tail.
Remex color.--The remiges are abraded by rapidly moving airborne particles.
Such abrasionis similar to that occurringon the dorsum and tail. The remiges
are alsosubjectto turbulenceboth at their trailing edgesand at the wing tip. Unlike
the dorsumand rectrices,the remiges,particularly the distal remigesor primaries,
are moving. From our referencepoint on the feather suchmovement appearsas
changesin the velocity of the particle. Since the wing moves at an angle with
respectto the line of flight, the apparent changein the velocity of the particle is
equal and opposite to a vector of the velocity of the remiges that is parallel to
the line of flight. So the velocity of a particleapproachingthe remigeshasincreased
velocity due to movement over an airfoil, increasedvelocity due to turbulence,
and increasedvelocity due to flapping of the remiges.As a result,prediction3.5:
the remiges are more likely to be melanin-impregnated than either the dorsum
or the tail.
PARTICULATE AmP.ASION OF PERCHED BIRDS

The small sizeof most airborneparticles(< 5 t•m) meansthat they are carried
with the wind. However, the extent to which foragingbirds exposethemselvesto
wind is poorly known. At low temperaturesbirds seek shelteredforaging sites
(Grubb 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979), but we know little about the exposureof foraging
birds under other conditions,and exposureis not the only factor. Does a foraging
bird orient with respectto the wind, and if so, how?Without empirical knowledge
of the exposure and orientation of foraging wood-warblers with respect to the
wind, it is impossibleto predict the extent to which different areas of the body
are abradedby windblown particles.Birds that are restingor incubatingin windy
locationscommonly face the wind (Austin 1929; Gochfield 1978). Therefore, the
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only consistentorientation of perched birds with respectto the wind is similar to
the orientation found with respectto relative wind in flying birds. However, the
absoluteamount of abrasion is probably much less in a perched bird than in a
flying bird becausethe velocity of particleswould depend only on absolutewind
speedwhich would rarely equal the speedof a flying bird.
OBSERVED TOPOGRAPHY OF ABRASION-RESISTANT COLORS

I have quantified abrasion resistance for black, brown, yellow-green, yellow,
orange,and white feathers of wood-warblers. I have developed a model of abrasion
based on the different velocities of airborne particles moving around a bird in
flapping flight. The model predicts more severe abrasion in some areas of the
body than in other areas. I now look at the frequency of abrasion-resistantcolors
in different areas of the body based on the color frequenciesin Tables 2 and 3.

As predicted(prediction3.2) the most abrasion-resistantcolors(brown, yellow-
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resistanceof thosesamefeathercolorsmeasuredin termsof area destroyedby experimentalabrasion
(seeFig. 10). For males292 ventral regionsare plotted, 276 ventral regionsfor females.

green,and black)predominateon the dorsumof wood-warblers(Fig. 11), whereas
white and yellow predominate on the renter (Fig. 12) but occur rarely on the
dorsum. Becausethe dorsum consistsof three regions, males of 113 specieshave
339 dorsal regions of which 131 consist of colored feathers whose abrasion resistanceis unknown.However, colorsin all but one of theseregionsare basedon
melanins and, therefore, should be abrasion-resistant.Females of 106 species
have 318 dorsal regions of which 99 consist of feather colors whose abrasion
resistanceis unknown. As with males, colorsin all but one of the regionsare
based on melanins. Thus, the predominance of abrasion-resistantfeather colors
on the dorsumis further supportedby the predominanceof melanic colorsamong
the dorsal regionswhose feather colorswere not measuredfor abrasion resistance.
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The rectricesshowa much greatertendencytoward abrasion-resistantcoloration
than the dorsum (prediction3.3). No specieshave predominantly orange,white,
or yellow rectrices(Fig. 13). Males of 11 speciesand females of nine specieshave
gray rectriceswhose abrasion resistanceis unknown. However, gray is based on
melanin; hence the rectrices of these speciesshould be abrasion-resistant.
Many wood-warblers have tailspots that are colored differently from the surroundingrectrices.However, as predicted(prediction3.4) the medial rectricesare
alwaysmelanic as are most of the distal barbs of feathersthat possesslight patches
(prediction 3.3). The right outermost rectrices of the eastern North American
wood-warblers shown in Figure 14 illustrate this latter point, and in 18 of the 23
speciespictured the light-colored barbs are restricted to the medial side as predicted (predictions 3.3 and 3.4).
Remiges(prediction3.5) show the greatesttendencytoward abrasion-resistant
color (Fig. 15). No speciesof wood-warbler has white, yellow, or orange remiges.
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Many specieshave white, yellow, or orange wingbars, but these are located on
the primary and secondarycovertsor proximal surfaceof the remigeswhere air
flow, althoughrapid, is not turbulentand where movementcausedby flappingis
minimal. In other words the location of wingbars(which probably function in
communication,seeChap. 6) may be dictatedby the needto minimize particulate
abrasionto non-melanic, easily abraded feathers.
The importanceofmelanic remigesis suggested
by a comparisonof worn white
and melanic feathersfrom the wingsof a partially albinistic Yellow-rumped War-
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bier (Barrowcloughand Sibley 1980). The white remigeshad significantlyless
surfacearea than the melanic remiges.If all the bird's flight feathershad been
white, the surfacearea of the wings would have been 16 percentlessthan in a
wood-warblerwith melanicremiges,the powerrequiredfor sustainedflight would
be increasedby 4 percent,with a 9 percentincreasein the power requiredfor
aerial maneuvers. These resultsconfirm the increaseddurability ofmelanic feathem under field conditions and provide an estimate of the importance to the bird
of reduced abrasive damage to the feathers.
A bird'swingsand bodygeneratelift by the differencein velocityof air moving
over and under them and by their inclination relative to the air stream. When
inclined the body and wingspresentthe ventral surfaceto the air stream,thus
abrasion would be more severe on the ventral surface than the dorsal surface and

abrasion-resistant
plumageshouldbe common on the ventral surfaceof the body
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TABLE

8

SIZE t AND DENSITY OF AIRBORNE PARTICLES RECORDED IN Dlee'ERENT HABITATS
Diameter

Habitat

Desert

Semi-desert

Erodingfield
Continental coasts
Polar

of

airborne
particles6am)

Density of airborne
particles• m-3)

Source

150-300
50-500
1-70

----

Baghold 1941
Smalley and Vita-Finzi 1968
Schueteas cited by Gillette et al. 1972

31.2-62.5

--

Swineford and Frye 1945

62.5-125

--

Warn and Cox 1951

49-53

--

--

3.2 x 103-1.3 x 106

Chepil and Woodruff 1957
Chepil 1957

0.6-40

--

20
--

22
12.1

Prospero and Carlson 1972
Prospero 1979

5
0.2-2
2

-2-12
--

Darbey et al. 1974
Heintzenberg 1980
Thompson and Mosley-Thompson 1981

Ocean

-0.4-4.0

Gillette et al. 1972

0.35-0.69

Prospero 1979

0.02-2.3

Duce et al. 1980

• Abrasivedamageis relatedto the maSSof airborneparticles(equation3.3) not their diameter.However,quartz(SiO2)particles
comprise70-80 percentof all airbornedust(Smalley1966;Smalleyand Vita-Finzi 1968;Delanyet al. 1973;Haeberli 1978).Because
their mineralcompositionis similar, largeparticleswill havea largermassthan smallerparticles.

andwings.The rarity ofmelanicventers(Fig. 12)may argueagainstthe importance
of lift generatedby inclination or againstthe importanceof particulateabrasion.
Countershadingto reducethree dimensionality(Thayer 1909; Cott 1957) has
long been the acceptedexplanationof the dark dorsal, light ventral pattern. The
effectivenessof countershadinghas been demonstratedexperimentally(Ruiter
1956), but the data presentedhere establishabrasion resistanceas a possible
additional advantageto the dark dorsal, light ventral pattern common among
birds.
PREDICTIONS BASED ON NUMBER AND SIZE OF PARTICLES

Different habitats have different densities of airborne particles and different
characteristicmasses(Table 8). Where the massand density of airborne particles
is high, abrasivedamageto the plumagemay be severe(equation3.3). Where the
massand density of particlesare low, abrasivedamageto the plumageis slight
(equation3.3). If wind speedsover desertsand oceansare within an order of
magnitudeof eachother, then abrasionfrom airborneparticleswill be far more
severe in deserts where particles are larger and more numerous (Table 8) than
over oceanswhere particles are smaller and less numerous (Table 8). Because
melanic feathersare more abrasion-resistantthan non-melanic feathers,prediction
3.6: more desert-dwellingspecieshave a high proportion ofmelanic plumage than
oceanic species.
I-IABITAT DI•'ERENCES
DIFF•R•brr

IN THE NUMBER OF SPECIES WITH

PROPORTIONS OF MELANIC

PLUMAGE

Wood-warblerscannot provide a comparative test of prediction3.6. Therefore,
I compared a sample of desert-dwelling speciesbased on Meinertzhagen (1954)
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and a sample of oceanic birds based on Alexander (1954), Mayr and Cottrell
(1979), and Peters (1934). Desert-dwelling specieswere those confined to the
interior of the Arabian peninsula, not strictly confined to vegetatedoases,and
frequently exposedto blowing sand. Oceanic speciesincluded those that remain
50 km or more from land except when breeding or whose range is confined to
oceanicislands(e.g., AscensionFrigatebirdFregata aquila) where airborne particleshave the samecharacteristics
as thosein oceanicair (Duce et al. 1980). Not
usedwere speciesthat dive for food or dig nestingburrows becauseboth activities
involve nonparticulatewear of feathers.When information on nestingand foraging
habits was unknown, specieswere rejected if their congenersdive or burrow.
Information on foraging and nesting habits of oceanic birds was taken from
Alexander(1954), Palmer (1962), Watson (1966), Stokesand Shackleton(1968),
Burtt (1974), Brown et al. (1978), Tuck and Heinzel (1979) and John Warham
(pers. comm.).
Color morphs were treated as separatespecies.Only the winter plumage of
phalaropeswas included becausethis plumageis worn at sea.My sampleof oceanic
speciesincludes all avian speciesthat meet the criteria. My sample of desertdwelling speciesincludes only those inhabiting the Arabian desert becausedistributional information for these speciesis more complete than for comparable
speciesin other deserts.
The proportion ofmelanic plumagewas estimated for specimensin the Museum
of ComparativeZoologyat Harvard University. The sametopographicalregions
were used as for wood-warblers(Fig. 1). The color of each region was estimated
by comparing the specimen with Munsell color swatches. The relative area of
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eachfeatheredregionwas assumedto be the samefor all speciesconsidered.Areas
were estimatedby tracingthe outline of eachregion on the spreadskin of a House
Sparrow (Passerdomesticus)with a Keuffel and Esser compensatingpolar planimeter, model 620005. The relative area of eachregionwascalculatedby dividing
its absolutearea by the total surfacearea of the House Sparrow (see Appendix
II-1 for relative areas).The proportion of surfacecoveredby melanic plumageis
given in Appendix 11-2 for each speciessampled.
The hypothesisthat desert-dwellingand oceanicspecieshave equal proportions
ofmelanic plumagewasevaluatedwith the chi-squarestatistic.Specieswith more
than 40% non-melanic plumage were treated as one statistical category in order
to avoid chi-square cells with fewer than five expected species.
Desert-dwellingbirdshave a significantly(X2 = 25.69, d.f. = 4, P < 0.005) lower proportion of non-melanicplumagethan oceanicspecies(prediction3.6, Fig.
16). No desert-dwellingspecieshas more than 40 percentnon-melanicplumage
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whereas almost half of the oceanic specieshave 40 percent or more non-melanic
plumage, and three specieslack melanic plumage (Fig. 16).
The comparison between oceanic and desert-dwellingbirds suggeststhat color
may be influenced by the number and size of airborne particles characteristic of

differenthabitats. Desertsare particularly abrasivehabitats,and the largenumber
of black speciesfound in deserts (Buxton 1923) may reflect the importance of
abrasionresistance,a selectiveforcethat hasreceivedscantattention(e.g.,Cloudsley-Thompson 1976) in the debate over coloration of desert-dwelling animals.
The problem of abrasionresistanceis not restrictedto birds. Hamilton (1973)
notes that desert-dwelling beetles with white exoskeletons have more skeletal
damage than black congeners.Observations from other taxa are lacking.
Severalauthors (Norris 1967; Hamilton 1973; Porter et al. 1973) have suggested
that black optimizes energy balance of desert species,although, for birds and
mammals ptiloerection and behavior appear more important to energy balance
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than color (Walsberg 1983). Hailman (1977a) has shown that in bright habitats,
such as deserts and oceans, black provides high contrast for optical signalling.
Thus black may have several important advantagesfor desert-dwelling species,
not the least of which is increased abrasion
PREDICTIONS

resistance.

BASED ON RESISTANCE TO FRICTION

The friction of two or more feathers rubbing against each other may also cause
abrasion. Such abrasion occursat the joints and wherever feathersfold over each
other. Thus, prediction 3.7: feathers located at joints are melanin-impregnated to
resist abrasion due to rubbing of the feathers againsteach other.
Similar friction resultswhen part of the body scrapesagainsta rough substrate
(e.g., perches,nearby twigs). Thus, prediction 3.8: body parts that are frequently
scrapedagainstrough substratesshould also be melanin-impregnated.
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OBSERVED COLOR TOPOGRAPHY IN RESPONSE TO FRICTION

The feathers covering the dorsal surface of the shoulder are included in the
back which is always yellow-green, brown or black (Tables 1, 2, prediction 3.7).
When yellow, white, or orange feathersoccur on the dorsum (Fig. 11), they are
confined to the rump or upper tail coverts where no joints are found.
The other major joint where color was noted is the neck. White, yellow, and
orange commonly occur on the neck (Tables 1, 2, contra prediction 3.7) where
they are found rarely on the nape (Fig. 17), occur more frequently on the collars
(Fig. 18), and dominate throat color (Fig. 19). The throat is prominently displayed
during singing and probably acts as an optical signal, colored to maximize its
conspicuousness
(Chap. 7). However, the effect of abrasion on throat feathers is
counteredin many speciesof wood-warblers by semiannual molt of the feathers
of the head and throat (Dwight 1900). Featherselsewhereon the body, particularly
the remiges and rectrices, are molted only once annually.
Abrasive contacts with a substrate could not be quantified. However, many
ground-dwellingbirds that constantlypushtheir way throughvegetationare brown,
an abrasion-resistantcolor, and molt twice annually (Dwight 1900, Sievert Rohwer pers. comm.), suggestingextreme abrasion within the microhabitat of these
species. Contact with substrates is an important source of abrasion that needs
further study.
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING

DURABILITY

Experimental results show unequivocally that melanic feathers are more resistant to abrasion by airborne particlesthan non-melanic feathers.Particulate abrasion apparently dependson the number, mass, and velocity of airborne particles.
Becauseof unequal airflow around a flying bird, some parts of the body are exposed
to higher velocity particles, hence more abrasion, than other parts of the body.
Melanic plumage covers areas most exposedto abrasion. In desertslarge and
numerous airborne particles create severeabrasion, and desert-dwelling birds have
high proportions of melanic plumage. Over oceans,where airborne particles are
small and scarce,abrasion is slight, and many oceanic birds show little melanic
plumage.These resultsare consistentwith the hypothesisthat one selectionpressure acting on color and its pattern arises from the need to protect feathers from
abrasion by airborne particles.
Feathersare also abraded by contactwith vegetation.Suchabrasionis difficult
to studyquantitatively, but may be an important selectivepressurein the evolution
of color. For example, grasslandbirds are commonly brown, an abrasion-resistant
color, instead of green, a more cryptic color, and grasslandspeciesmolt more
frequently than forest-dwelling species(Dwight 1900). Evidently, the need for
durable feathers combined with the chemistry of biochromes and keratin may
dictate the distribution ofbiochromes. Thus durability may be one selectivefactor
in the evolution of color and its pattern.
The dark dorsum predicted by the need for abrasion resistanceis also predicted
by the need for ultraviolet shielding.Protection from intense ultraviolet radiation
may result from: (1) tolerance through repair or replacement mechanisms(Harm
1980) or (2) shielding. Melanic feathers absorb significantly more ultraviolet radiation than carotenoid-containingfeathersthat absorb significantlymore ultra-
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violet radiation than featherswithout biochromes(Burtt 1979). The dorsum of
wood-warblersis generallymelanic and, of all body surfaces,is most exposedto
ultraviolet radiation; henceits color could have evolved to shield internal organs
from potentiallyharmful radiation. Although it cannot be ruled out, ultraviolet
shielding may not be an important determinant of external coloration. Feathers
are nonliving structuresthat are not seriouslydamaged by ultraviolet radiation
(but seeBergman 1982). The shield need only protect easily damaged cellsin the
nervous and reproductive systemsand, therefore, may lie in the skin or immediately around sensitiveorgans(Porter 1967; Porter and Norris 1969). When the
ultraviolet shield is internal, external color may conform to other selectionpresstires.

Countershadingis yet another explanation for the dark dorsal, light ventral
pattern common among wood-warblers.A. H. Thayer (1896) suggestedcountershading,in which the dotsurn has lower reflectivity than the venter, as a means
of reducingthe dorso-ventralcontrast causedby the animal's own shadow.The
idea wasdevelopedby G. H. Thayer (1909) and Cott (1957). Later Ruiter (1956)
demonstratedthe importance ofcountershadingto the concealmentof caterpillars
from predatoryjays. Predation is the selectiveforce behind countershading.Predation on wood-warblersoccurs(Bent 1937, 1953; Ruschand Doerr 1972; Fogarty
and Hetrick 1973; Ogden 1974; Johnsonand Johnson 1976; Dodrill and Gilmore
1978; Mueller et al. 1981), but is it sufficient to select for countershading?At
presentthe questionis unanswerable,but important. Endler (1980) has shown
that in the same speciescolor patternsthat evolve in the absenceof predation are
quite different from those that evolve in the presenceof predation.
The dark dorsal, light ventral color pattern may reduce both dorso-ventral
contrastand abrasionof dorsalfeathers.Selectionfor countershadingmay predate
selectionfor abrasionresistance,sincereduced shadowcontrastwould seemmore
important to a small, terrestrialreptile dependenton crypsisthan to a small, aerial
bird dependent on flight. Selection may have shifted from countershadingto
abrasionresistanceas reptilesevolved into birds. Future work may suggestways
of separatingthe hypotheses;until then both must be consideredpotential explanations for the dark dorsum of wood-warblers.

CHAPTER
COLOR

AND

ENERGY

4
BALANCE

"White dressesare worn in summer,becausethey are found to be coolerthan dark
ones.The celebratedBenjamin Franklin placed bits of cloth of various colorsupon
snow,exposedthem to direct sunshine,and found that they sankto different depths
in the snow. The black cloth sank deepest,the white did not sink at all. Franklin
inferred from this experiment that black bodies are the best absorbers,and white
ones the worst absorbers of radiant heat."

(Tyndall 1897:225-226)

Does coloration significantly affect energy-balancebetween a bird and its environment? Is coloration a significant predictor of avian behavior? Conclusive

answersto thesequestionsrequire a detailed thermodynamic model of the bird.
However, 10 to 56 percent of a resting bird's heat loss occursthrough the legs
(Deighton and Hutchinson 1940; Veghte and Herreid 1965; Baudinette et al.
1976; Chappel11980a) with an additional 5 to 10 percent lossfrom the mandibles
(Deighton and Hutchinson 1940; Veghte and Herreid 1965; Hill et al. 1980);
hence these unfeathered surfacesaccount for a significantpart of a bird's total
heat loss.Additionally, energyflow is more easily modeled for the legsand mandibles than for the featheredbody. In this chapter I examine energyflow for the
legsand mandibles of wood-warblers with particular attention to the hypothesis
that coloration of the legs and mandibles is a factor in the wood-warbler's behavioral energetics.
Absorption of solar energyby dark plumage has been associatedwith increased
heat gain (Lustick et al. 1978, 1979; Finch et al. 1980) and reduced metabolic
rates (Enger 1957; Hamilton and Heppner 1967; Lustick 1969; Heppner 1970;
Marder 1973; MacMillen et al. 1977; Wunder 1979; Ellis 1980). However, Kovarik (1964) and Walsberg et al. (1978) calculatedthat dark featherscould reduce
the amount of energy that penetratesto and is absorbedby the skin. These
calculationswere verified experimentally by Walsberg et al. (1978) who showed
that with fully erect plumage and moderate wind speeds(->3 m/s) a dark bird
would absorb solar radiation at its outermost surface where convection and reradiation would remove the heat before it could be conducted to the skin. Behavioral

verification is provided by the work of Howell et al. (1974) on the Chilean Gray
Gull (Larus modestus)which nestson desertsdevoid of shade.The gull's dark
feathersare sleekedin the cold, early morning when absorptionof solarheat close
to the skin is advantageous.In early afternoon, when temperaturesand insolation
are extreme, the feathers are fluffed, reducing penetration of solar radiation and
providing high thermal resistance.A bird can also regulate its heat gain by its
orientation to the sun (Lustick et al. 1978; Mugaas and King 1981; Walsberg
1982) or selection of a suitable microclimate (Calder 1973; Grubb 1975, 1977,
1978; Mugaas and King 1981; Walsberg 1982). Therefore, color of the plumage
appearslessimportant to energybalancethan behavior and ptiloerection.
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Plumageis not a factor in energyabsorptionby birds' legswhich provide a
surfacefor rapid heat exchange(Kahl 1963; Brush 1965b; Johansenand Millard
1973; Murrish and Guard 1976; Lustick et al. 1979; Chappell 1980a; Hill et al.
1980). When heat stressed,birds flush their legs and feet with blood, thereby
increasingconductiveheat loss (Murrish and Guard 1976). When cold stressed,
birdsof temperateregionsperchwith oneor both feettuckedinto thebelly feathers
(Madsen 1945; Hill et al. 1980). These studiessuggestthe energeticimportance
of the legs,but fail to addressthe potentialeffectof tarsalcolor on energyflow
in the legs.
ENERGYBALANCE:A GENERALEQUATION

The "legs"of wood-warblersfrom the heeljoint distallyarethe biologicalenergy
systemunder consideration.Transfer of energybetween the legsand their environment, which includes the wood-warbler's body, occurs by radiation, evaporation, convection,and conduction.Additionally, thermal energyis generatedby
the legs.
Radiation energyis absorbedinto sunlit legsfrom two differentregionsof the
electro-magnetic spectrum. Solar radiation in the form of direct, reflected, and
scatteredsunlight has a spectrum at sea level that extends from 290 nm in the
ultraviolet to roughly 2600 nm in the middle infrared (Gates 1962, 1963, 1980).
That rangecontainsabout 97 percentof the solar energyincident on the earth's
surface(Gates 1965b). Thermal radiation from the ground and sky and from
plantsand animalsin the environment hasa spectrumwhoseshortestwavelengths
are about 4000 nm (Gates 1963, 1965a, 1980; Monteith 1973). Differently colored
surfacesabsorbdifferentamountsof solarradiation(Porterand Gates 1969;Porter
et al. 1973) whereasthermal radiation is absorbedwell by all biologicaltissue
regardlessof color (Hammel 1956; Buettnerand Kern 1965; Birkebak 1966; Fuchs
and Tanner 1966; Gates 1968, 1969, 1970). For thesereasonsabsorbedradiation
is representedby two terms, Sa, absorbedshortwave(solar) radiation, and La,
absorbedlongwave (thermal) radiation.
Thermal energyis radiated from the legs,Lr, with wavelengthsin excessof
4000 nm. The legsand environment also exchangeenergyby evaporation, convection, and conduction. In general,convection, C, representsa net lossfrom the
legs,but when the temperatureof the air exceedsthe temperatureof the legs,
thermal energyentersthe legsby convection. Conduction, K, representsa net loss
of energyunlessthe substrateis warmer than the legsin which caseenergyis
conductedinto the legs.Conversionof a liquid to a gas(evaporation),E, requires
energyand representsenergylossfrom the legs.Energystored,St, within the legs,
whetheras chemicalenergyor latent heat is temporarilyunusable.In general,
energyflowinginto the legsmust equal energyflowingout of the legs.Basedon
the above discussionthe equality may be stated as:
Sa +L a +M=Lr

_____
C+K+E

+ St

4.1

whereM is thermal energygeneratedby metabolism.This is a generalstatement
of energybalance.To predict the behavior of wood-warblerswith differently
colored legs, equation 4.1 must be expressedin more specificterms.
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ENERGY BALANCE IN THE LEGS OF WOOD-WARBLERS

Each of the terms in equation 4.1 is statedbelow in variables that are measurable
and applied specificallyto the legs.Definition of the terms and derivation of the
expressionsshown below are explained in Appendix IV.
Absorbed solar energy,Sa 0zW cm-2) is calculatedfrom:

Sa=at[sin
O-Ism,
+ 0.5Ss
+ 0.5pg(Sv
+ St)]

4.2

wherea• is the meanabsorptivityto shortwave(solar)radiation,Spis direct solar
irradiance 0zW cm-2), Ss is scatteredsolar irradiance (skylight) (•W cm-2), 0 is
the anglebetweenthe direct solarbeam and the long axis of the leg, •r is a constant,
and pgis the reflectance
of the groundto shortwaveirradiance.
Absorbedlongwave(thermal) energyis calculatedfrom:

L a '= 2.84 x 10-6[Tg4 + (Ta - 20)4]

4.3

whereTgis the temperatureof the ground(øK)and Ta is the temperatureof the
air (øK). The constant,2.84 x 10-6 /•W cm-2 øK-l, is one-half the StephanBoltzmann constant(Appendix IV). Metabolic heat, M, generatedin the legsor
carried into them is negligible(Appendix IV).
Energyis lost from the legsby radiation, convection,and evaporation. Energy
conductedfrom the legsto the substrate,K, is not calculablefor wood-warblers'
legs and is omitted from further consideration(Appendix IV). Energy radiated
from the legs is given by the equation:
Lr = 5.56 x 10-6Tc4

4.4

where the constant, 5.56 x 10-6, has units /•W cm-2 K -1, and Tc is the core
temperatureof the legs(øK). Convective energylossis calculatedfrom:
C = 4.32 x 102[u/d]O.5[Tc- Ta]

4.5

Gates (1962) calculatedthe constant, 4.32 x 102 J cm-2 øK-l, for a smooth
cylinder with its long axis perpendicularto the direction of wind flow (Appendix
IV); the wind speedis u (cm/s), and d is the diameter of the legs(cm). Evaporative
energylossis E' (/•W cm-2).
Substitutingin equation 4.1 the preciseexpressionsstated above and derived
in Appendix IV, one obtainsthe following statementof energy-balancein the legs
of wood-warblers:

as[Sin
O1S•,
+ 0.5Ss
+ 0.5pg(S,
+ Sa)
] q-2.84
x 10-6[Tg
4+ (Ta--20)
4]
= 5.56 X 10-6rc4 q- 4.32 X 102[l.t/d']ø.5[rc
- ra] q- E'

4.6

Of the eleven variablesin equation4.6, only four, O, pg, Tg, and To, were not
measured.Specieswereobservedunderconditionswhere0 and pgcanbe assumed
similar for all species.Throughout the study of energeticsin the legsof woodwarblers,
focusis ondifferences
amongspecies--not
absolute
valuesof variables--;
hence observation under similar conditions is a valid alternative to direct measure-

ment. I assumedthat becauseof their physiologicaland morphologicalsimilarities,
all speciesof wood-warblersmust maintain the sameminimal temperaturein the
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FIGURE 20.

Absorption spectraof representativewood-warblers'legs.

legs(T½).If the temperature of the legsis the same in all wood-warblers,then a
differenceamong speciesin one variable--for example, leg color (as)--means that
a counter-balancingdifferencemust occur in some other variable. Equation 4.6
is used to test the hypothesisthat color of the legsmeasurablyaffectsthe energy
balance of wood-warblers and therefore predicts their behavior.
MEASUREMENT

OF THERMODYNAMIC

VARIABLES

Mean solar absorptivity.-- Little intraspecificvariation is found in tarsal color
of wood-warblers(Tables 4, 5) despite significantinterspecificvariation. Coloration results from the differential absorption of visible light. In this section I
presentabsorption spectraof wood-warblers' legsand quantify differencesin color
among species.
The absorption spectrum of wood-warblers' legsis derived from the following
relationship:
ax +px+rx=

I

4.7

in which reflectance,px, and transmittance, rx, of wavelength X can be measured
(Chap. 2). The computer program SOLRAD (McCullough and Porter 1971) in-

tegratesthe absorptionspectrumto give the mean absorptivitiesof differently
colored legs. Reflection and transmission spectrawere measured in five darkleggedspecies(Munsell color value 2) and two light-leggedspecies(Munsell color
value 6).

The absorptionspectraof the Ovenbird, a light-leggedspecies,and the Magnolia
Warbler, a dark-leggedspecies,are comparedin Figure 20. Absorption reachesa
maximum difference of 40 percent in the near infrared region of the spectrum
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9

MEAN ABSORPTIVITY OF SUNLIGHT BY WOOD-WARBLER LœGS1
Species

Mean absorptivity(a)

Munsell color value 6 (ligh0
Ovenbird

0.67

Mourning

0.71

Munsell color value 2 (dark)
Black-and-white
Tennessee

0.90
0.89

Magnolia

0.90

Chestnut-sided

0.89

Bay-breasted

0.85

• At 43øN latitude on 21 Juneat 1200 h as calculatedfrom SOLRAD (McCulloughand Porter 1971). The optical air massis 1.0, the
bird's altitudeis I kin, the dust is 200 particlescm-•, the precipitablewater vapor is I cm (GaU•sand Harrop 1963),and total ozone
is 0.35 cm.

where the dark legsof the Magnolia Warbler absorbabout twice as much energy
as the light legs of the Ovenbird. The mean absorptivity to sunlight (290-2600
nm) is 0.85 to 0.90 in five dark-leggedspeciesand 0.67 and 0.71 in two lightleggedspecies(Table 9).
The mean absorptivities, as, of dark- and light-leggedwood-warblers differ
considerably,with dark-leggedspeciesabsorbingmore incident solarenergythan
light-leggedspecies,but absorptionof energydependson mean absorptivityand
irradiance.

Irradiance

is examined

next.

Incident sunlight.-- Irradiance of the legs by direct (So), scattered(Ss), and
reflected[t•g(S•,
+ Ss)],sunlight(equation4.6) varieswith latitude,season,and
time of day. All specieswere comparedat the samelatitudes,seasons,and times
of day. Therefore, the relevant observation is not total irradiance, but whether
wood-warblers exposetheir legs to direct sunlight or confine them to shadow
where only scatteredand reflectedsunlightare incident.
To determine irradiance of the legs, I located a wood-warbler, identified its
species,waited 10 sec, and noted whether its legs were in sunlight or shadow.
Each bird was observedonly once. Dark-leggedspecies(Munsell color value 2)
had their legsin sun on 44 of 513 observationsand light-leggedspecies(Munsell
color value 4, 6, or 8) had their legsin the sun on 25 of 194 observations.The
differenceis not significant(X2 = 2.90, d.f. = 1, 0.10 > P > 0.05); hencethe differencein energyentering the legsdependson differencesin color (as, equation
4.6), not on differencesin exposureto sunlight.
Thermal absorptivity.--The total absorbedenergyis derived from five sources:
(1) directsunlight,(2) scatteredsunlight,(3) reflectedsunlight,(4) thermal radiation from the ground, and (5) thermal radiation from the sky. All variables that
affectabsorptionof sunlighthave beendiscussed.If the averageangleof the legs
with respectto the sun'srays(0) and the averagereflectancefrom the ground(pg)
are the same for all speciesof wood-warblers,then the only term of equation 4.6
that varies among speciesis solar absorptivity (as).
Absorptionof sunlightdependsentirely on the differencein the mean absorptivity of differentlycoloredlegs.What of thermal absorptivity?Legs,regardless
of color, absorb all incident thermal energy (Porter et al. 1973; Gates 1980).
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solar irradiance at three different wind speedswith air and ground temperaturesat 0øC.

Absorption of thermal energy dependsentirely on the temperaturesof the sky
and the ground (equation 4.6).
Equilibrium-temperature.--Theequilibrium-temperatureof the legsis the core
temperature (Tc) at which energy loss from reradiation, convection, and evaporation (see equation 4.6 above) exactly balancesthe solar and thermal energy
absorbed. Over a sufficient period of time energy absorbed must equal energy
lost: a net increaseresultsin death of the tissuefrom over-heating, whereas a net
loss results in tissue death from freezing. The core temperature of differently
coloredlegs(Tc) at equilibriumis found by solvingequation4.6 iterativelyfor Tc.
The equation is repeated here for reference:
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as[sin
O-1Sp
+ 0.5Ss
+ 0.5pg(S,,
+ Ss)]
+ 2.84
x 10-6[Tg
4+ (Ta- 20)
4]
= 5.56 X 10-6Tc4 q- 4.32 x 102[u/d]ø.5[Tc- Ta] + E'

4.6

The averageanglebetweenthe sun'srays and the legs(0) is assumedto be 45ø.

Reflectance,
pg,from a northern,temperate
zonemixedforestis approximately
0.20 (Barry and Chambers1966; Stanhill 1970). The leg'sequilibrium-temperaturewas calculatedfor groundtemperatures
(Tg) of 0øC,20øC,and 40øC,air
temperatures(Ta) of 0øC,20øC,and 30øCand wind speeds(u) of 10, 100, and
1000cm sec-1. Irradiancefromdirect(S•) andscattered
(Ss)sunlight
variedfrom
1.4 to 4.2, 7.0, and 9.8 x 104/zW cm-2. The equationis solvedfor air saturated
with water vapor so that evaporative water loss (E') is assumedto be zero.
Absorptivity(as)and the characteristic
dimensionof the legs,their diameter(d
in cm, seebelow),are assignedthe measurements
of the MagnoliaWarbler (darkleggedspecies)and the Ovenbird (light-leggedspecies).
I subtractedthe equilibrium-temperature
of the Ovenbird'slegs(To) from the
equilibrium-temperature
of the Magnolia Warbler'slegs(Tin) and plotted the
difference(AT)(Figs. 21, 22).
AT = T,n -- To

4.8

At air and groundtemperaturesof 0øC,increasingthe irradianceof direct and
scatteredsunlightincreases
the temperaturedifference(AT, Fig. 21) betweendark
and lightlegs.Under the sameconstantconditions,aswind speedincreases
the
temperaturedifferencebetweendark and light legsdecreases
(Fig. 21). With a
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wind speed of 10 cm sec-1 and solar irradiance of 10.4 x 104 /•W cm -2, the
temperature differencebetween dark and light legs decreasesas air or ground
temperature, or both, increase (Fig. 22). On an overcast day with a strong wind

the temperaturedifferencebetweendark and light legsis small,probablynegligible.
On a calm, sunny day the dark legs have a calculated equilibrium-temperature
almost 2øCwarmer than light legs.Variation in air and ground temperatureshas
lesseffect (Fig. 22) on the differencein equilibrium-temperature than variation
in irradiance and wind speed(Fig. 21).
When the temperatureof the leg approaches0øC,birds either withdraw the legs
into the fluffed plumage(Hill et al. 1980) or dump metabolicheat into the legs
(Lusticket al. 1979). Becauseabsorbedsolarenergyheatsthe legs,air and ground
temperaturesmust drop below 0øC before the legsapproach 0øC, and behavioral
or physiologicaladjustmentsare requiredto prevent a further temperaturedecline.
The greater the amount of incident solar radiation, the lower the air and ground
temperaturesmust be before adjustments are required. These generalizationsapply equallyto legsof any color as long as they are exposedto direct, scattered,or
reflected sunlight.
Becausedark legsmaintain a higher equilibrium-temperaturethan light legs
under all conditions,they can tolerate lower air and ground temperaturesbefore
behavioralor physiologicaladjustmentsbecomenecessary.
Therefore,dark-legged
speciesare more tolerant than light-leggedspeciesof conditions that increase
energy loss from the legs.
What is the energeticadvantageof light legs?Light legsinvariably have a lower
equilibrium-temperaturethan dark legs.Becauseunfeatheredlegsloseheatrapidly
(Deightonand Hutchinson1940; Baudinetteet al. 1976; Lusticket al. 1979), light
legscouldact asa significantheat sinkfor species
that overheat.Overheatingmay
result from living in a hot climate, a habitat exposedto direct sunlightwhere
shadeis scarce,or from the exertion of constantflying. In a wood-warblerthat
occupiesa habitat exposedto intensesunlightlight legsare better heat sinksthan
dark legsbecausethe differencebetweenthe temperatureof the light legsand the
body is greater.Blood flowing throughlight legswould lose more heat than blood
flowing through dark legs.
Evaporativeenergyloss.--Differencesin energyabsorbedby dark and light legs
are not evidentin behavioralresponses
to evaporation(E', equation4.6). Woodwarblerscan prevent evaporativeenergylossby withdrawingthe legsinto the
ventralfeathers.Data on postureduringovercastand rainy weatherwerecollected
duringthe summersof 1973and 1974at Itasca,Minnesota,andduringthe spring
and autumn of 1973-1975 in Madison, Wisconsin. I located a wood-warbler,
identified its species,waited 10 sec, and on the tenth sec noted whether it was
perchedwith both legs,one leg, or neither leg outsidethe ventral feathers.
In rain, dark-leggedwood-warblersextendedboth legson 55 of 83 observations,
whereaslight-leggedwood-warblersextendedboth legson 5 of 7 observations.
The differenceis not significant(X2 = 0.71, d.f. = 1, P > 0.25). Low levels of
irradianceduring stormsgreatlyreducethe thermal advantageof dark legs(Fig.
21), whichmay accountfor the nonsignificant
difference.Wood-warblersperched
under overcastskiesextendedboth legs on 162 of 229 observations,whereas
wood-warblersperchedunder overcastskiesand in rain extendedboth legsin 60
of 90 observations.Again, the differencewas not significant(X2 = 0.25, d.f. -- 1,
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P > 0.50). Apparently evaporativeenergylossis not a significantfactor in energy
balanceof the legs,probably becausethe high relative humidity during rain would
minimize evaporation.
Convective energy loss: postural changes.--When energy loss exceedsenergy
gain, the wood-warblermust adjusteither gain or lossin order to survive. A major
imbalance necessitatesdrastic correction, for example migration, the subject of
the next section.A minor imbalance can be correctedeither by allowing metabolic
heat to flow into the legs (Lustick et al. 1979) or by a postural change such as
drawing the legs into the ventral featherswhere they are insulated and warmed
by conductionfrom the body (Hill et al. 1980). The secondstrategyis advantageous
becausemetabolism need not be increased,but disadvantageousbecausethe legs
are practically uselessfor locomotion.
If metabolic energyis not increased,then equation 4.6 predicts that; prediction
4.1: as convectiveenergylossincreases,the probability that one or both legsare
drawn into the belly feathem also increasesand prediction 4.2: becausedark legs
maintain a higher equilibrium temperature than light legs, specieswith dark legs
have a lower probability of drawing the legs into the belly feathers than lightleggedspeciesunder the same conditions of convective energy loss.
Data were collectedduring the summersof 1973 and 1974 at Itasca, Minnesota,
and during the springand autumn of 1973-1975 in Madison, Wisconsin.I identified each wood-warbler, waited 10 sec, and on the tenth sec recorded whether
it had both legs, one leg, or neither leg outside the ventral plumage, the height at
which it perched, and the height of the tree in which it perched. The position of
the legswas recordedonly once for eachbird. No more than 10 observationswere
made on any one speciesin the same locality in one week so as to limit the
potential contribution of a particular individual to the sample.
Wind speed was recorded hourly. The wind speed for each observation was
assumedto equal the most recently preceding wind measurement. When a bird
perchedbelow the top of the canopy, I assumedthat the wind speedwas the same
as 2 m above the forest floor, which was the height of my measurements.If the
bird was at the top of the canopy, wind speed measured in the open was used;
this wind speedwas measuredat least every 3 h.
For purposesof thermodynamic modeling I assumedthe leg to be cylindrical
and measured its diameter at the midpoint of the tamometatarsus in 18 species
of wood-warblers(see page 48). Using the observedwind speed, u (cm sec-•),

and the leg diameter, d (cm), of the speciesor its closest,measuredrelative, I
calculatedthe potential convectiveenergylossfor eachobservationfrom the term
for convective heat loss in equation 4.7:

C = 4.32 x 102[u/d]O.S[Tc- Ta]

4.9

At air temperaturesbetween 0*C and 300Cbirds' legsmaintain a core temperature
a few degreesabove air temperature (Lustick et al. 1979; Hill et al. 1980) due to
absorptionof solar and thermal radiation and incomplete energyexchangein the
blood flowing to and from the legs.Throughout the calculationsI assumedthat
the legswere 40C warmer than the air regardlessof air temperature or color of
the legs.
Observations of 30 speciesof wood-warblem were grouped according to the
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FmuRE 23. The probability of drawing one or both legs into the ventral feathers plotted as a
functionof potentialconvectiveenergylossfrom the legsof wood-warblerswith dark and light legs.

potential convective energy loss calculated for each observation. The calculated
convective energy losswas rounded to the nearest 5 x 102/aW cm -2. The probability of drawing one or both legs into the ventral feathers was calculated for
wood-warblers with dark legs (Munsell color value 2) and those with light legs
(Munsell color values 4, 6, or 8). Data were too few to permit separationamong
the light-leggedspeciesby Munsell color values or statisticalcomparison of darkleggedand light-leggedspecies.
The probability of drawing one or both legs into the ventral feathers (Fig. 23)
increasesas convective heat loss increases(prediction 4.1), but the increaseis
similar for dark-leggedand light-leggedwood-warblers (contra prediction 4.2).
The lack of differencebetween dark-leggedand light-leggedspeciesdespitegreater
absorption of energy by dark-legged speciessuggeststhat specieswith light legs
make up the difference by sending metabolic heat into the legs. Alternatively,
wood-warblers with light legs may tolerate a lower temperature in the legs, but
such a coursehas its limits as the temperature of the legs approacheszero.
Convective energyloss:diameter of the legs.- Convective energylossdepends,
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in part, on the characteristicdimension (equation 4.9) which is the length of an

object'saxis parallel to the wind. Wood-warblersperch upright; therefore, the
characteristicdimension of a wood-warbler's leg approximates its diameter. De-

creasingthe diameterof the leg decreases
the thicknessof the surroundingboundary layerof air whichin turn increasesconvectiveenergyloss.Becauseof increased
energyloss,small diameter legsshouldmaximize energyabsorptionby beingdark.
Becauselargediameterincreasesthe boundarylayer and reducesconvectiveenergy
loss,legswith a large diameter can afford the reducedabsorptionof a light color.
Thus, prediction4.3: legswith a small diameter shouldbe dark (low Munsell color
value) whereaslegswith a largediameter could be light (high Munsell color value).
For 18 species of wood-warblers the correlation between leg diameter and
Munsell color value is not significant(contra prediction 4.3) (Fig. 24), but the
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prediction'sfailure appearsto lie in the similarity of legswith Munsell color values
of 4 and 6. A Mann-Whitney U-test showsa significantdifference(U -- 15.5, P =

0.015) betweenthe diameter of legswith Munsell color value 2 and legswith
Munsell

color values 4 and 6. Thus smaller diameter

is correlated with increased

energy absorption (prediction 4.3).
AIR TEMPERATURE AND DISTRIBUTION

OF WOOD-WARBLERS

Behavioraland physiologicaladaptationsenablebirds to prevent the temperature of the legsfrom dropping below 0øC(Scholander1957; Lustick et al. 1979;
Hill et al. 1980). However, as the air temperaturedrops,convectiveenergyloss
from the.legsincreases(equation4.9). A temporaryimbalancecan be corrected
by drawingthe legsinto the belly feathers,a posturecorrelatedwith potential
convectiveenergyloss(Fig. 23). Sucha posturevirtually eliminatesradiativeand
convectiveenergyloss,but precludeslocomotion.The imbalancemay be avoided
by moving to a more favorable microhabitat (Grubb 1975, 1977, 1978) or alternatingbetweenfavorableand unfavorablemicrohabitats(Mugaasand King 1981).
When the imbalancebecomesprolongedor large,or when favorablemicrohabitats
are too few, birds must migrate to more favorable habitats. Air temperature
fluctuatesseasonallyin temperate regions.When air temperature falls, energy
absorptiondecreasesbecauseof reduced thermal radiation from the sky and
ground,while energylossincreasesbecauseof increasedconvectiveenergyloss.
Dark and light legsabsorbdifferentamountsof solarenergyindependentlyof air,
ground,and sky temperatures.Becausethey absorblesssolarenergy,light legs
can tolerate lessreduction in absorbedthermal energy and lessincreasein convectiveenergylossthan dark legs.Therefore,prediction4.4: light-leggedwoodwarblersarrive north in springat higher air temperatures(i.e., later) than dark-

leggedwood-warblers.
Prediction4.5: light-legged
wood-warblers
departsouthin
the autumn at warmer air temperatures (i.e., earlier) than dark-leggedwoodwarblers.Prediction4.6: light-leggedwood-warblerswinter in warmer environments than dark-leggedwood-warblers.
Migratory patterns.-- For the area within 33 km of Madison, Wisconsin I recordedthe arrival date of the first individual of the species(1971-1975) and the
departure date of the last individual of the species (1972-1974). Similarly, I
recordedthe arrival of the first individual of each specieswithin 33 km of Itasca
(1973-1974).
From

these data I determined

the mean earliest arrival

date and mean latest

departure date for all speciesseenin at least one half of the years for which I have
records at each location. The 30-yr mean minimum daily temperatures were
obtained for springand autumn for Madison and Fargo, North Dakota (the closest
weather bureau station to Itasca). Temperature on the date of springarrival was
plotted as a function of Munsell color value of the legs and Kendall's tau (Siegel
1956) was used to calculatethe significanceof the observedrank correlation.
The mean minimum temperature on the mean earliest date of arrival is significantly correlated with the Munsell color value of the legs for speciesarriving
at Madison (r = 0.35, P = 0.003, Fig. 25) and for speciesarriving at Itasca (r -0.41, P = 0.005, Fig. 26). Likewise the mean minimum temperatureon the mean
latest date of departure is significantlycorrelated with the Munsell color value of
the legs(r -- 0.31, P = 0.02, Fig. 27). Speciesand temperatures are listed in Ap-
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FIGURE25. Mean minimum air temperatureon the meanearliestarrival date for eachspeciesof
wood-warblersseenat Madison, Wisconsin,1971-1975, plotted as a function of the Munsell color
value of its legs.The dashedline connectsmedian values.

pendixV. Changesin convectiveenergyloss(equation4.9) dictatedby seasonal
fluctuationsin temperatureaccuratelypredict the relative sequenceof arrival

(prediction
4.4) anddeparture
(prediction
4.5) of wood-warblers
with differently
coloredlegs.Legcoloris onlyoneof manyadaptations
thatdetermines
a species'
coldtolerance.Adaptationssuchasdiet (Wilz and Giampa 1978)or lowercritical
temperature
maybemoreimportant,but for species
pushingthelimitsof survival,
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Mean minimum air temperatureon the mean earliestarrival date for each speciesof
wood-warblerseenat Itasca, Minnesota, 1973, 1974, plotted as a function of the Munsell color value
of its legs.The dashedline connectsmedian values.
FIGURE 26.

any contribution to energybalancemay be critical. Becausedark legshave a higher
energygain than light legs, they can tolerate greater energy loss than light legs.
Thus dark-leggedwood-warblers are able to arrive earlier and remain later on
their northern breedinggrounds,a fact noted almost two hundred yearsagoamong
European warblers:
I make no doubt but there are three speciesof the willow-wrens: two I know perfectly;
ß.. for the one has a joyous, easy, laughingnote; the other a harsh loud chirp....
the songsteris one-fifth heavier than the chirper. The chirper (beingthe first summer
bird of passagethat is heard, the wryneck sometimesexcepted)beginshis two notes
in the middle of March.... the legsof the larger of thesetwo (the willow warbler,

Phylloscopus
trochilis)are flesh-coloured;
of the less(the chiff-chaff,P. collybita)black.
(White 1789:47-48)

December distribution of North American Parulinae. -- In winter the temperature
range in North America varies geographicallyfrom well above the cold tolerance
of wood-warblers in the warm southwesternand gulf coast states to far below
their tolerance in the bitterly cold northern statesand Canada. Therefore, light-

leggedspeciesshould inhabit warmer environments in winter than dark-legged
species(prediction 4.6).
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FIGURE27. Mean minimum air temperature on the mean latest departure date for each speciesof
wood-warbler seen at Madison, Wisconsin, 1972-1974, plotted as a function of the Munsell color
value of its legs.The dashedline connectsmedian values.

The prediction was tested by plotting the winter range of each speciesas determined by the 1947-1973 Audubon Christmas Bird Counts. A count-area was

definedas being at the northern limit of the species'winter rangeif the samearea
was counted in at least five years and the speciesoccurred on at least one half
(more than "accidental" occurrence)and not more than three-fourthsof the counts
made. Occasional absencefrom a site suggeststhat winter conditions at the site
could stressthe speciesbeyond its endurance,suchthat adaptationscontributing
to cold tolerance would be important. The number of individuals recorded was
not considered, only presenceor absenceof the species.
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FIOURE28. Mean air temperatureat the northern limit of the species'range(Audubon Christmas
Bird Count) plotted as a function of the Munsell color value of its legs.The dashedline connects
median values.

For each count area the mean December temperature was obtained from 1945
to 1970

as recorded

at the nearest

weather

station

on the same isotherm.

The

temperature at the northern limit of the species' winter range was the mean of
the mean temperatures from all count areas where the species occurred on one
half to three-fourths of the counts. Kendall's tau (Siegel 1956) was used to test
the significanceof the correlation between leg color and temperature at the northem limit of the Christmas count range.
Wood-warblers with light legs winter in the warmest parts of North America
(Fig. 28) or leave North America altogether (prediction 4.6). No wood-warblers
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whose legshave a Munsell color value of 8 (very light) occur in North America
in December. Most speciesof wood-warblers that winter in North America and
especiallyin the coldestenvironments are dark-legged(Fig. 28). As with arrival
and departure sequences,leg color is only one factor among many that enable a
wood-warbler to maintain energybalanceunder cold conditions.
CONFOUNDING

VARIABLES

Colder climates tend to be occupied by larger members within a speciesthan
warmer climates (Bergmann's Rule). Even among migratory species,larger individuals tend to remain in colder, more northerly habitats than smaller individuals (e.g., western subspeciesof Song Sparrow [Aldrich 1984]). The occurrence
of dark-leggedwood-warblers in cold climates may be correlated with larger size,
color of the legs being only an incidental variable.
Determination of arrival and departure sequencesand the northern limit of the
December range are describedabove. Weights are of adult males captured at the
Powdermill observatory (Clench and Leberman 1978). Arrival sequenceswere
correlated with spring weights, departure sequenceand December distribution
with autumnal weights. Pearson'sProduct Moment Correlation (Roscoe 1975)
was used for all correlations except that between mass and color of the legs for
which Kendall's tau (Siegel 1956) was used.
The weight of wood-warblersis not significantlycorrelatedwith air temperature
upon arrival at Madison, Wisconsin (r = 0.12) or at Itasca, Minnesota (r -- 0.13)
or with air temperature upon departure from Madison (r = -0.16) or with air
temperature at the northern limit of the North American December distribution
(r = 0.04). Indeed, color of the legs is not correlated with weight (r = 0.17, P =
0.19). Thus neither migratory sequencenor December distribution are correlated
with weight. Color of the legsappearsto be a thermal adaptation independent of
body mass.
MANDIBULAR

COLOR AND BEHAVIOR OF WOOD-WARBLERS

The mandibles are uninsulated and warm even at low air temperatures (Calder
and King 1974; Hill et al. 1980). Deighton and Hutchinson (1940) found that
chickensreducedtheir heat loss5-10 percentby placingthe bill among the scapular
feathers.Whether reduction in energylosscame from breathing warm air or from
reducingradiative and convective energy loss is unknown. The following section
examinesthe hypothesisthat mandibular colorationis a factor in a wood-warbler's
thermal and behavioral energetics.
Absorbed energy.--In general, equation 4.7 applies to the bill as well as the

legs,but becausethe bill is not cylindricalneitherthe silhouettearea,As (cm2),
nor the convectioncoefficient,hc•W cm-2 K- •), can be simplified.Without these
simplifications equation 4.7 is written:

a,[Sv(Av/A,)+ 0.5S, + 0.Sog(S•+ S01 + 2.84 x 10-6[T•4 + (Ta - 20)4]
= 5.56 x 10-tTc4 q- hc(Tc - Ta) + E'

4.10

whereasis the meanabsorptivityto shortwave(solar)radiation,Sois directsolar
irradiance (t•W cm-2), At is the total surfacearea of the mandibles (cm2), Ss is
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Fzoum• 29.
The percentageof time spentin sunlightby various speciesof wood-warblersplotted
againstthe Munsell color value of the upper mandibles.The dashedline connectsmedian values.

scatteredsolarirradiance0zW cm-2), 10g
is reflectance
from the ground,Tgis the
temperatureof the ground (øK), T½is the temperature(OK)of the mandibles(bill),
and E' is the evaporative water loss0zW cm-2).
The mean absorptivity of the mandibles (as) is the same for all members of a
species,but varies interspecifically(Chap. 2). The predominance of dark upper
mandibles(Figs. 5 and 6) suggests
that wood-warblershave maximized energy
absorption by the mandibles.

The ratio A•,/Atcannotbe measuredin the field. Therefore,I assumethat the
distribution of values of the ratio is similar among speciesof wood-warblers.
The remaining variables that determine absorption of solar energy are the

irradiancefrom direct (So),scattered(S,), and reflected[pg(S•+ Ss)]sunlight.
Becauseall specieswere observedat the same latitudes,during the same seasons,
and throughout the day, the solar irradiance to which the mandibles were exposed
is similar for all species.The amount of solar energy absorbed depends on the
frequency with which the mandibles are in direct sunlight.
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10

COMPARISON OF THE MUNSELL COLOR VALUE OF THE UPPER MANDIBLE WITH
THE LEGS IN MALES OF 1 15 SPECIES OF WOOD-WARBLERS
Munsell color value of the legs
Munsell color value of the

uppermandible

Dark

Light

2

4

6

8

2

58

16

18

12

4
6

0
0

1
0

6
0

4
0

Light 8

0

0

0

0

Dark

When the body is in sunlightI assumethe mandiblesare in sunlight.Three
light zoneswere identified:sunlight,when the body was entirely illuminated;
shade,when the body was entirely in shadow;and dappled,when the body was
simultaneouslyin shadowand sunlight.I locateda wood-warbler,identifiedits
species,
waited10 sec,thenrecordedthelightzoneoccupiedby thebird. Kendall's
tau was the correlation measurefor the percentageof time spent in sunlight
(numberof observations
of the body in sunlightdivided by the total numberof
observationsmade under sunlit conditions)plottedas a functionof Munsell color
value of the upper and lower mandibles.
The probabilityof exposingthe mandiblesto sunlightis significantly
correlated
with the color of the upper mandible(Fig. 29). Specieswith light mandiblesare
lessfrequentlyin sunlight.Exposureto sunlightand colorof the lowermandibles
are not correlated(• = 0.02, P > 0.10).
Light uppermandiblesnot only absorblessincidentenergythan dark upper
mandibles,but light upper mandiblesare exposedto direct solar radiation less
frequentlythan dark uppermandibles.Becauselight mandiblesabsorblessenergy
than dark mandibles,light mandiblescanalsotoleratelessenergylossthan dark
mandibles. If color of the upper mandibles affectsthe wood-warbler'senergy
balance,then specieswith light upper mandibleswill be lesscold tolerant than
specieswith dark upper mandibles.
Energyloss.--Duringthe day,wood-warblers
neverhid their billsin their scapular feathers,a behavioralpatterncomparableto drawingthe legsinto the belly
feathers.Thereforeonly migratorybehaviorand winter distributioncanbe used
asmeasures
of theimportanceof mandibularcolorationto energyloss:prediction
4.7: specieswith light mandiblesarrive north in the springat higherair temperaturesthan specieswith dark mandibles;prediction4.8: specieswith light mandiblesdepartsouthin the autumnat higherair temperatures
than specieswith
dark mandibles;prediction4.9: specieswith light mandiblesoverwinterin warmer
environmentsthan specieswith dark mandibles.
The data and statistical tests are the same as those used to examine correlation

betweencolor of the legsand winter distributionand migratorysequence.Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was used to examine correlation of leg color

with color of the upper and lower mandibles.
Colorof the legscorrelates
poorlywith colorof the uppermandibles(r = 0.42)
and evenmore poorlywith colorof the lower mandible(r -- 0.19). Color of the

uppermandibleisnotcorrelated
withthemeantemperature
ontheearliestarrival
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date in Madison, Wisconsin (r •- 0.12, P > 0.10) or at Itasca, Minnesota (r -0.08, P > 0.10) nor is it correlated with the mean temperature on the mean latest
departure date from Madison (r • 0.20, P > 0.10). Wood-warblers with dark
upper mandiblesdo not winter in colder climates (r • 0.13, P > 0.10). Like the
upper mandible, color of the lower mandible is not correlated with temperature
variation.

The failure of mandibularcolor as a predictorof migration and winter range
may be due to the relatively low proportion of heat lost from the mandibles, 5
to 10 percent,comparedto the relatively high proportion from the legs, 10 to 56
percent (Deighton and Hutchinson 1940; Veghte and Herreid 1965; Baudinette
et al. 1976; Chappell 1980a; Hill et al. 1980). Alternatively, mandibular color
might have evolved to meet selectionpressuresunrelatedto energyflow. However,
the uppermandibleis extremelydark with much lesscolor variation than the legs
(Table 10) suggestingthat energy gain has been maximized.

CHAPTER
REDUCED

VISUAL

5

INTERFERENCE

"... the first rays, shootingacrossthe level water-meadows,took the animals full in
the eyesand dazzled them."
(Grahame 1933:127)

The wood-warbler'sbill and facial featherscould reflectlight into its eyes.Such
reflectedlight might have several undesirableeffectson the bird's vision, for
example, blinding glare or dazzle, high luminance in parts of the visual field that
diminishescontrastin other parts of the field, and adaptation to a higher illuminance level than is appropriate for the remainder of the visual field. Neither
the bill nor the head transmits light; therefore, light incident on the bill or face
is absorbedor reflected.Reflection from the face and bill is reducedby dark
coloration. Ficken et al. (1971) state that dark patchesor stripesaround, about,
or acrossthe eye are frequently found in birds or mammals that inhabit bright
environments,but they provide only anecdotalevidence.
Relative luminancewas calculatedfor differentlycoloredfeathersand Munsell
color value used to estimate the bill's relative luminance.

If coloration of the bill

and faceevolved to reducereflectionto the eyes,then thosecolorswith the lowest
relative luminanceshouldoccuron the faceand bill. The predictionis compared
with the observed coloration of wood-warblers.

Where mandibular

and facial

color vary, the percent of foraging time spent in sunlight was compared in differently colored species.The chapter concludesby reevaluatingthe hypothesis
that facial color is an adaptation to minimize reflectancethat interfereswith vision.
COLORATION TO REDUCE REFLECTANCE

Coloration to reducereflectanceand the pattern of suchcolor can be predicted
only after two questionsare answered:(1) reflectancefrom what regions most
critically affects the vision of wood-warblers, and (2) which colors minimize
reflectance.

Regionsthat reflectinto the eyes.--The regionswhosereflectancemostcritically
interfereswith vision are thosewithin the wood-warbler'svisual field regardless
of how it holds its head. The eyebrow stripe, eyeline, and eye-ring are the only
leatheredregionsalwayswithin the wood-warbler'svisual field. The upper mandible is well within the visual field of the Barn Swallow(Hirundo rustica,Polyak
1957) and is probably in the visual field of wood-warblers.Becausethe eyesof
wood-warblers are posterior and dorsal to the mandibles, and becausethe upper
mandibleoverlapsthe lower mandible slightly,only the uppermandiblewill reflect

light to the pupils when the mandiblesare closed.Hence, the hypothesisof colorationto reducereflectanceappliesto the colorationof four regions:the eyebrow
stripe, eyeline, eye-ring, and upper mandible.
Reflectanceof differentlycoloredfeathers.--The apparentbrightnessof reflected
light determinesits effecton vision. The apparentbrightnessof a stimulusdepends
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upon its absoluteenergyflux as a function of spectralposition and upon the
receiver'sspectralsensitivity.A photometricallydefinedscaleapproximateshuman brightnessperceptionby usinga conversionfunction(the curveof the standard observer),whereby a spectroradiometrically
defined stimuluscan be expressedin photometricterms(e.g.,cd/m2,AppendixIII). Becausephotopicspectral
sensitivitycurvesof many diurnal vertebratesare similar (but seeChap. 7), it is
possibleto usea photometricscaleas a generalapproximationof the phenomenal
brightnessof a stimulus.
The luminanceof a surfaceis a photometricexpressionof the surfacebrightness.
For differentlycoloredfeathersthe logarithm of the luminanceis calculatedby a
computerprogram from the reflectancedata of the stimulus (power density vs
frequency).To normalizeluminancefor a givenhabitat'sillumination,I calculated
the rangeof possiblevaluesand the positionof the stimulusluminancewithin
the range.The extremesof the luminancerangeare representedby the logarithm
of the luminance of a maximally reflectingwhite surface(BaSO4; Weast 1976)
and the logarithmof the luminanceof a minimally reflectingblack surface(powdered carbon;Weast 1976). The reasonfor logarithmsis explainedin Chapter 7
where luminance is discussed in detail. The luminance of the stimulus relative to

the rangeof possibleluminancesis expressedby the followingratio:
RL = (SL - BL)/(WL - BL)

5.1

where$L is the logarithm of the stimulus'luminance,BL is the logarithm of the
luminancefrom a minimally reflectingblack surface,and WL is the logarithm of
the luminancefrom a maximally reflectingwhite surface.The relative luminance,
RL, is a dimensionlessvalue that rangesfrom zero (minimally reflectingblack
surface)to one (maximally reflectingwhite surface).
The relative luminance values for differently coloredfeathersare: black (0.51);
blue (0.65); brown (0.65); gray (0.67); yellow-green(0.69); chestnut(0.73); orange
(0.84); yellow (0.91); and white (0.93). Becauselegswith a Munsell color value
of 2 reflect less visible (400-750 rim) light than legs with a Munsell color value
of 6 (Fig. 4, Chap. 2), I have assumedthat Munsell color value is correlatedwith
relative luminance. As Munsell color value increases,relative luminance increases.

Nonetheless,I have been unable to calculatethe relative luminariceof Munsell
color values;thus,the valuesthemselvesare usedas an ordinal estimateof relative
luminarice

from unfeathered

surfaces.

If coloration is an adaptation to reduce reflection that interferes with vision,
then the abovedata suggestthat, prediction5.1: the eyebrowstripe,eyeline,eyering, and upper mandible shouldbe black to minimize relative luminance.
Observed facial coloration.--The expected frequency of feather colors (Table

11) is calculatedby assumingthat they occurin the sameproportionas on all 19
feathered regions of the body in all speciesof wood-warblers (Tables 2 and 3,
Chap.2). The expectedfrequencyis calculatedseparatelyfor malesand females.
The chi-square Goodness of Fit statistic (Roscoe 1975) was used to estimate
agreementbetween expectedand observedcolor frequencies.Color of the upper
mandible, which is in the visual field, is compared to color of the lower mandible
and legs,which are unfeatheredand outside the visual field. Comparisonsare
basedon the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Rankstest where T is the calculated
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NUMBER OF SPECIESIN WHICH MALES OR FEMALESHAVE EYEBROWSTRIPES,
EYE-RINGS,OR EYELINESOF THE INDICATEDCOLOR
Males

Females

Observed

Eye-ring

Eyebrow
stripe

17
18

31
23

Orange

I

Red
Chestnut

2
3

Yellow-green
Gray
Brown
Blue
Black

Color

White
Yellow

Expected

Observed

Eyeline

Expected

26
33

4
!4

2

3

3
3

2
2

20
19

6
8

12
3
17

3
2
31

X2
P

Eye-ring

Eyebrow
stripe

Eyeline

!7
16

29
29

23
18

4
1!

0

!

4

2

0

I
6

2
2

2
3

3
I

1
4

2
15

11
24

24
20

15
22

13
20

20
41

2
4
22

5
I
45

17
1
6

8
0
8

6
3
5

11
0
14

38.0

48.6

<0.005

<0.005

50.3

49.5

<0.005

<0.005

18.0

17.8

<0.05

<0.05

statistic(Roscoe1975). Specieswhoseupper mandible had Munsell color values
of 1 or 3 were lumped with specieswhose upper mandible had the next higher
Munsell color value. Such a procedure is conservative becauseit increasesthe
number of specieswhose upper mandible and legshave the same Munsell color
value. Tie scoresfavor the hypothesisof no difference.
The eyebrowstripe,eyeline,and eye-ringare not exclusivelyblack (Table 11,
contraprediction5.1). Nevertheless,color of the eyelinein both sexesis significantlydarker than expectedwhereasthe eyebrowstripeand eye-ringare significantly lighter than expected.
Males in 101 of 115 speciesand females in 86 of 106 specieshave upper
mandiblesthat are black or nearly black (Munsell color values 1 or 2, Figs. 5 and
6; prediction5.1). Suchcolorationis not characteristicof other unfeatheredsurfaces.The upper mandible is significantlydarker than the lower mandible (Figs.
5 and 6; T -- 225, d.f. = 115, P < 0.001) and the legs(Table 10; T = 712, d.f. =
113, P < 0.001).
BEHAVIOR TO REDUCE REFLECTANCE

If the facial feathers or upper mandible are lightly colored, the speciesmay
frequent shadewhere illuminance is low. In dim light, reflection from the upper
mandible or facial feathers may be insufficient to adversely affect the woodwarbler'svision; therefore,prediction5.2: the higher the relative luminanee of
the face or upper mandible, the lesstime the speciesspendsin sunlight.
Data on the behavior of wood-warblers fall into three broad categories:display,
foraging,and maintenance.A wood-warblercanprobablydisplayand singdespite
imperfect vision. It can certainly bathe and preen without observingitself, but in
order to forage successfullyoptimal visual conditions are probably essential.
Therefore, prediction 5.2 is applied to foragingbehavior only.
I located a wood-warbler, identified its species,waited 10 sec, then recorded
on a continuouslyrunningtape recorderthe behavioralpatternsof wood-warbler
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FIGURE30. Probabilityof foragingin sunlightplottedagainstthe Munsellcolorvalue of the upper
mandible for various speciesof wood-warblers.The dashedline connectsmedian values.

and eachchangeof light zone (Chap. 4). I determined the time spentin eachlight
zone with a stopwatch when I replayed the tape. Foraging behavior consistsof
three action patterns(namesfrom Fitzpatrick 1980), two of which involve flight.
Flight occurredwheneverthe wingswere unfoldedand the feet were not in contact
with the substrate.Aerial hawkswere those flightsthat deviated from a straightline path where the deviation was not necessitatedby an obstruction.Sally-gleans
occurredwhen the bird while in flight contacteda substratewith its bill. Gleaning
occurred when the perched bird jabbed at and contacted the substrate with its
bill. Foragingbegan when the bird performed its first foragingaction pattern. If
consecutiveforaging patterns were separatedby 60 sec or less, then I included
the time betweenpatternsas foragingtime. Such time was often spent searching
leaves or twigs.
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Let f• be the time spent foraging in the sunlight and S be the total time the
speciesspentforagingwith the sunshining.The probability of foragingin sunlight,
F, is:

F =f•/S

5.2

The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to expressthe
correlation between the probability of foragingin sunlight and reflectancefrom
the eyeline, eye-ring, and eyebrow stripe. Kendall's tau was used to measure the
correlation betweenprobability of foragingin sunlightand the Munsell color value
of the upper mandible.
The probability of foraging in sunlight and reflectancefrom the eyeline (ra =
0.06), eyebrowstripe (ra = 0.02), or eye-ring (ra = 0.03) are not correlated.However, correlationbetweenthe Munsell color value of the upper mandible and the
probability of foraging in sunlight is significant (r--0.33, P--0.02, Fig. 30).
Specieswhose upper mandible has a Munsell color value of 3 or 4 never forage
in sunlight.
CONCLUSIONS

Most objects, feathers for example, have a matte finish that reflects light according to Lambert's Law, which states that when illumination is normal to the

surface,the magnitudeof reflectionat various anglesis proportional to the cosine
of the anglewith respectto the normal (Monk 1963). If surfaceirregularitiesare
small in comparison with the wavelength of light, the surface is polished and
reflectanceis of a simpler type, called specular, in which the angle of reflection
of the light beam equals the angle of incidence. If we consider only the intensity
of reflected light at a particular point, the pupil of the eye, for example, then
interferencefrom reflected light is minimized by reflection from a matte surface.
This is becausewith the same intensity of incident light and the same reflection
spectrum, the polished surfacereflectsall light in the same direction whereasthe
matte surfacescatterslight in all directions.
Among wood-warblers,the featheredsurfacesnear the eyeapproximatea matte
surfacewhereasthe upper mandible approximates a polished surface.Reflectance
from feathered regionsis diffuseand the intensity of reflectedlight at the pupil
is low compared to the maximum intensity possiblewith specularreflectance.
Reflectancefrom the eyeline, eyebrowstripe,and eye-ringis reducedby the matte
surfaceand color may serve functions unrelated to reducing reflectance.
Ficken et al. (1971) suggestedthat eye-rings,which are invariably light-colored,
increasethe light-gatheringpotential of the eye. However, reflection into the eye
from nearby feathersonly increasesthe amount of scatteredlight entering the eye.
Suchlight cannot be resolvedinto an image and therefore only causesthe eye to
adapt to a higher level of illuminance than is appropriate to the visual field.
Polyak (1957) apparently was the first to suggestthat eyelines of vertebrates
serve as lines of sight. The hypothesiswas stated more precisely by Ficken and
Wilmot (1968) who offered supporting data from a comparative study of North
American songbirds.If eyelines are sighting lines, then the line from the eye to
the mouth must have at least one contrasting edge. Among wood-warblers the
eyebrowstripeis usuallylight and the eyelinedark, thus providing the contrasting
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edgealong which to sight prey. If wood-warblers sight along such lines, however,
both the line and the prey must be roughly in focusat the same time, a seemingly
unlikely event. Furthermore, sightingcould be done by aligning the tip of the bill
with the prey, the bill tip being farther from the eye than the eyeline.
Dark facesmay mask the eye enabling wood-warblers to approach their insect
prey closelybefore startling it (Cott 1957; Garish and Garish 1982). However,
only 55 of 112 speciesof wood-warblers have facesdark enough to mask the eye
and 22 of the 55 specieshave a light eye-ring that contrastsmarkedly with the
dark face and eye. These data cannot rule out the possibility that a dark face
masks the eye, but most wood-warblers have a brightly colored face or eye-ring
that contrastswith and highlightsthe eye.
Dark coloration of the eyeline reduceseven diffuse reflectancealong this most
important line of sight.Furthermore,subadultmale American Redstartsexchange
their light gray facial features for black in a prealternate molt restricted to the
rictal bristles and facial feathers (Rohwer et al. 1983). The molt would reduce
reflectancenear the eye, but its pattern is too irregular to mask the eye or provide
a sightingline. Color of featherssurroundingthe eye remains largelyunexplained
with reduction of reflectanceone of the few realistic possibilities.
The hard, polished surfaceof the mandibles may be important in feedingand
manipulative tasks, but specularreflectancefrom the upper mandible may be
intense under certain conditions. If the surface structure cannot be altered, then
the only meansof reducingreflectionis absorptionof light by a dark biochrome.
Color of the upper mandible, and behavior of specieswith differently colored
upper mandibles is consistent with the need to minimize specular reflectance.
Recent experimentalevidence(Burtt 1984) also supportsthe need to minimize
specularreflectancefrom the upper mandible. When the dark upper mandible of
Willow Flycatchers(Empidonax traillii) was painted white, they increasedthe

proportionof foragingtime spentin shade.Furthermore,the experimentalresult
is not expectedif mandibularcolor is an adaptationto energygain (Chap. 4).
Thus, the comparative data from wood-warblers and the experimental data from
flycatchersfavor the hypothesisthat color of the upper mandible is an adaptation
to minimize

reflectance that interferes with vision.

COLOR

PATTERNS

CHAPTER

6

THAT

INCREASE

VISIBILITY

"... our woods are thronged with birds as exquisitely colored as the daintiest
tropicalforms .... Enteringan apparentlydesertedbit of woods,we hear faint voices,
lispingtseeps,and soondiscoverthat the tree topsare animatedwith flitting forms."
(Chapman 1912:430)

Many speciescommunicate optically. Striking examples of optical signalsinclude the brilliant colors and stereotyped, often grotesque, postures associated
with the reproductive displays of many species.However, anything about one
animal that is perceived by another animal is a potential optical signal, for example, a barely perceptible color pattern or routine, ongoing behavior (Hailman
1977a). The first hypothesisexamined in this chapter is that conspicuouscolor
patternsof wood-warblerscreateoptical signalsbroadcastduringroutinebehavior.
A display is any behavioral pattern whoseevolution has been influencedby its
function as a signal to other animals. Displays may evolve from noncommunicative action patterns or incipient portions of action patterns (intention movements) by the evolutionary processof ritualization (Huxley 1914, 1923; Daanje
1950). Tinbergen (1952) suggestedthat during ritualization, conspicuousstructures or colors evolve to accentuatecommunicative movements (and vice versa).
For example, the broad, orange feather among the green secondariesof the male
Mandarin Duck (Aix galericulata) dramatizes courtship preening in which the
male's bill emphatically touches the modified feather (Lorenz 1941), and the
Eurasian Robin's (Erithacus rubecula) red breast emphasizesposturesused in
territorial defense(Lack 1965). The secondhypothesisexamined in this chapter
is that patterns of color create optical signalsassociatedwith the display behavior
of wood-warblers.

Wingbars and tailspots are simple, well-defined color patterns that are widespread among wood-warblers and ideally suited to an examination of the above
hypotheses.I look first at the occurrenceofwingbars and tailspots in the subfamily
Parulinae. Next I examine the first hypothesis,that wingbars and tailspots create
optical signalsbroadcast during routine behavior. Routine behavior that reveals
the wingbars or tailspots includes aerial foraging, flying, and maintenance. The
occurrenceand frequency of such behavior are compared in speciesthat have
wingbars, or tailspots, both, or neither. The secondhypothesis that patterns of
color are optical signalsassociatedwith display behavior is tested by comparing
the display behavior and its frequency of occurrencein wood-warblers that have
wingbars, or tailspots, both, or neither.
WINGBARS

AND TAILSPOTS

I determined the presence or absenceof wingbars and tailspots in 113 species
of wood-warblers and the independenceof these markings from one another.
Only four regionsof the bird's body concernus here, the remigesand wingbars
and the rectricesand tailspots (Fig. 1). Wingbars are presentwhen the remiges
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and wingbars are differently colored. Similarly, tailspots are differently colored
from the rectricesin speciesthat possesstailspots.I evaluatedthe hypothesisthat
the presenceof wingbars is independent of the presenceof tailspots with a chisquareTest of Independence(Roscoe 1975).
Of 113 speciesof wood-warblers, 52 have tailspots and 34 have wingbars.
Wood-warblers show a significant tendency to have both wingbars and tailspots
(32 species)or neither (59 species;X2 _- 45.27, d.f. = 1, P < 0.005). Only 20 of
52 specieswith tailspots lack wingbars. Only two specieswith wingbars lack
tailspots.Within speciesno sex-or age-relateddifferenceswerefound in the pattern
of wingbars or tailspots.
Wingbars and tailspots are revealed by spreadingthe wings and tail on takeoff
and landing, and the tail is spreadduring mid-flight maneuvers.The tendencyof
the two patternsto occurtogetheror not at all probably resultsfrom the fact that
both patterns are revealed by the same behavior. In the analysis that follows
functions of wingbars and tailspots are evaluated.
REVEALING

BEHAVIOR

Wingbars are best revealed by fanning the wings; likewise tailspots are best
revealedby fanning the tail. The wingsand tail are fanned on all flightsat takeoff
and landing. Some foraging flights also reveal the tailspots during erratic, midflight maneuvers. Thus routine flights reveal the wingbars and tailspots, but lack
the stereotypyof ritualized aerial displays.If wingbarsand tailspotscreateoptical
signalsthat are broadcastduring routine flightsthen,prediction6.1: wood-warblers
with wingbars or tailspots fly more frequently than specieswith neither wingbars
nor tailspots.

Methods.-- The behavior of singingmales was recordedat Itasca, Minnesota
(1974), ChapelHill, North Carolina (19 75), and Madison, Wisconsin(19 74, 1975).
Songprovided a behavioral marker with which to begin observations,a marker
that was as independent as possiblefrom behavior related to optical signaling.I
located a wood-warbler by its song,identified it visually, waited 10 sec,and then
describedits behavior on a continuouslyrunning tape. An individual was followed
for as long as possible,up to 10 min, but never lessthan 10 sec.When I transcribed
a tape, I wrote down all behavior that occurred, when it occurred, its duration,
and the interval between occurrences.I compared the frequencyof flight in woodwarblers with both wingbarsand tailspots, tailspots only, and neither wingbars
nor tailspots. Flights that revealed the wingbars, tailspots, or both were divided
into routine flights and aerial display.
Flight occurred whenever the wings were spread and the feet not in contact
with the substrate. Commutes

occurred when the bird flew the most direct route

between perches. Aerial hawks occurred when the bird deviated from the most

direct route. Sally-gleansoccurredwhen the bird while in flight contacteda substrate with its bill. Aerial displays,describedlater, are discussedin relation to the
secondhypothesis,that wingbars and tailspots are associatedwith display behavior. Takeoff was indicated on the tape recording by the word "up," landing
by the word "down," and I recorded the type of flight after the word "down." If
the bird flew out of sight, the observation was terminated with the takeoff and
the final flight ignored.
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FREQUENCYOF FLIGHT AMONG WOOD-WARBLERS
LOCATEDBY SONG
Number of
intervals

50
22
33
33
15
12
121

59
6
46
221
521
11
130
117
98

Species

Golden-winged
Cape May

Mean interval (sec)
betweentakeoffs

Wingbars

Tailspots

5.5
7.8

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Prairie
Yellow-throated
Tennessee
Hooded
Nashville

9.0
10.0
10.0
11.7
11.8

+
+
-

Magnolia
Blue-winged

12.7
13.0

+
+

+
+

Black-and-white
Chestnut-sided
Am. Redstart
Palm
Northern Parula
Pine
Black-thr. Green

14.5
16.0
16.4
16.8
18.1
18.2
18.2

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

14

Prothonotary

19.6

-

+

30
87

Canada
Yellow

20.4
21.5

+

+

58

Yellow-rumped

24.0

+

+

Blackburnian

25.3

+

+

236

Blackpoll

27.8

+

+

15

4

Cerulean

35.7

+

+

27

Kentucky

40.8

-

-

Common Yellowthroat
La. Waterthrush

65.6
73.0

-

-

100
6

19

Mourning

110.3

-

-

5
27

Connecticut
Ovenbird

117.8
245.6

-

-

The frequencyof flight was high enoughto calculatethe mean interval between
consecutivetakeoffs for all speciesfor all flights and for some speciesfor each of
the four types of flight. The mean interval between consecutivetakeoffs was
calculated and the Kruskal and Wallis statistic (Langley 1971) used to compare
ranks of specieswith both wingbarsand tailspots,specieswith only tailspotsand
specieswith neither wingbars nor tailspots. The difference between each pair of
the above three groups was examined with the Wilcoxon Sum of Ranks test

(Langley1971). Samplingbias wascheckedby comparingthe mean interval of
observationwith the frequencyof all flights.Comparisonis basedon the Pearson
Product-Moment

Correlation

Coefficient.

Results.--Overall the difference in ranks is significant (Table 12, X2 = 9.95,
d.f. = 2, 0.01 > P > 0.001). The ranks of wood-warblers with both wingbars and

tailspotsare not significantlydifferentfrom the ranksof thosewith only tailspots
(r = 39, P > 0.10). Specieswith neither wingbarsnor tailspotshave significantly
longerintervalsbetweenconsecutivetakeoffsthan specieswith tailspotsonly (r =
12, P-- 0.01) or specieswith both wingbars and tailspots (r = 54, 0.01 > P >
0.002).

Speciesmight appear to fly infrequently becauseof many short observation
periodsin which no flightswere seen.Sucha bias would be indicated by a negative
correlation between the mean interflight interval and the mean length of obser-
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FIGURE31. Interval betweenconsecutive
flightsplottedas a functionof the meanlengthof continuous observationof specieslisted in Table 11.

vation periods. However, the correlation is low, but positive, indicating that
specieswith longintervalsbetweenconsecutiveflightstendedto be observedfor
longerperiods(Fig. 31) than specieswith shortintervalsbetweenflights.Hence,
the long interflightintervalsare real, the result of long periodsof observationin
which flights were infrequent.
Wood-warblersthat lack wingbarsand tailspotsmight still fan the tail and wings
as often as those with one or both patternsby engagingin longer flights or more
frequenterratic flights(aerial hawksor sally-gleans).However, specieswith neither wingbarsnor tailspotshave flightsof about the sameduration as specieswith
patternedwings or tails (Table 13, X2 = 4.30, d.f. = 2, P = 0.25) based on the
Kruskal and Wallis statistic. The ranks of wood-warblers with both wingbarsand
tailspotsare not significantlydifferentfrom the ranksof specieswith only tailspots
(r = 23, 0.10 > P > 0.05) nor are they significantlydifferent from the ranks of
specieswith neitherwingbarsnor tailspots(r = 80, P > 0.10). The ranksof woodwarblerswith only tailspotsare not significantlydifferent from the ranks of those
that lack both patterns (r = 24, P > 0.10). Some bias is introduced into these
resultsby the factthat 0.5 secwasthebriefesttime intervalthat couldbe measured.
Briefer flightswere assigneda duration of 0.5 sec.
The length of the interval betweencommutesis significantlydifferent in differently patternedwood-warblers(Table 14, X2 = 9.47, d.f. = 2, 0.01 > P > 0.002).
Specieswith both wingbarsand tailspotshave significantlyshorterintervals than
specieswith neither wingbarsnor tailspots(r = 55, 0.01 > P > 0.002). Woodwarblerswith only tailspotsalso have intervalsbetweencommutesthat are significantly shorterthan intervals of specieswith neither wingbarsnor tailspots(r =
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FLIGHT DURATION OF WOOD-WARBLERS LOCATED BY SONG
Number of

flights

Mean flight

Species

duration(sec)

4
50
6

Blackpoll
Golden-winged
Blue-winged

0.50
0.57
0.58

30
46
130
121

Canada
Black-and-white
Northern Parula
Nashville

0.60
0.62
0.64
0.66

59

Magnolia

0.67

98
33
5

Black-thr. Green
Yellow-throated
Connecticut

0.68
0.70
0.70

22

Cape May

0.73

521

Am. Redstart

0.75

14

Prothonotary

0.75

117
236
221

Pine
BlackburnJan
Chestnut-sided

0.76
0.78
0.79

Kentucky

0.83

Cerulean
Palm
Common Yellowthroat
Prairie
Hooded

0.83
0.85
0.89
0.89
0.95

27
15
11
100
33
12

19

Mourning

0.97

87
15

Yellow
Tennessee

1.27
1.27

58

Yellow-rumped

1.32

27
6

Ovenbird
La. Waterthrush

1.50
2.50

Wingbars

Tailspots

14, P = 0.05). Intervalsbetweencommutesin wood-warblerswith only tailspots
arenot significantly
differentfromintervalsbetweencommutes
of thosewith both
wingbarsand tailspots(r = 42, P > 0.10).

When commutingthe tail is fannedonly on takeoffand landing,but aerial
hawkingrequiresthe tail to be fannedduringaerial maneuvers.The lengthof the
interval betweenaerial hawksdifferssignificantly(Table 15, X2 = 9.71, d.f. = 2,
0.05 > P > 0.01) amongspecies
with differentlypatternedwingsand tails.Species
with bothwingbarsandtailspotshavesignificantly
shorterintervalsbetweenaerial
hawksthan specieswith neitherwingbarsnor tailspots(r -- 26, 0.01 > P > 0.002).
In specieswith only tailspots,intervalsbetweenaerial hawksare not significantly
different from those of specieswith both wingbars and tailspots (r = 26, P >
0.10). Too few speciesare availablefor comparisonbetweenthosewith only
tailspotsand thosewith neither wingbarsnor tailspots,but the three specieswith
onlyta•pots all haveshorterintervalsbetweenaerialhawksthanthe sixspecies
with neither wingbars nor tailspots.

No significantdifferencewasfoundin the intervalbetweensally-gleans(Table
16)in birdswith differentlypatternedwingsandtails(X2 = 5.48, d.f. = 2, 0.10 >
P > 0.05). The total time specieswith only tailspotswereobservedis small,and
the shortintervalsmay be artifacts;however,Prothonotaryand Hoodedwarblers
often occupysimilar habitatsand may be expectedto showsimilar behavior.
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TABLE

14

FREQUENCYOF COMMUTESAMONGWOOD-WARBLERS
LOCATEDBY SONG
Mean in•rval (see)
between lakeoffs

Number of

intervals

Species

of commutes

Wingbars

Tailspots

50

Golden-winged

5.5

+

+

32

Prairie

9.6

+

+

17

Cape May

10.1

+

+

33
14

Yellow-throated
Tennessee

10.6
10.7

+
-

+
+

6

Blue-winged

13.0

+

+

Nashville
Hooded

13.6
14.1

-

+

45

Black-and-white

14.9

+

+

50

Magnolia

15.0

+

+

Chestnut-sided
Northern Parula
Pine
Am. Redstart

17.8
19.5
20.4
21.0

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

11

Prothonotary

21.6

-

+

81
26
7
68

Black-thr. Green
Canada
Palm
Yellow

22.0
23.6
26.3
27.5

+
+

+
+
+

Blackpoll

27.8

+

+

Blackburnian

29.1

+

+

37

Yellow-rumped

37.6

+

+

105
10

198
121
104
408

4
205

14

Cerulean

38.3

+

+

23

Kentucky

48.0

-

-

93
5
5

Common Yellow•hroat
La. Waterthrush
Connecticut

70.5
87.5
117.8

-

-

17

Mourning

123.3

--

--

26

Ovenbird

255.0

-

-

Discussion.--The

intervals between successive commutes and between succes-

sive aerial hawks are significantly shorter in species with both wingbars and
tailspots or only tailspots than in specieswith neither pattern (prediction6.1).
The similar behavior of specieswith both wingbars and tailspotsand specieswith
tailspots only suggeststhat during routine flights around the territory tailspots
create the important optical signal.
The resultsalso suggestthat color patterns emphasize conspicuousmovements
in routine, unritualized behavior. Discovery and capture of prey remain the primary function of foragingflights,but the increasedfrequencyof suchflightsamong
specieswith tailspotssuggests
a secondarysignallingfunction for the flights.Whether
the pattern or the behavior changed first is open to speculation. However, Nashville and Canada warblerslack wingbarsand tailspots,but have the high frequency
of foraging flights characteristic of specieswith one or both flash patterns, suggestingthat color evolved to emphasize existing behavior.
The interval between successivesally-gleansis not correlatedwith the presence
or absenceofwingbars and tailspots(contraprediction6.1). Although sally-gleans
occur infrequently, the lack of correlation is surprisingand inexplicable.
All specieswithin Dendroica have wingbars or tailspots whereas no species
within Geothlypisand Seiurushave wingbarsor tailspots.Suchlack ofintrageneric
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15

FREQUENCYOF AERLS.
L HAWKING AMONG WOOD-WARBLERS
LOCATEDBY SONG
Mean interval (see)
Number

of

between takeoffs

intervals

Species

of aerialhawks

Wingbars

Tailspots

34.4
73.1

+
-t-

+
-t-

108.5
116.9

+
+

+
-t-

Magnolia

124.8

+

+

Hooded
Black-thr. Green
Yellow-throated
Palm
Chestnut-sided

141.0
162.1
164.8
184.5
235.4

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

5
19

Cape May
Yellow-rumped

79
16

Am. Redstart
Yellow

6
I
11
2
I
15

I

Prothonotary

237.5

-

5

Nashville

285.3

-

-

7

Pine

303.9

+

+

336.8
351.1
612.5

+
+
-

+
+

I

Northern Parula
BlackburnJan
Canada

I

Black-and-white

669.0

+

+

2
I

Mourning
Kentucky

1048.2
1101.0

-

-

4
1

Common
Ovenbird

1639.1
6631.0

-

-

7
17

Yellowthroat

-

variation suggests
a singlephylogeneticorigin for the correlation of color pattern
with short interflight intervals. However, wingbars or tailspots are present in
Mniotilta, $etophaga,andProtonotariaall of whichhaveshortinterflightintervals
comparable to those of Dendroica (Table 17) despite being generically distinct
(Avise et al. 1980). In fact, the meangeneticdistances(Nei's D) betweengenera
of Parulinae(Arise et al. 1980:307) suggestthat Mniotilta is more distantlyrelated
to Dendroica, despite similarities in color pattern and behavior, than Seiurus and
Geothlypis
whichlack flashpatternsand havelonginterflightintervals(Table 17).
Apparentlythe correlationofwingbarsand tailspotswith shortinterflightintervals
has evolved more than once within the Parulinae.

The presenceof flashpatternsvariesintragenericallyin Wilsoniaand Vermivora.
Within Wilsonia, the Hooded Warbler has tailspotsand a shorter mean interval
betweentakeoffs(11.7 sec)than the CanadaWarbler (20.4 sec)which lackswingbarsand tailspots.Within Vermivora,the three specieswith flashpatterns(Bluewinged, Golden-winged,and Tennesseewarblers,have a combined mean interval
between takeoffs (7.1 sec)that is shorter than the mean interval of the Nashville
Warbler (11.8 sec) which lacks wingbars and tailspots. The variability within
Vermivoraand Wilsoniasuggests
that within thesegenerathe associationbetween
colorand behavioraroseindependentlyof Dendroicaand perhapsmore recently
becauseboth generacontain speciesthat fly frequently, but lack flash patterns.
The similarityof wingbarsand tailspotsamongspeciesof wood-warblers(Fig.
14) may be an example of social mimicry (Moynihan 1968, 1981), Batesian
mimicry (Barnard 1979, 1982), or the similarity of physical constraintson the
placement and color of optical signals(Chap. 3 and 7; Burtt and Gatz 1982).
Whatever the information communicatedby showingthe wingbarsand tailspots,
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TABLE

16

FREQUENCYOF SALLY-GLEANING
AMONGWOOD-WARBLERS
LOCATEDBY SONG
Mean inter-

val (scc)between
Number of

takeoffs of

intervals

Species

sally-gleans

Wingbars

Tailspots

2

Prothonotary

118.5

-

+

I
9
3

Hooded
Nashville
Canada

141.0
158.5
204.2

-

+
-

3
29
1
6
5

3
I
4
12
1
8

Magnolia

249.7

+

+

Am. Redstart
Prairie
Pine
Black-thr. Green

295.6
306.5
354.5
356.6

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

Kentucky

368.0

-

-

La. Waterthrush
Yellow
Blackburnian
Cerulean
Chestnut-sided

437.5
467.8
497.4
536.0
882.8

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

1

Yellow-rumped

1389.5

+

+

1
2

Northern Parula
Common Yellowthroat

2357.5
3278.2

+
-

+
-

both patternsappearto createoptical signalsthat are givenduringroutine behavior
such as foraging or moving about the territory.
DISPLAY

BEHAviOR

If wingbarsand tailspots create optical signalsassociatedwith the display behavior of wood-warblersthen, prediction 6.2: display behavior of specieswith
wingbarsand tailspotswill include fanning the wings, tail, or both to reveal these
flash patterns.
The optical displaysof wood-warblersthat reveal wingbars,tailspots,or both
consistof a variety of aerial and non-aerial action patterns. The names of the
displaysand their descriptionsare from Ficken and Ficken (1962b, 1968a, b),
Ficken (1962), and Baird (1967), except for song flight, which is based on my
own field notes. Occurrence of aerial and non-aerial displays among wood-warblers is summarized

in Table

18.

TABLE

17

FREQUENCYOF FLIGHT AMONG GENERAOF WOOD-wARBLERS
Number of
intervals

46

Genus

Number of species Mean interval between
analyzed
takeoffs(sec)

Wingbarsor
tailspots

Mniotilta

1

14.5

present

521

$etophaga

1

16.4

present

994
14

Dendroica
Protonotaria

13
I

19.2
19.6

present
present

Geothlypis

4

68.5

absent

Seiurus

2

151
33

214.2

absent
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Circle flight.-- The male flies from his perch, approaches a male or female
conspecific,and returns to the vicinity of his original perch. The flight path is
horizontal

and semicircular.

Glide. -- The male glides 3-7 m with wings outstretched and tail spread. Occasionally a few small-amplitude wing beats occur.
Moth flight.--The male flies slowly away from the female with large-amplitude
wing beats; the head is held high above the back.
Hover. -- The male raisesand fans his tail, raisesthe wings, and flies with rapid,
small-amplitude wing beats. The breast feathersare fluffed, the head held high
above the back, and the crown feathers raised. The male flies toward the female,

hoversbeforeher, and may fly in an arc around her. The display is known only
from Golden-winged and Blue-winged warblers (Table 18).
Songflight.-- In Common Yellowthroats the male flies up at a 45ø angle with
the horizontal. About 10 m above the ground, the male tilts his head so that the
bill points vertically up; the tail is cocked vertically over the back, and as the
male sings,he descendsat about a 45 øangle on stiffly beatingwings. Lessritualized
songflightsare found in many speciesof wood-warblers(Table 18).
Supplant.-- The wood-warbler flies at a conspecificor rarely an individual of
another species,but instead of following the fleeing conspecificthe wood-warbler
alights on the vacated perch.
Chase.--Chases occur when a wood-warbler flies toward a conspecific(rarely
an individual of another species)which tums and flees with the wood-warbler
pursuing.In Prairie Warblers and American Redstortsboth pursuer and pursued
fly slowly and often side by side, suggestingthat, in these speciesat least, the
chaseis ritualized (Ficken 1962; Nolan 1978).
Wings-out.--"The contour feathers are sleeked,the body held horizontal, and
the bird facesits opponent. The wings are lifted horizontally out from the body
.... "(Ficken 1962:625).
Tail-spread.--The tail feathersare fanned to a variable degreewhile the rail is
held parallelto the body'slongaxis or lessfrequentlycockedupward. The duration
of the rail-spread varies from minutes in the American Redstart to less than one

secin the Hooded and Magnolia warblers (pers. obs.).
Although display behavior of wood-warblerswith wingbarsor tailspotsincludes
fanning the wings, tail, or both (Table 18) as predicted (prediction 6.2), such
displaysare also found among speciesthat lack wingbarsand milspots(Table 18).
The widespreadnature of the displayssuggeststhat they are ancestralto the more
taxonomicallyrestrictedwingbarsand tailspots.However, displaysmay be more
exaggeratedor more frequently performed in specieswith wingbars or milspots
than in specieslacking flash patterns. To evaluate the frequency of displays I
locateda wood-warbler by its song,identified it visually, waited 10 sec,and then
describedits behavior on a continuouslyrunning tape. An individual was followed
for as long as possible,up to 10 min, but never less than 10 sec. During transcription I noted the type of display, its duration, and the interval between any
two consecutivedisplays.
The dam on the interval between successiveaerial displays are too few for
statisticalanalysis(Table 19). Nonethelessaerial display is rare in specieswith
neither wingbars nor tailspots, occurring infrequently in only one out of eight
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FREQUENCYOF AERIAL DISPLAYSAMONG WOOD-WARBLERS
LOCATEDBY SONG
Mean interval (sec)
Number

of

intervals

between takeoffs

Species

3
1

Palm
Tennessee

I
5
3
1
1

of aerialdisplays

Wingbars

Tallspots

61.5
149.5

-

+
+

Yellow-rumped

1389.5

+

+

Am. Redstart
Blackburnian
Northern Parula
Common Yellowthroat

1714.4
1989.5
2357.5
6556.5

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
-

speciesobserved.Aerial displayswere observedin six of 21 specieswith wingbars
or tailspots,and aerial displaysoccurredmore frequentlyin those speciesthan in
the Common Yellowthroat which lacks wingbars and tailspots. Three non-aerial
displayswere observedin wood-warblerslocatedby song;all were in specieswith
wingbars and tailspots.
CONCLUSIONS

Aerial displaysreveal wingbarsand tailspotssimultaneously.That would seem
to explain the tendency of the patterns to occur together or not at all, although
specieswith only tailspots use the same displays and display just as often as

specieswith both wingbars and tailspots. Perhaps different displays show the
wings and tail differently, and specieswith only tailspots use displaysthat emphasize the tail.
Weidman (1964) has argued that when the same movement reveals different
patterns of color in closely related species,the pattern of color has evolved to
dramatize the movement. When the samepattern of color is revealedby different
display movements in closelyrelated species,the movement hasevolved to reveal
the pattern of color. In wood-warblers aerial and non-aerial displaysare found in
specieswith and without wingbarsand tailspots(contraprediction6.2, Table 18).
These data suggestthat evolution of the display precededevolution of the color
pattern. However, wood-warblerswith wingbars and tailspots or only tailspots
display more frequently (Table 19) and their displays appear to be more exaggerated (Ficken 1962; Ficken and Ficken 1962b; Nolan 1978)than specieswith
neither wingbars nor tailspots (prediction 6.2). These data suggestthat displays
evolved to reveal the pattern of color.

Has the pattern of color evolved to dramatize the display or has the display
evolved to dramatize the pattern of color? The answer appears to be that both
evolutionary sequencesoccur. Each sequencereinforces the other. Evolution of
a color pattern that dramatizes a display movement leads to evolution of a more
exaggeratedmovement which leads to a more dramatic color pattern and so forth.
The hypothesisthat patterns of color are associatedwith display movements is
supported by the data, but the relationship between patterns of color and display
movements is more complicated than the hypothesissuggests.

CHAPTER
COLOR

OF OPTICAL

7
SIGNALS

"It's like this," he said. "When you go after honeywith a balloon,the greatthing
is not to let the beesknow you're coming.Now if you have a greenballoon, they
might think you were only part of the tree, and not notice you, and if you have a
blue balloon, they might think you were only part of the sky, and not notice you,
and the questionis: which is most likely?"
"Wouldn't they notice you beneaththe balloon?"you asked.
"They might or they might not," said Winnie-the-Pooh. "You never can tell with
bees." He thought for a moment and said, "I shall try to look like a small black
cloud. That will deceive them."

"Then you had better have the blue balloon," you said;and so it was decided.
(Milne 1926:16-17)

Contrast is important to a signal's visibility, but contrast is not a property of
color; contrast is a property of a color seen under specifiedambient irradiance
and againsta spectrallydefined background.Contrast also dependson the optical
sensitivity of the perceiving organism. If contrast between the color of a signal
(e.g., the balloon) and its background(e.g., the tree or the sky) can be quantified,
then it is possibleto predict the most or least contrasting colors under specified
conditions. In this chapter I describe a method that quantifies contrast between
a colored signal and its background under known light conditions. I calculatethe
contrastbetweendifferently colored feathersof wood-warblersand coloration of
their habitats, predict the color of tailspots and wingbars of Parulinae, and test
the predictions.
CA•CUL^TION

OF CO•T•AST

Irradiance.--Most biological, optical signalsdepend on light reflected from the
animal (Fig. 32). Therefore, the receiver'sperception of the signaldependson the
characteristics of the ambient irradiance which, in a real habitat, depend upon
such variables as the time of year, time of day, amount of cloud cover, amount
of vegetation between the light source and the optical signal, and the spectral
radiance of the habitat (Fig. 32). Although irradiance under a clear sky has been
successfully
modeled(McCulloughand Porter 1971), attemptsto model irradiance
within a forest have been unsuccessful(Hailman 1979). Thus irradiance within
a forest must be measureddirectly (see p. 83).

Spectral
irradiance
isthe"amount"of lightincident
ona surface
expressed
per
wavelength or hertz throughout the visible spectrum. The "amount" of light is

measured accordingto energy and its spectral position by frequency. Spectral
radiance is light emitted or reflectedfrom a surface.Measurements are expressed
as a power density function of spectral position (i.e.,/•W cm -2 THz-• vs THz).

Surfacereflection.--Theinformation-carrying
lightthat reaLIres
the receiveris
a function of the ambient irradiance on the reflectingsurface,the reflectingproperties of the surface, and changesthat occur in the reflected light between the
surface and the observer. For present purposes I consider the medium between
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SPECTRUM
FIGURE 32.
Coloration of an optical signal (expressedas a power-density function of spectral
position)as a product of ambient irradiance,itself the interactionof sunlightwith the habitat, and
the signal'sreflectionspectrummeasuredspectrophotometrically
(THz = Terahertz = 10•2 Hz).

surfaceand receiver to be totally transparent even though, in terrestrial habitats,
the light may be altered by fog or dust and, in water, by turbidity or absorption
and scatteringby water moleculesthemselves.Assumingtotal transparency,the
light reaching the eye is a function only of the ambient illumination and the
reflectingpropertiesof the surface.
I ignore specialpropertiesof surfacesthat alter light reflectedas a function of
the viewing angle:specularreflectance,dichromaticity, and iridescence.I assume
the reflectingsurfaceto be a matte surface(e.g., feathers)whosereflectingproperties are describedby the function relating reflectanceand spectralposition (e.g.,
the curve of % reflectancevs THz, Fig. 32). This function is determined spec-
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trophotometricallyby measuringthe surfacein a laboratory spectrophotometer;
suchdeterminationsmust be made for the signal-surfaceand for the surfacesof
objectsthat constitutethe visual backgroundof the optical signal (leaves,rocks,
tree trunks, branches).The physicalstimulus reachingthe eye of the receiveris
the product of the ambient irradiance and the surface reflection, expressedas a
power-densityfunction of spectralposition (e.g.,/•W cm-2 THz-• vs THz, Fig.
32).
Dominant frequency.-- From the physical definition of the stimulus reaching
the eye three perceptualparametersof the stimulusare extracted.The first may
loosely be called the apparent color, expressedmore preciselyas the dominant
frequency.The dominantfrequency(or wavelength)is the monochromaticfrequencythat, when mixed with an appropriate amount of white light, provides a
phenomenal match with the stimulus (purple hues excepted). The empirical
matchingexperimentsthat allow calculationof dominant frequencyof any stimulus have been performedonly for humansand honeybees(Apis mellifera).
Color vision systemsof diurnal vertebrates are morphologically similar (Walls
1942; Gruber 1979). Microspectrophotometry showsthat theseanimals have three
distinct populations of color receptors("cones") characterizedby visual pigments
whose absorption spectraare separatedin the visual spectrum(Fuortes 1972; but
see Harosi and Hashimoto 1983). Spectral sensitivities may differ. Humans are
insensitive to ultraviolet light whereas birds appear to possessultraviolet sensitivity (Kreithen and Elseher 1978; Goldsmith 1980; Parrish et al. 1981; Chen et
al. 1984, Parrish et al. 1984). However, psychophysical experiments reveal that,
within the visible spectrum, photopic spectral sensitivitiesof diurnal vertebrates
are similar, and spectraldiscrimination studiesshowsimilar curvesfor the Bullfrog
(Rana catesbiana),Rock Dove (Columba livia), RhesusMacaque (Macaca mulatta), and Human (Homo saplens,Hailman 1967, 1979). Therefore, lacking any
other colorimetric system among vertebrates, the method described below uses
the chromaticity systemdevelopedfor humans, explicitly recognizingthat some
measure of error may be introduced when application to non-human vertebrates
is made.

From any spectral-energydistribution function describinga stimulusthe dominant wavelengthmay be calculatedusingcommonly tabulated values. These yield
the "x" and "y" coordinatesof a stimulus on a standard Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (C.I.E.) chromaticity diagram, and the dominant wavelength
may be found geometricallyby extendinga line from the white point throughthe
sample point to the spectral locus (Fig. 33). The wavelength at the intersection
of the line and the curve is the dominant wavelength of the sample (• 516 nm in
Fig. 33). A computer program performed the geometric determination mathematically, thus extractingthe dominant wavelength(which may also be expressed
in frequencyterms) from the defined stimulus.
The calculation (by any method) of dominant wavelength (or frequency) in
colorimetry dependsupon definition of the white point of the chromaticity diagram. Different white points yield slightly different dominant frequencies. The
white point used in Figure 33 is equal energy white which has "x" and "y"
chromaticity coordinates,0.33 and 0.33. Equal energywhite, as the name implies,
is white light that has equal energy at all frequencies.
Excitation purity.--The secondof the three parameters defining a visual stim-
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FIGURE33. CommissionInterrmtionalede l'Eclairage(C.I.E.) chromaticitydiagrambasedon the
two degreecolor matchingfunctions(Billmeyer and Saltzman 1966; Nimeroff 1968). The numbers
alongthe outer rectangleindicate the magnitudeof the x and y chromaticity coordinates.The curved
line represents
monochromatic
(saturated)colorswhosewavelength(nm) is indicatedby thenumbers
alongthe curve.The line connecting400 and 700 nm is the purplelocus.White light of equalenergy
is plotted as an open circle with coordinates(0.33, 0.33).

ulus is the excitation purity, which is an expressionof the saturation or apparent
color purity of a stimulus. More exactly, excitation purity is a (reciprocal)measure
of the amount

of white that must be mixed

with the monochromatic

dominant

frequencyin order to create a subjective match to the stimulus. Excitation purity
of the sample representedin Figure 33 is the ratio of"a" to "b" where "a" is the
distance from the white point to the sample and "b" is the distance from the
white point to the spectral locus. The ratio is a dimensionless value that varies
between zero (pure white) and one (pure monochromatic light). The excitation
purity was calculated by computer in the present method. Two stimuli that have
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the same dominant frequency but differ considerably in excitation purity are
readily discriminated, so that this parameter is an important aspect of surfacecontrast of optical stimuli.
Relative luminance. -- The calculation of relative luminance, explained in Chapter 5, is summarized below because calculation of the relative luminance is crucial
to the quantification of contrast.

The apparent brightnessof a stimulus dependsupon its absoluteenergyflux as
a function of spectralposition and upon the receiveifs differential sensitivity across
the spectrum. There is a photometrically defined scalethat approximates human
brightnessperception (Appendix III) by using a conversion function (the curve
of the standard observer) whereby a spectroradiometricallydefined stimulus can
be expressedin photometric terms. Becausephotopic spectral sensitivity curves
of many diurnal vertebrates are similar, it is possibleto use a photometric scale
as a generalapproximation of the phenomenal brightnessof a stimulus.
The luminance of a surface is a photometric expression(in cd m -2) of the
surfacebrightness.For stimuli under considerationin this chapter,the logarithm
of the luminance is calculatedby computer program from the reflectancedata of
the stimulus (power density vs frequency).To normalize luminance for a given
habitat's illumination, I calculated the range of possiblevalues and the position
of the stimulusluminancewithin that range.The extremesof the luminancerange
are representedby the logarithm of the luminance of a maximally reflectingwhite

surface(BaSOn;Weast 1976) and the logarithm of the luminanceof a minimally
reflectingblack surface(powdered carbon; Weast 1976). The luminance of the
stimulusrelative to the rangeof possibleluminancesis expressedby the following
ratio:

RL = (SL - BL)/(WL

- BL)

7.1

where SL is the logarithm of the stimulus' luminance, BL is the logarithm of the
luminance from a minimally reflecting black surface and WL is the logarithm
of the luminance from a maximally reflecting white surface. The relative luminance,RL, is a dimensionlessvalue that rangesfrom zero (minimally reflecting
black surface)to one (maximally reflecting white surface).
Discriminability scaling of purity and luminance.-- At this point an optical
stimulus emanating from a reflectingsurfacemay be characterizedby three parameters:dominant frequency,excitation purity, and relative luminance. These
three are used to define a three-dimensional stimulus-spacewithin which indi-

vidual stimuli plot as points. It is now necessaryto define the scalingintervals
and ranges of the variables in order to create the bounded space within which
stimuli plot as points.
The most straightforwardway to plot the three variables is on linear scales,but
this method fails to accountfor non-linearitiesof discriminability.No animals
exist for which the discriminability function of excitation purity is known. For
example, one doesnot know whether two stimuli of the same dominant frequency
and relative luminance but differing in excitation purity are discriminable with
equal easethroughout the scale of excitation purity: is a purity-difference of 0.9
vs 0.8 as discriminable

as a difference of 0.4 vs 0.3? In the absence of relevant

discriminability data, excitation purity is scaledlinearly.
The discriminability of relative luminancesis definitely nonlinear, althoughthe
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function relating the value of discriminable differencesat different relative luminancesis disputed(Hailman and Jaeger1976). The problem can be rephrased
in terms of the function relating the growth of the brightness sensation to the
increase in physical intensity. Hailman (pers. comm.) believes the best fitting
function is the integral of a normal probability-density function, but over a large
range,a power-functionprovidesa goodfit, and over the middle part of the range
a logarithmic function (Weber-Fechnerrelation) provides a reasonablefit (Hailman and Jaeger 1976). In fact, over the central part of the range, the function is
approximatelylinear with the logarithm of intensity, and the theoreticalapproach
of Hailman and Jaeger(1974; Jaegerand Hailman 1973, 1976) suggests
that visual
processeswork to keep an animal's sensitivity adjusted so that its midpoint of
brightnessfunction is near the optimum ambient illumination. In other words,
over normal rangesof viewing real, reflectingobjectsin the environment, discriminability of luminances is approximately linear with the logarithms in the calculation of relative luminance.

Discriminability scaling of frequency.--The scaling of the last of the three
parameters, dominant frequency, was made nonlinear to account for spectral
discriminability. The just noticeabledifference(JND) is a perceptualmeasureof
spectraldiscriminability. Among diurnal vertebratesJNDs tend to be largeat low
and high frequencies,indicating poor discrimination among the reds and violets,
whereasJNDs are small among middle frequenciesindicating the potential for
fine color discriminations in the yellow-green range. Plots of JNDs as a function
of spectral frequency are available for several speciesincluding the Rock Dove
or "pigeon" (Hailman 1967; DeYalois and Morgan 1974). Becausethe present
color-spacewas designed to be tested with birds, the Rock Dore's curve was
selectedas the basisfor frequencyscaling.
The relative discriminability (in terms of change of frequency necessaryfor
criterion discrimination by the pigeon [Hamilton and Coleman 1933; Hailman
1967]) was determined between adjacent frequency data points throughout the
spectrum.The discriminability value at the lowest frequencywas averagedwith
the discriminabilityvalue in the interval betweenthe two frequencies.This average

value(vxy)is thusdefinedby:
v• = (Avx+ Avy)/2

7.2

where x and y are the frequenciesat which the discriminability was measured.
Hamilton and Coleman (1933) located 31 points along the pigeon'sdiscriminability curve.To completethe visible spectrumI calculateda thirty-secondpoint
at 750 THz by extrapolation,sothat 31 intervalsexist,eachwith its own calculated

valueof v•.
To create a scalethat has intervals of equal discriminability the reciprocal of

v•, maybe usedasthe basisof the scaling-interval
betweenthe two frequencies
x and y. Becausethe spectral separationof x and y differs in the empirical experimentsfrom which the data are derived (Hamilton and Coleman 1933), it is
necessaryto define the relative scaling interval (RSI) betweenthem as:

RSI- x - y
Vxy

7.3
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where both numerator and denominator are in THz so that the scalinginterval
is physicallydimensionless.Lastly, to normalize the scale,the entire interval of
the visible spectrum (400 to 700 nm of wavelength, or 750 to 428.6 THz of
frequency) was taken as unity. The 31 RSI values were summed and each RSI
value (equation 7.3) expressedas a fraction of the sum, called the standardized
scalinginterval (SSI):
SSI -

RSI

7.4

ZRSI

This proceduredefinesthe entire visible spectrumin a range from zero (750 THz)
to one (428.6 THz), in which the interval of scalingis that of equal discriminability.
Two monochromatic lights equally spacedon this scaleare approximately equally
discriminable by the pigeon. The nonlinearity of the underlying function is not
expressedbetween adjacent data points, but becausethe scaleincludes 32 points,
the error introduced by this nonlinearity is small. Once the scaleis defined, any
frequencymay be plotted by finding the position of the stimulusfrequencythrough
a computer program that sorts for the interval in which the frequency falls and
linearly interpolates within that interval.
A scalethat arrangeshues by frequencyis a physical, not a perceptual, scale.
The present scale, based on frequency, implies that red and violet, which are at
oppositeextremes of the scale,are more easily discriminated than red and green,
but there is no perceptual basis for that implication. Other methods of scaling
hue have been considered, but none of the alternatives relate hues to one another
in a perceptuallymeaningful way (but seeBillmeyer and Saltzman 1966; Nimeroff
1968; Hailman 1979). Therefore, I have used a frequency scale corrected for the
discriminability of similar frequencies.
Another difficulty with the dominant frequency approach to defining visual
stimuli is that purple stimuli (mixtures of energy at spectralextremes) will not
plot on the standardizedscalejust described.A purple stimulus is describedby
the dominant frequency of its complement: the monochromatic light that must
be subtracted from white to provide a metameric match. In fact, among birds
and fishes(the two groups of vertebrates showing the highest diversity of signal
coloration) few speciesappear purple to the human observer. Therefore, the exclusion of purple may not be seriousfor purposesof analyzing optical signals.
Color-space.--Having defined scalesfor the three perceptual parameters of a
stimulus,a three-dimensionalcolor-spaceis definedby arrangingthe three scales
on rectilinear coordinates. Despite recent advances in our knowledge of visual
processing(Favreau and Cavanagh 1981), empirical data on the discriminability
of the three parameters relative to one another are lacking; hence, the ranges of
all three are made equal. That is, two stimuli that differ in dominant frequency
by, for example, one-third of the range of the frequency scaleare thus considered
to be as discriminable

as two stimuli

whose difference

in relative

luminance

is

one-third of that scale.The spacedefined is, therefore, a cube within which every
non-purple stimulus may be plotted as a singlepoint.
Within the cubic color-spacethe shortestdistance between two stimulus points
is found geometricallyby computer, using the triple coordinatesof the two points
(Fig. 34). Becausethe color-spaceis a cube whose sidesare unitary, the maximum
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FIGURE34. The cubic color-spacedefinedby three perceptualparametersof a visual stimulus

arrangedas rectilinearcoordinates
of unitarylength.PointsA and B differin all threeparameters.
The shortestdistancebetween them is the contrast-distance.The projection of the points vertically
onto the baseof the cubehelps locatethe points in spaceand definetheir coordinatesof dominant

frequencyand excitationpurity;the lengthof the projectionline expresses
relativeluminance.

distancebetween two points is the line diagonally connectingopposite comers of
the cube, which line has a length of 1.732 arbitrary units. For example, an extremely dark, nearly achromaticviolet stimulus will plot very near one comer
(luminance,purity and frequencycoordinatesnearly zero). A very bright, monochromaticallypure far-red stimuluswill plot very near the diagonallyopposite
comer (luminarice,purity and frequencycoordinatesnearly one).
The shortest distance between two points within the cubic color-space is the
contrast-distance.When the contrast-distanceis small, the colored surfacesappear
similar. For example,a leaf and a greenishbird (e.g., Orange-crownedWarbler)
have a small contrast-distanceand appear similar. When the contrast-distanceis
large (whether due to purity, luminarice,or frequencydifferences),the surfaces
appeardissimilar.A leaf and a brightred bird (e.g.,Northern Cardinal,Cardinalis
cardinalis),for example,have a largecontrast-distance
and appeardissimilar.It
is, therefore, possibleto measure by a single value the relative visual contrast
between two stimuli on a scalethat goesfrom zero (no contrast) to 1.732 (maximum contrast)on the basisof their surfacepropertiesilluminated in a defined
lightenvironmentandviewedby an animalwhosevisualcharacteristics
areknown.
I am keenlyaware of the arbitrary nature of thesecalculations.I have tried to
indicate the assumptionsof constructionat each step:similarity of visual systems
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among diurnal, terrestrial vertebrates;linearity of variables; and so on. Ideally,
the principles of construction should be used to create a color-space for each
observingspecies,assumingthat many investigatorswould be willing to spend
their lives determining the relevant psychophysicaldata. In the next section application of the method, as imperfect as it is, delivers results that do not violate
the intuition of observerswho have personal experiencewith discriminability of
objectson the basis of their surfaceproperties. Not all the empirical findings are
trivial; the results discussedin the following sectionsreveal contrast differences
that one might not have expectedwithout the use of color-spaceanalysis.
CALCULATION OF A COLOR-SPACE FOR WOOD-WARBLERS

Ambient irradiance.-- The properties of light that irradiates a surface affect
perception of that surface. The following data describe the effect on perception
of variation in time of year and mount of vegetation between the sourceand the
irradiated surface.Variables such as latitude, time of day, and extent of cloud
cover were held constant.

Northern temperateforestswere divided into: (1) coniferousforest,(2) broadleaf
forest, (3) clearing.Coniferousand broadleaf forestswere subdividedinto young
forests,with trees 10 m tall or less;two-layered forests,with a canopy above 10
m and a layer of foliagebelow 10 m; and one-layeredforests,with a canopyabove
10 m and no understory.
Measurements were taken during June 1973 and May 1974 at Lake Itasca,
Minnesota. The youngbroadleaf forest containedQuaking Aspen (Populustremuloides),Paper Birch (Betula papyrifera), and Red Maple (Acer rubrum). The
two-layeredbroadleaf forest contained the above speciesand Red Oak (Quercus
rubra). The one-layeredbroadleaf forest was an almost pure stand of Quaking
Aspen.The youngconiferousforestwas a pure standof JackPine (Pinusbanksiana). The canopy in the two-layered coniferous forest contained White Pine
(P. strobus)and White Spruce(Piceaglauca);the understorywas BalsamFir (Abies
balsamea). The one-layeredconiferousforest was a pure stand of Red Pine (P.
resinosa).
Spectral measurements were taken across the visible spectrum from 400 nm

(750 THz) to 750 nm (428.6 THz) at 25 nm intervals with an ISCO model SR
battery-powered spectroradiometerthat was cosine-correctedaccordingto Lambert's Law. Measurementswere taken only under clear sky and only between 0945
and 1400 Central Daylight Time (C.D.T.). On all measurementsthe spectroradiometer was held vertically with the sensor1.7 m above the ground and pointing
toward the sky. The sensorwas in the shadowof a tree trunk exceptin the clearing
where the sensorwas in direct sunlight.
Data recorded in the field were corrected for factory instrument calibration
factorsand reducedby computer. The basicresultsare expressedas spectralpower
flux densities(•W ½m-2 THz-•), hereafter referred to as a "power-density function." Each spectrumwas integratedby Riemann sumsto provide the total power
flux called irradiance (•W ½m-2) over the 428.6 to 750 THz range. The computer
program used the 1931 C.I.E. distribution coefficients(Weast 1976) to calculate
the chromaticity coordinates of the ambient illumination. Illuminance also was
calculatedby computer (in lux) from the 1924 C.I.E. photopic luminosity curve
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FIGURE35. The spectralcomposition of sunlight shown as a power-densityfunction of spectral
position. All measurementswere taken between 1330 and 1400 C.D.T. under clear skies at Lake
Itasca, Minnesota.

(Weast 1976). The calculationofilluminance wasbasedon the useof the "standard
observer" curve, and thus expressesthe approximate brightnessof light to the
human eye. For vertebrates such as birds that have spectral sensitivities similar
to those of the human eye, illuminance more closely approximates brightness
than the physical irradiance values. For animals such as insectswhose spectral
sensitivitiesare shifted away from the red end of the spectruminto the ultraviolet,
neither illuminance nor irradiance provides an estimate of the apparent brightness
of the ambient light.
The power-densityfunction of direct sunlightmeasuredin a clearingis shown
in Figure 35 for May, June, and July. The only variable is time of year; the powerdensityfunctiondecreasesvery slightlyas the seasonprogresses.
Both irradiance
and illuminance were slightlylower on 9 June 1973 than on 29 May 1974 (Table
20). In all other respectsthe functions(Fig. 35) were identical.The power-density
function is lowest in violet and highestin red, with an almost linear increasein
between.
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F[GUP•36. A comparison
of spectralirradiances
beneaththe canopyin one-layered,
two-layered,
and youngconiferousforests.Measurementswere taken between0945 and 1200 C.D.T. in June 1973

at Lake Itasca,Minnesota,and are expressed
as a powerdensityfunctionof spectralposition.

The power-densityfunction measuredin coniferousforests(Fig. 36) is lowest
at the violet end of the spectrum(750 THz) and increasestoward the red end of
the spectrum(428.6 THz). The power-densityfunctionsof the different habitats
convergein the red end of the spectrum where there is a dramatic increasebetween

444 THz and 400 THz. The rapid rise in the power-densityfunction is not seen
in measurementof unobstructedsunlight (Fig. 35). Irradiance and illuminance
are highestin the one-layeredforestand lowestin the two-layeredforest(Table
20), but irradianceand illuminancein the three coniferousforest-typesis one to
two orders of magnitude lessthan in direct sunlight.
The power-densityfunctionsof broadleafforestsmeasuredin June (Fig. 37)
show a pronouncedpeak at 456 THz, a peak not present in coniferousforests
(Fig. 36) and also absentin direct sunlight (Fig. 35). As in coniferousforests,
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20

OF DIRECT SUNLIGHT

MEASURED IN A CLEARING

AND REFLECTED SUNLIGHT MEASURED IN SIX DI•'•'ERENT

FOREST TYPES AT DIFFERENT TIMES OF YEAR
Habitat

Clearing
29 May 1974
9 June 1973

Irradiance O•W cm-:)

Illuminance (lux)

4.0 x 104

9.3 x 104

3.5 x 10 n

8.2 x 104

7.3 x 102
5.4 x 102
8.8 x 102

1.4 x 103
1.0 x 103
1.8 x 103

4.1
1.2
2.8
8.4
1.4

8.8
2.1
6.1
1.5
2.7

Coniferous forest

Young, 12 June 1973
Two-layered, 13 June 1973
One-layered,9 June 1973
Broadleaf

forest

Young, 29 May 1974
Young, 12 June 1973
Two-layered, 29 May 1974
Two-layered, 12 June 1973
One-layered, 13 June 1973

x
x
x
x
x

103
103
103
102
103

x
x
x
x
x

103
103
103
103
103

power-density rapidly increasesbetween 444 THz and 400 THz. Irradiance and
illuminance are highest in the one-layered forest and lowest in the two-layered
forest (Table 20). The same relationship was observed in coniferous forests. Irradiance and illuminance tend to be higher in broadleaf foreststhan in coniferous
forests (Table 20), but are still about an order of magnitude less than direct
sunlight.
The power-density functions of young and two-layered broadleaf forestsbefore
the leaves emerge in early June show no peak (Fig. 38) and, therefore, resemble
the power-densityfunction in direct sunlight (Fig. 35) and in coniferousforests
(Fig. 36). Irradiance and illuminance values are three to four times greater before
the leaves emerge than after emergence(Table 20).
I plotted the points that represent the ambient illumination in different habitats
on a chromaticity diagram (Fig. 39) using the "x" and "y" chromaticity coordinates computed from the power-density spectraof the habitats. The approximate
range of wavelengthsthat appear "green" to the human eye is from about 491 to
575 nm (shadedregion, Fig. 39). Therefore, all forest habitats have greenishlight
with respect to equal-energy white. The points representing direct sunlight lie
alongthe yellow-greenboundary.The point that representsillumination in a young
broadleaf forest before the leaves emerge also lies on the yellow-green boundary,
but the illumination in a two-layered broadleaf forest before the leaves emerge is
similar to the illumination in coniferous forests. All the points lie close to equal
energy white light; that is, light in all the forest types and unfiltered sunlight is
poorly saturated.
The light in forestsis much lessbright (lower illuminance), more green, and
more saturatedthan direct sunlight.The peak in the green region of the powerdensity function in broadleaf forestsprobably representstransmissionand reflection of light by the leaves of broadleaf trees. Transmission through the needles
of conifersis probably negligibleand reflectionfrom needlesis probably lessthan
from leaves. The greater transmission through the leaves of broadleaf trees may
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FIGURE37. A comparisonof spectralirradiancesbeneaththe canopyin one-layered,two-layered,
and young broadleaf forests.Measurementswere taken between ] ]00 and ]400 C.D.T. in June ]973
at Lake Itasca, Minnesota, and are expressedas a power-densityfunction of spectra]position.

also accountfor the greater saturation of the greenlight in broadleaf forests.Leafemergence in broadleaf forests reduces brightness (illuminance) and increases
saturation of the green forest light.
The effects on ambient illumination are small and based on relatively few
measurements,but coincide with the effectsdescribed by Hailman (1979) for
southeasternand western pine forestsand southeasternbroadleaf forests.The data
suggestsmall, but consistent,habitat-correlated differencesin ambient irradiance,
differencesthat could affect the reflectancespectrum of optical signals(Fig. 32)
suchas crown patches,tailspots, or wingbars.Differencesin ambient illumination
are incorporated in the calculation of contrast-distance, and the data presented
in this section emphasize the importance of the ambient illumination in the
calculation

of contrast.
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Sample color-space.--The contrast-distancesbetween coniferousneedlesand
broadleaf leaves and the feather colors of wood-warblers under clear sky illumination (9 June 1973) are small (Fig. 40). Yellow-green, brown, gray, black, and
chestnutfeather colors plot very close to leaf colors (Fig. 40); hence, they have a
small contrast-distance and provide concealing coloration. White, yellow, and
orange feather colors plot far from the leaf colors (Fig. 40); hence, they have a
large contrast-distanceand should be highly visible. These results are certainly
consistentwith qualitativejudgmentsof the visibility of differentlycoloredwoodwarblers

in the field.

PREDICTED COLOR OF TAILSPOTS AND WINGBARS

The precedingsectiondemonstratesthat irradiance characteristicsdiffer in different habitats. Differences in relative luminanee, purity, and dominant wavelength affect the contrast-distancebetween feather colors and the backgroundof
green leaves of different speciesof trees. In this section the contrast-distanceis
calculated for the differently colored tailspots and wingbars of wood-warblers
under specifiedconditions.
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FIGURE39. C.I.E. chromaticitydiagramwith pointsrepresentingthe illumination in six forested
habitatsand in direct sunlight.

The tailspotsand wingbarsof wood-warblerscreateoptical signals(Chap. 6).
Therefore,their colorationhas evolvedfor maximum visibility which, in terms
of the color-space,means the maximum contrast-distancebetween the color of
the tailspotsor wingbarsand the color of the background.
Tailspotsand wingbarsare revealedin flightat whichtime their contrastappears
to be primarily with the habitat. BecauseI am unableto equateinternal(with
surroundingbody)and external(with habitat)contrast,and becauseexternalcontrast appearsto be more important in this case,the followinganalysisis based
exclusivelyon the contrast-distance
betweencolor of the tailspotsor wingbars
and the color of the habitat.

A flyingwood-warbleris seenagainsta variety of backgrounds
as it flies past
different types of vegetation.Reflectancespectrawere measuredfor fresh leaves
collectednear the photometric laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.Included were
leaves or needlesof the American Elm (Ulmus americana), Basswood(Tilia
americana),Bur Oak (Quercusmacrocarpa),PaperBirch,Red Maple, White Pine,
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FIGURE40. A samplecolor-space
in whichall colorsare viewedin clearskysunlight.The equallyweightedscalesof thethreeperceptual
parameters
areindicated.The verticalprojectionof the points
onto the baseof the cubeis shownto help locatethe pointsin spaceand definetheir coordinatesof
dominantwavelengthand excitationpurity.The lengthof the projectionline expresses
relativeluminanee.The polygonon the baseof the cubeconnectsthe dominantfrequencyand excitationpurity
coordinates
of leaf-green
in fivespecies
of broadleaftreesandtwo conifers.All otherpointsrepresent
feathercolors(seeFig. 2, Table 1).Thosecolorsthat plot nearthe leafcolorswill appearinconspicuous
whereasthosesuchas yellow,white, and orange,that plot far from the leaf colorswill appearconspicuous.

and White Spruce.Of thesethe Paper Birch, Bur Oak, and Red Maple commonly
occur in broadleaf habitats of wood-warblers breeding at Irasea, Minnesota, where

displaybehaviorwasstudied.Lackingmorecompletedataon the leafcomposition
of the forestsof Irasea,Minnesota, I assumedthat leavesof thesethree broadleaf
specieswere equallyabundantand calculatedcontrast-distance,
C, betweenthe
feather's color and the color of birch, maple, and oak leaves as:

Cbrbs•- 0.33(Cbbs+ Cmbs--• Cobs)

7.5

where C is the contrast-distanceof the color againstbirch, b, maple, m, or oak,
o, leaves. The contrast-distanceis calculated in the shade, bs, of a broadleaf
forest, br.
The spectralirradianceof sunlit patcheswithin a forest is identical to that in
the open (Hailman 1979) and distinctly different from irradiance within forest
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shade (Fig. 36 vs 37, 38). A wood-warbler in flight in a broadleaf or coniferous
forest flies through sunlightand shade.The contrast-distanceof a wood-warbler
viewed in sunlight, s, against a background of birch, maple, and oak leaves is:
Co/= 0.33(Cbs + Cms + Cos)

7.6

Becausethe wood-warbler is in sunlight half the time and shadehalf the time, its
mean contrast-distance,MC, in a broadleaf forest is half the sum of equations
7.5 and 7.6:

MCbr -- 0.5(Cot• + Co?)

7.7

White pine and white spruce are abundant in the coniferous forests of Itasca,
Minnesota.

In conifer shade the contrast-distance

between feather colors and a

coniferousbackground c is:

Cccs= 0.5(Cpcs+ Cscs)

7.8

where C is the contrast-distancebetween feather colors and pine needles,p, or
spruce needles, s, as viewed in coniferous shade, cs.
When viewed in sunlight, s, the calculation is similar:

Ccs -- 0.5(Cps + Ess)

7.9

The mean contrast-distancein a coniferousforest is half the sum of equations
7.8 and 7.9:

MCc -- 0.5(Cccs+ Cc•)

7.10

Based on equations 7.7 and 7.10 white has the maximum contrast-distance

from foliagein all foresttypes(Table 21). Yellow and orangehavetheir maximum
contrast-distanceagainstbroadleaf leaves and particularly in young broadleaf
forestsduringleaf-emergence,
a time when territorial and courtshipdisplaysare

mostfrequent.
Because
tailspots
andwingbars
createopticaldi•splays,
maximum
contrastis important to their function. Therefore, prediction7.1: white shouldbe
the most common color of tailspots and wingbars;prediction 7.2: yellow and
orange,if they occur,are most common among wood-warblersin broadleaf forests
and least common among wood-warblers in coniferous forests.
OBSERVED COLOR OF TAILSPOTS AND WINGBARS

The observedfrequenciesof white, yellow, and orangetailspotsand wingbars
(Tables2 and 3) weretestedagainstthe null hypothesisof equalfrequencies,
using
the chi-squareGoodnessof lit (Roscoe1975) to assesssignificance.Sexeswere
tested separately.
Habitat preference is based on the number of observations of territorial males

and their mates. Observationsof migrantswere excluded.After identifyinga
wood-warbler, I waited 10 sec and recorded the speciesof tree in which it was
perchedor the dominant speciesof the canopyif the wood-warbler'sperch was
in the understory.Speciesare comparedby their probability of occurrencein
broadleaf and coniferous forests.

American Redstartsand Yellow Warblers are the only specieswith colored
tailspotsamong the speciesthat were studied. The distribution of observations
of each speciesin broadleafand coniferousforest was tested againstthe null
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21

CONTRAST-DISTANCE
OF WHITE, YELLOW,AND ORANGEFEATHERS
FROMBIRCH,
MAPLE, AND OAK LEAVESIN A BROADLEAFFORESTAND FROM PINE AND SPRUCE
NEEDLES IN A CONIFEROUS FOREST
Broadleaf
Feather

color

Young•

White
Yellow

0.61/0.62
0.59/0.57

Orange

0.49/0.46

2-1ayered
•

1-layered

0.61/0.60
0.58/0.56

0.61
0.58

0.49/0.45

0.48

Coniferous

White
Yellow

0.59
0.55

0.59
0.55

0.59
0.56

Orange

0.45

0.45

0.46

t 29 May 1974; 12 June 1973.

hypothesisof equal distribution of observations, using the chi-square Goodness
of Fit to assesssignificance.Older male redstartswere testedseparatelyfrom firstyear males and females becauseof differencesin the color of tailspots. Several
specieshad yellow or orange wingbars. Habitat preferenceswere compared in
wood-warblerswith colored vs white wingbarsusing the Mann-Whitney U-test
(Roscoe 1975).
Among wood-warblerswith tailspots,white is significantlymore common (pre-

diction 7.1) than yellow or orangeamong males (X2 = 84.8, d.f. -- 2, P < 0.001,
Table 2) and females (X2 = 78.9, d.f. -- 2, P < 0.001, Table 3). In other avian
families (e.g., Turdidae, "Fringillidae") white is equally dominant among species
that display with the tail (Hinde 1955, 1956; Andrew 1957; Hailman 1958; Balph
1977). Specieswith white tailspotsoccurin both coniferousand broadleafhabitats

(Table22,prediction
7.1).Adultmaleredstarts
occursignifican•
tly morefrequently
in broadleaf forests (prediction 7.2; x 2 -- 49.8, d.f. = 1, P < 0.001; Tables 22 and
23) than in coniferousforests.The trend is similar among Yellow Warblers (pre-

diction 7.2; x2 -- 13.7, d.f. -- 1, P < 0.001; Tables 22 and 23). Although similar
(Table 23), the trend among young male and female redstarts is not significant
(X2 -- 1.6, d.f. = 1, 0.25 > P > 0.10). The lack of significancemay resultfrom the
small samplesize.However, adult maleshave priority accessto territories(Morse
1973; Howe 1974; Procter-Gray and Holmes 1981) and young males may occupy
habitats lessfavorable to their optical signalling.
Among wood-warblerswith wingbars,white is significantlymore common (prediction 7.1) than yellow or orangeamong males (X2 = 22.5, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001,
Table 2) and females(X2 = 98.7, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001, Table 3). Specieswith yellow
or orangewingbarsoccur more often in broadleaf habitats (prediction7.2, U = 1,
P < 0.01, Table 22) than in coniferous habitats. Problems of internal versus
externalcontrastand undefinedbackgroundsrenderanalysisof other colorpatches
too speculative until we know more about when and how such patches are displayed, illuminance during their display, and the location of observers.
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING COLOR-CONTRAST

Irradiance outside forestsis high (Fig. 35) and nearly white (Fig. 39). In such
bright habitats (e.g., prairies, tops of trees) dark birds (e.g., Lark Bunting, Cala-
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PREFERRED HABITAT

22

OF SPECIES WITH DII•YERENTLY

COLORED TAILSPOTS AND

WINGBARS
Probability
of occurrence in

Probability
of occurrence

in

Species

coniferousforests

broadleaf forests

Tailspot color

Wingbar color

Chestnut-sided
Am. Redstart 8
Golden-winged
Yellow

0.12
0.16
0.20
0.22

0.88
0.84
0.80
0.78

white
orange
white
yellow

yellow
orange
yellow
yellow

Black- and -white

0.23

0.77

white

white

Am. Redstart ½

0.30

0.70

yellow

yellow

Northern Paxula
Black-thr. Green

0.41
0.55

0.59
0.45

white
white

white
white

Yellow-rumped
Bay-breasted

0.55
0.70

0.45
0.30

white
white

white
white

BlackburnJan

0.70

0.30

white

white

Magnolia

0.82

0.18

white

white

Pine

0.94

0.06

white

white

mospizamelanocorys,Indigo Bunting,Passerinscyanea)can achievehigh contrast. The low irradiance and increasedsaturation within forests (Fig. 36, 37)
selectsfor white or yellow optical signals(Table 21). Differencesin the irradiance
of different habitats (Fig. 39) may be an important factor in the evolution of
differently colored optical signals. However, a more precise statement of the
evolutionary importance of habitat-correlated differences in irradiance awaits
measurement of additional habitats under more varied conditions (see Hailman
1979).
Similar habitats have qualitatively similar spectral irradiances regardlessof
latitude (compareFigs. 36, 37 to Hailman's 1979:figs.73-75), a finding that may
account for widespreadsimilarities of color (Bailey 1978; but see Willson and
yon Neumann 1972) and pattern (Burtt and Gatz 1982) among birds occupying
similar habitats. Despite the similar color of optical signalsamong tropical and
temperatebirds, sexualdimorphism and dorsalcontrastare more common among
temperatespeciesthan tropical species(Bailey 1978). The trend probably reflects
the need for rapid sexualidentificationand territorial establishment(Hamilton
1961; Hamilton and Barth 1962), rather than differencesin spectral irradiance.
Backgroundis important for its perceivedcolor (Fig. 40) and for its pattern of

TABLE

23

PREFERRED HABITAT OF SPECIES WITH ORANGE OR YELLOW TAILSPOTS
Number

Species

Yellow

of observations in

Broodleaf
forest

Coniferous
forest

Probability distribution
is random

23

9

< 0.001

92

18

7

3

Am. Redstart

Adult 8

1st yr. 8, 9

< 0.001

0.25 > P > 0.10
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color. Hailman's (1979) quantification of the spectral radiance of optical backgroundsrepresentsa pioneeringeffort that must be greatlyexpanded.A need also
exists for detailed ethological study. Few of the many studies of male courtship
document the position from which the female or rival watches(but seeHamilton
1965); thus, the backgroundis unspecified.Endler (1978, 1980, 1984) has shown
that evolution of animal color patterns is influencedby the color pattern of the
background,but that evolutionary direction depends on the balance between
sexual selection and predation.
ßThe color-spaceis basedon many assumptionsnecessitatedby lack of knowledge,which provide an outline for future researchinto the evolution of optical
signals.The model cannot deal with nonspectralpurples nor with exceptionally
luminous backgroundssuchas the oceanand the sky (seediscussionin Hailman
1977a, 1979). Furthermore, treatment of color as dominant frequency,a physical
measure, rather than hue, a perceptual measure, is a serious drawback to the
suggestedcolor-space.Hailman (1979) has suggesteda color-spacebasedon the
Ostwald color systemand shapedlike two conesbase to base. Hailman's colorspace is unquantified, but would arrange hues, including non-spectral purples,
around the equator of the double-ended cone. Billmeyer and Saltzman (1966)
offer additional untried possibilities for perceptual color-spaces. The best shape
for a color-spaceis conjectural,but the needis evident. Sucha system,if perfected,
would allow accurateprediction of display colors based on those points within
the color-spacethat plot farthest from those of the relevant backgroundsand of
cryptic colorsbasedon thosepoints that plot closestto the relevant backgrounds.

CHAPTER
AN

"I'm

INTEGRATIVE

8
APPROACH

afraid we have been a little too sure that the Stoat turns white to make

itself invisible against its backgroundof snow, in accordancewith the theory of
protectivecoloration.... Theoretically,the Ptarmiganbelievesthat what is creeping
up on it is a piece of snow, and the Ermine is after somethingit can't seebut wants
to eat. Who do they think they're fooling, anyway?Just a few old professors?"
(Cuppy 1941:112-113)

A brief, integrative review is now presentedfor the hypothesesdiscussedin the
precedingchapters.These hypothesesaccountfor some aspectsof color and color
pattern of wood-warblers(Table 24) and provide someinsightsinto the diversity
and interaction of selectivepressuresacting on animal coloration.
COLOR AND COLOR PATTERNS IN WOOD-WARBLERS: A SUMMARY

Unfeathered surfaces.-- The upper mandible of wood-warblers is consistently
dark. Such coloration would reduce reflectancethat might interfere with vision
(Table 24). Furthermore light-billed speciesforage in shade where illuminance
and reflectanceare minimized. Although dark coloration maximizes absorption
of solar radiation and equilibrium temperature, the arrival and departure sequencesof speciesand their winter distribution are not correlated with differences
in color of the upper mandible as would be expected if the dark color had a
thermo-regulatory function. The mandibles account for less than 10 percent of
the body's heat loss (Deighton and Hutchinson 1940; Veghte and Herreid 1965;
Hill et al. 1980) which may explain the lack of correlation. The closed bill is not
used in display, although the open mouth is turned toward the rival in the threat
display of the American Redstart (Ficken 1962). The dark, melanic layer could
shield internal cells from ultraviolet radiation (Porter 1967, 1975; Porter and
Norris 1969). However, Willow Flycatcherswith artificially increasedreflectance
from their upper mandibles moved to shadeto forage (Burtt 1984). Becausethe
ultraviolet shield was not altered, the observedbehavioral changearguesagainst
radiation shielding as a primary function of mandibular color. The result is consistent with the need to reduce reflectance that interferes with vision.

The legsof wood-warblersvary from dark to light. Physiologicalstudies(Deighton and Hutchinson 1940; Veghte and Herreid 1965; Baudinette et al. 1976;
Chappell 1980a) have shown that up to 56 pecent of a resting bird's heat loss is

throughthe legs.Wood-warblers tend to withdraw the legsinto the belly feathers
as potential convective heat loss increases, a behavioral result consistent with the

legsbeing an important heat sink. The thermo-regulatory importance of leg color
(Table 24) is suggestedby the fact that specieswith dark legs, which maintain a
higher equilibrium temperaturethan light legs,migrate north earlier, migrate south
later, and winter farther north than light-leggedspecies.The legs apparently are
not used for display, and most wood-warblershave black or brownish legs that
are not visible at a distance. However, the orange legs of the Blackpoll Warbler
95
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24

OF HYPOTHESES 1
Hypotheses
Patterns

for
continuous

Body regions

Abrasion
resistance

Energy
flow

Minimize

Maximize

Reflectancecommunica- conspicu- conspicuinto eyes
tion
ousness ousness

Crown

+

0

na

na

+

0

Face (eyebrow stripe, eye-ring,
eyeline, whisker)
Upper mandible

0
-

0
-

+

0
na

0
0

0
0

Lower mandible

-

-

na

na

0

0

Neck (nape, collar, throat)
Dorsum (back, rump, upper tail
coverts)

+

0

na

na

+

+

+

0

na

na

+

-

Tail

+

na

na

na

+

0

Tailspots
Venter (breast,belly, under tail
coverts)

+

na

na

+

-

+

+

0

na

na

-

+

Hank

0

0

na

na

0

0

+
+
na

na
0
+

na
na
na

na
+
na

0
0

0
+
0

Remiges
Wingbar
Legs

• Six hypotheses
havebeendiscussed.
They correctlypredict(+) colorationon someregionsof thewood-warblers'
bodyandincorrectly
predict(-) colorationin other regions.In many casesthe hypothesisapplies,but knowledgeis insulfieientto evaluatepredictions(0);
in other casesthe particularhypothesisis not applicable(na).

and the lemon yellow legs of the Canada Warbler may be optical signals.No
studiesaddressthis possibility.The other hypothesesdiscussedare not applicable
to the legswhose color appearsto be a significantfactor in the wood-warbler's
behavioral and thermal energetics.
Feathered surfaces.-- Facial coloration and its pattern remain largely unexplained (Table 24). The eyeline is significantlydarker than expectedwhich may
be an adaptation to reduce reflectancethat interferes with vision (Rohwer et al.
1983). The feathersof the face, however,createa matte finish that scatterslight
thereby reducingreflectanceand the need for light absorbingcolors. Colors that
hide the eye from potential prey may account for the dark facial coloration of
some wood-warblers, but for most speciesthe complex facial patterns remain
unexplained.The face may be the most intricately patterned, most brightly colored, and least understood area of birds.
Melanie feathersresist abrasion significantlybetter than nonmelanie feathers.
The rapid, occasionallyturbulent airflow over the dorsum, remiges,and rectrices
of flying birds exposestheseareasto potentially intenseabrasionfrom airborne
particlesand suggests
that colorationof theseregionsis an adaptationto minimize
abrasion.Exposureto ultraviolet radiation increasesthe sensitivity of feathersto
abrasion(Bergman1982). However, the darkestfeathersare leastaffected,again
emphasizingthe selectionfor heavily melanie featherson the dorsumwhere both
ultraviolet radiation and abrasion are factors. Green, brown, and gray are the least
conspicuousfeather colorswhen viewed againsta broadleafor coniferouscanopy.
Hence, selectionfor crypsismay be another factor in dorsal coloration. Furthermore, countershading,which reduces the appearanceof three dimensionality,
would selectfor dark dorsaland light ventral coloration.Coloration of the dorsum
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may result from four or more different selection pressures(Table 24). Energy
balanceis probablynot a factorin plumagecolorationsinceselectionof a favorable
microhabitat and ptiloerection can drastically alter the insulating properties of
the plumage (Walsberg 1983).
Few hypothesesapply to the remigesand rectrices(Table 24), but color of both
areasis accuratelypredictedby the need for abrasionresistance.Wingbars and
tailspotscreateoptical signalsand their white or yellow colorsmaximize contrast
with either broadleaf or coniferousfoliage, the backgroundsagainst which the
signalsare usually seen. Placement of the tailspots where they are completely or
partially coveredwhen not displayedmaintains crypsisamong birds that are not
signalling,and the sudden display of color enhancesthe conspicuousnessof the
signal.Tailspots are located on the lateral-most rectriceswhere they can be flashed
by fanningthe tail and hidden by closingthe tail. If sudden,temporary conspicuousnesscombined with crypsisat other times were the only selectiveforce acting
on tailspots any position on the lateral rectrices would do, but abrasion of nonmelanic barbs is a problem, thus the tailspots must be located away from the
distal tip and lateral edge of the feather, the two areas most subjectto abrasion
by rapidly moving, turbulent air. The need for a contrasting, flashable signal
dictates the existence,color, and general position of the tailspots, whereas abrasion resistancedictates the details of the spots' position on the lateral rectrices.
Tailspots provide an excellent example of the way in which several hypotheses
combine to define color and pattern precisely.
The throat and venter are prominent during many displaysof wood-warblers
(Ficken and Ficken 1962b) which probably accountsfor their conspicuouswhite
or yellow color. Nonethelesslittle is known about the location of observersduring
displays;hence, the backgroundof the throat or venter is unspecified.We cannot
predict the particular colorsand patterns that will be most conspicuous.A further
complicationis the contrastamong markings (internal contrast)on the throat or
venter versuscontrastof thesemarkingswith the background(external contrast).
At presenttoo little is known to predict color and pattern of the throat and renter
accurately.
CONCLUDING

REMARKS

Only a few of the many hypothesesthat account for the colors of animals have
beendiscussed.With thesehypothesesI have stressedthe need for a quantitative,
predictive approach to the study of animal coloration.
I recognize that not all selective pressurescan be quantified. I have avoided
identity hypotheses(e.g.,sexualselection[Darwin 1871], statussignalling[Rohwer
1975, 1982; Rohwer and Rohwer 1978]) becausethey are unquantifiable. Despite
my bias, identity hypothesesare vitally important, but, to take just one example,
sexualselectionalone cannot account for brightly colored males. Sexual selection
may favor males with conspicuousoptical signals, but what constitutes a conspicuoussignal?What is its color?What is its pattern?Only recently have these
quantitative questionsbegun to receive attention (Hailman 1977a, 1979; Endler
1978, 1980, 1984). The example also illustrates the complementary nature of
many hypotheses.Sexualselectionaccountsfor the need for bright colorswhereas
habitatconstraints
determinewhichcolorsappearbright.Tailspotsprovideanother
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example of how several selection pressurescomplement each other to define
preciselythe pattern and color of markings.
Throughout the preceding chapters hypotheseshave been based on physical
and chemical principles in an attempt to answer the question "What are the best
colorsor patternsfor this animal?"This is the "evolutiono-engineering
approach"
(Tracy 1979a). Its advantage lies in revealing the principles on which particular
adaptationsare based,but it hasthe disadvantageof ignoringevolutionaryhistory.
Selectionis constrainedby variability. Regardlessof its engineeringadvantages,
a particular color or color pattern cannot evolve unless the color or pattern is
within the species'natural variability. Thus speciesmay lack a predicted color
(e.g.,light coloredlegsof the Common Yellowthroat, an early migrant), because
geneticvariability has not included the "best" color or pattern. A secondevolutionary problem ariseswhen related speciessharea trait that may result from
common ancestry or convergent or parallel evolution. These evolutionary problems have not been emphasized, in part, because I wished to emphasize the
deductive power of the "evolutiono-engineeringapproach," and, in part, because
evolutionary historical problems have not been severe.
All precedinganalysesassumethat color and its pattern are adaptive, but color
and color pattern may result from pleiotropisms,pharmacology(e.g., humans
turning blue in cold water), or chance.They may also be adaptive, but species'
differencesmay only representalternativesolutionsto the samedesignproblem.
Although non-adaptive explanations cannot be dismissed, the match between
predicted and observedcolors suggeststhat the adaptive models developed in the
precedingchaptersdeal with significantselectivepressures.Color and color pattern
are highly variable traits (Dwight 1900; Roberts 1936; Oberholser 1974; Rappole
1983), and a varied, integrativeapproachto the studyof color is important (contra
Bakerand Parker 1979). As hypothesesthat accountfor color becomeincreasingly
precise,we will be better able to understand the relative importance and interaction
of physical, social,and historical factorsthat have determined the colorsand color
patterns of animals.
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I

SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES OF WOOD-WARBLERS

Listedbeloware the scientificand commonnamesof all wood-warblers
includedin thisstudy.The
classification
followsthat suggested
by Loweryand Monroe(1968), Parkes(1978), and the American
Ornithologists'
Union Check-list(1983). Speciesare listedalphabeticallywithin generafollowingthe
suggestion
of Moreau (1962). Commonnamesare from Skutch(1954), Griscomand Sprunt(1957),
Meyer de Schauensee(1970), and the AOU Check-list. The most recent referenceis followed when
disagreementsarise, except where noted.
Vermivora bachmanii

Bachman's

V. celata

Orange-crownedWarbler

V. chrysoptera

Golden-wingedWarbler

Warbler

V. crissalis

Colima

V. luciae

Lucy's Warbler

V. peregrina

Tennessee Warbler

V. pinus

Blue-wingedWarbler

V. ruficapilla

Nashville

V. virginiae

Virginia's Warbler

Parula americana

Northern

P. pitiayurni

Tropical Parula

P. superciliosa

Crescent-chested

P. gutturalis

Flame-throated

Dendroica adelaidae

Adelaide's Warbler

D. caerulescens

Black-throated

D. castanea

Bay-breastedWarbler

D. cerulea

Cerulean

D. chrysoparia

Golden-cheeked

D. coronata

Yellow-rumped Warbler

D. discolor

Prairie Warbler

D. dominica

Yellow-throated

Warbler

Warbler

Parula

Warbler

Warbler

Blue Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

D. fusca

BlackburnJan

D. graciae

Grace's Warbler

D. kirtlandii

Kirtland's

D. magnolia

Magnolia Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

D. nigrescens

Black-throatedGray Warbler

D. occidentalis

Hermit

D. palmarum

Palm Warbler

D. pensylvanica

Chestnut-sided

D. petechia

Yellow

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler
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D. pharetra

Arrow-headed

D. pinus

Pine Warbler

D. pityophila

Olive-capped Warbler

D. plumbea

Plumbeous

D. striata

Blackpoll Warbler

D. tigrina

Cape May Warbler

D. townsendi

Townsend's

D. virens

Black-throated

D. vitellina

Vitelline

Catharopezabishopi

Whistling Warbler

Mniotilta

Black-and-white

varia

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler
Green Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

$etophagaruticilla

American

Protonotaria

Prothonotary Warbler

citrea

Redstart

Helmitheros vermivorus

Worm-eating Warbler

Limnothlypisswainsonii

Swainsoh's Warbler

$eiurus aurocapillus

Ovenbird

$. motacilla

Louisiana Waterthrash

$. noveboracensis

Northern

Oporornisagilis

Connecticut

O. formosus

Kentucky Warbler

O. philadelphia

Mourning Warbler

O. tolmiei

MacGillivray's Warbler

Geothlypisaequinoctialis

Masked Yellowthroat

Waterthrush

Warbler

G. beldingi

Belding'sYellowthroat

G. fiavovelata

Altamira

G. nelsoni

Hooded

G. poliocephala

Gray-crowned Yellowthroat

G. rostrata

Bahama

G. semifiava

Olive-crowned

G. speciosa

Black-polled Yellowthroat

G. trichas

Common

Microligea palustris

Green-tailed

Teretistrisfernandinae

Yellow-headed

T. fornsi

Oriente

Yellowthroat
Yellowthroat

Yellowthroat

Yellowthroat

Yellowthroat
Ground

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler
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Leucopeza seroperi

Sempeifs Warbler

Wilsonia canadensis

Canada Warbler

W. citrina

Hooded

W. pusilia

Wilson's Warbler

Cardellina rubri•ons

Red-faced

Ergaticusruber

Red Warbler

E. versicolor

Pink-headed

Myioborusalbi•ons

White-fronted

M. brunntceps

Brown-capped Redstart

M. cardonai

Saffron-breasted Redstart

M. melanocephalus

SpectacledRedstart

M.

Slate-throated

miniatus

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

Redstart

Redstart

M. ornatus

Golden-fronted

Redstart

M. pariae

Yellow-faced

M. pictus

Painted Redstart

M. torquatus

Collared Redstart

Euthlypislachrymosa

Fan-tailed

Basileuterus busilicus

Santa Marta Warbler

B. belli

Golden-browed

B. bivittata

Two-banded

B. chrysogaster

Golden-bellied

B. cinereicollis

Gray-throated Warbler

Redstart

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

B. conspicillatus
B. coronatus

Russet-crowned

Warbler

B. culicivorus

Golden-crowned

B. flaveolus

Flarescent

B. fraseri

Gray-and-goldWarbler

Warbler

Warbler

B. griseiceps

Gray-headedWarbler

B. hypoleucus

White-bellied

B. leucoblepharus

White-browed

B. luteoviridis

Citrine

B. melanogenys

Black-cheeked

B. nigrocristatus

Black-crested

B. rufij?ons

Rufous-capped Warbler

B. signatus

Pale-leggedWarbler

B. tristriatus

Three-striped Warbler

Warbler

Warbler

Warbler
Warbler
Warbler
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Phaeothlypis
fulvicauda

Buff-rumped Warbler

P. rivularis

River Warbler

Granatelluspelzelni

Rose-breasted

G. sallaei

Gray-throated Chat

G. venustus

Red-breasted

Xenoligea montana

White-winged Warbler

Peucedramus taeniatus

Olive Warbler

Chat

Chat

Conirostrum albifrons•

Capped Conebill

C. bicolor

Bicolored

C. cinereum

Cinereous Conebill

C. ferrugineiventre

White-browed

C. leucogenys

White-eared

C. rufum

Rufus-browed

C. sitticolor

Blue-backed

C. sœeciosum

Chestnut-vented

Conebill

Conebill
Conebill

Conebill
Conebill

Conebill

t FollowingLoweryand Monroe (1968) I have retainedConirostrumamongParulinaedespiteits uncertaintaxonomicstatus(AOU
1983).

APPENDIX
RELATIVE

II- 1

AREAS OF BODY REGIONS

Bodyregions

Proportionof total body surface

Crown

0.03

Nape

0.05

Back

0.12

Rump
Upper tail coverts

0.06
0.06

Tail

0.10

Tailspots
Eyebrowstripe

0.02
0.01

Neck

0.03

Eyeline
Eye-ring

0.01
0.01

Whisker
Throat
Breast

0.01
0.03
0.07

Belly

0.10

Flank

0.06

Under tail coverts(crissum)
Wing
Wingbar

0.06
0.15
0.02

Total

1.00
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II-2

PROPORTIONS OF NON-MELANIC

PLUMAGE

Oceanicspecies(37) and speciesof the Arabian desert(30) groupedby proportionof non-melanic
plumage(feathersthat contain no melanin) and listed alphabeticallyby scientificname.
0.0--0.09 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Anousstolidus,A. tenuirostris,Catharacta skua, Diomedea nigripes,Fregata andrewsi,F. aquila, Fulmarus glacialis,Halocyptenamicrosoma,Macronectesgiganteus,Nesofregetta
fuliginosa,Stercorartuslongicaudus,S. parasiticus,S. pomarinus.
Desert species.--Alectoris
graeca,Ammomanesdesertl,A. phoenicurus,
Antbuscampestris,Corvus

corax,Oenantheisabellina,O. xanthoprymna,Onychognathus
tristramii,Pteroclescoronatus,P. senegallus,Rhodopechys
githaginea.
O.10-0.19 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanic species.--Stercorariuslongicaudus,S. pomarinus.
Desert species.--Ammoperdixheyi, Calandrella rufescens,Oenanthemoesta,Petroniapetronia.
0.20-0.29 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanic species.--Garrodia netels.
Desert species.--Burhinusoedicnemus,Calandrella cinerea,Alaemon alaudipes,Chlamydotisun-

dulata,Eremophllaalpestris,Oenantheleucopyga,
Ramphocoris
clot-bey,Scotocerca
inquieta.
0.30--0.39 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanic species.--Diomedeairrorata, Macronectesgiganteus,NesoJ•egatta
fuliginosa, Stercorarius
parasiticus,Thalassoicaantarctica.
Desert species.--Athenenoctua,Bubobubo,Melanocoryphacalandra,Oenanthedesertl,O. lugens,
O. monacha,Sylvia nana.
0.40--0.49 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Diomedeabulleri,D. cauta, D. chrysostoma,
Fulmarusglacialis,F. glacialoides,
Phalaropusfulicaria, P. lobatus,Sternafuscata.
0.50--0.59 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Diomedeachlororhynchos,
D. immutabilis, D. melanophrys,Phalaropustricolor.
0.60-0.69 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Diomedeaexulans,Rhodostethiarosea.
O.70--0.79 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanic species.--Diomedea albatrus, Xema sabinl.
0.80--0.89 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Diomedea epomophora.

0.90-1.00 Non-melanic Plumage
Oceanicspecies.--Gyg/salba, Pagodromanivea,Pagophilaeburnea.
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III

SYSTEM•INTERNATIONALE
(SI) UNITS USED IN THE TEXT AND THE FOLLOWING
APPENDICES
Radiant energycan be measuredfrom differentreferencepoints,in unitsbasedon physicalquantities
(radiometry), or in units based on human perception (photomerry). The following list refers only to
measuresused in the text and following appendices.More complete discussionsare available in

Preisendorfer(1976), Hailman (1977b), and Gates (1980); Sustare(1979) providesa dear summary
of the measuresand their interrelationships.
Quantity

Radiometric

SI unit

Abbreviation

units

Radiant flux
Irradiance

Watts

W

Watts per squar• meter

W m -•

Watts per stemdian per

W st-1 m -2

(Flux densityat the receivingsurface)
Radiance

(Flux densityemitted from a surface)
Photometric

square meter

units

Luminous flux
Illuminance

(Flux densityat the receivingsurface)
Luminance

(Flux densityemitted from a surface,
brightness)

Lumens

lm

Lumens per square meter,

lm m -2, lx

Lux

Candelas per square meter

cd m 2
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IV

BALANCE IN THE LEGS OF WOOD-WARBLERS

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The algebraicsymbolsusedin Appendix IV and Chapter 4 coincidewith thoseof Bligh and Johnson
(1973) insofaraspossible.Whereneeded,additionalsymbolsaredrawnfrom Gates(1980) and Mugaas
and King (1981).

A = surface
area(cm2):
Ah= areaperpendicular
to directionofheatflow;An= projectedsurface
area
C
c
d
E

=
=
=
=

perpendicular to the solar beam; A t = total surfacearea
convectiveheat transfer0•W or/•W cm-2)
convectionconstant(4.32 x 102J cm-2 øK-l)
characteristicdimension of wood-warblers' legs (cm)
evaporativeheat transfer(/•W or/•W cm-2)

F = radiationview factor(dimensionless);
F• = view factorto the ground;Fs= view factorto the
sky; F, = total view factor
hc • convectiveheat transfercoefficient(/•W cm-2 øK-•)
K = conductive heat transfer 0•W or/•W cm-2)
k=
thermal conductivity 0•W cm-2 øK-•)
L=
longwave(thermal) irradiance 0•W or/•W cm-2): La = absorbed;L, = radiated
l=
length of wood-warbler'slegs(cm)
M=
metabolicfree energyproduction0•W or/•W cm-2)
R=
thermal resistance(øK cm2/•W-•): Rb = thermal resistanceof bone; Rs = thermal resistanceof
skin

S = shortwave
(solar)irradiance0•W or/•W cm-2):S• = absorbed;
So = direct;& = reflected;
S• =
scattered

St = stored body heat 0•W or/•W cm-2)

T = temperature
(øK):Ta= air temperature;
Tc= coretemperature;
T• = groundtemperature;
T, =
radiant surfacetemperature;T• = sky temperature
u = wind speed(cm sec-•)

a = mean absorptivity(dimensionless):
a• = absorptivityto shortwave(solar)radiation;ar = absorptivityto longwave(thermal) radiation;ax = absorpfivityat wavelengthX.
e = emissivity(dimensionless):
%= emissivityof the ground;et= emissivityof the legsof woodwarblers;q = emissivityof the sky
0 = anglebetweenthe direct solar beam and the long axis of the leg (radians)

• = meanreflectance
(dimensionless):
• = reflectance
from the ground;ox= reflectance
at wavelength X
a = Stephan-Boltzmannconstant(5.67 x 10-6/•W cm-2 øK-a)
rx = transmittanceat wavelengthX
GENERAL STATEMENT OF ENERGY BALANCE

Equation 4.1 is a general statement of steady state energy balance:

S•+ La+ M=L,+

C+ K+ E + St

4.1

Here eachterm in equation 4.1 is restatedin variablesthat are measurableand apply specificallyto
thelegsof wood-warblers.Rewritingproceedsfrom left to right.Eachterm is specifiedbeforeadvancing
to the next term. When all terms have been specified,the equation is reassembled.The derivation
assumesthat the legs are at rest in the sunlight.
ABSORBED SUNLIGHT

Legsin sunlightare irradiated from direct sunlight,sunlightscattered(Rayleigh and Mie scattering)
and reflectedby the atmosphere,and sunlightreflectedfrom objectsin the habitat. Absorption depends
on the leg's mean absorptivity to shortwave(solar) radiation, a,, a spectralintegral that dependson

atmosphericconditionsthat alter the solarspectrum.Despitethe necessityof specifyingatmospheric
conditions,the mean absorptivityis a singledimensionless
number that representsthe percentageof
incident solar energyabsorbedby a colored surfaceunder specifiedconditions.Comparisonsof ab-
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I sin 0

FIOURE 41.

Calculationof the silhouettearea of a cylinder.

sorptionspectraare more readilysummarizedby comparisonof the meanabsorptivitiesthan by
comparisonof the absorptionspectrathemselves.Furthermorethe energy-halance
equationsof Gates

(1962, 1963, 1965a,1965b, 1970, 1980),Porterand Gates(1969) and Mugaasand King (1981) are
basedonthemeanabsorptivity
to solar(shortwave)
radiation.Otherfactorsthataffecttotalabsorption,

for examplesurface
area,arebestsortedoutby treatingabsorption
of direct,S•,, scattered,
S,•, and
reflected,
Sa,,sunlightasseparatetermswhosesumis theabsorbed
solarenergy,Sa(PorterandGates
1969):

&=S•

+ S• + &r

IV.l

Absorbeddirectsunlight.--Theenergyabsorbedfrom directsunlight0•W) is calculatedfrom the
followingexpression
(Lowry 1969):
S• = a•AvS
p

IV.2

whereApistheprojected
surface
area(cm2)perpendicular
to thesolarbeam(silhouette
area),andSv
istheirradiance
of theincidentdirectsunlight
(•W cm-2).In shadeSvis zero.Themeanabsorptivity
of wood-warblers'
legscanbe measuredspectrophotometrically
from specimens,
and the irradiance
of directsunlightcan be measured
spectroradiometrically
in habitatsfrequented
by the birds,but
silhouettearea varieswith the orientationof the leg relative to the sun.
Assumingthe legto be cylindrical,its silhouetteis a rectanglewhoseareais:

Av =dl sin 0

IV.3
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whered is the diameterof the leg (cm), l is the lengthof the leg (cm), and 0 is the anglebetweenthe
solarbeam and the long axis of the leg (Fig. 41). In theory the endsof the silhouetteare half ellipses
formedby the endsof the cylinder(Fig. 41). In practicethe bird'sbodyis at oneend of the cylinder
and the toesat the otherend. Therefore,no half ellipticalshadowsare cast.Becausethe toesare small
comparedto the legs,they are omittedfrom the energybalancemodelof the legs.
For reasonsmade clear in the followingsections,equationIV.3 is expressedin terms of the total
surfacearea of the leg, A,. The total surfacearea is:
At = a-dl

The silhouettearea (equation IV.3) may now be rewritten in terms of the total area:

.4•,=dl sinO&/a'dl
A• = sin OA,/•r

IV.4

Calculationof the absorbeddirect sunlight(IV.2) can now be rewrittenby substitutingequationIV.4
for A•:
S•, = as sin OA,S•/a'

IV.5

The advantageof equation IV.5 over equation IV.2 is that all variables are measurable.

Absorbedskylight.--Thefollowingequationis for calculationof the energyabsorbed0tW) from
sunlightthat hasbeenscatteredand reflectedby the sky(Lowry 1969;Mugaasand King 1981):
s• = •F•S•

IV.6

The irradianceof skylight(sunlightscatteredand reflectedby the sky),Ss,incidenton the legs0tW
cm-2) canbe calculatedfrom measurements
of extraterrestrial
irradiance,atmosphericpressure,and
particle-and moisture-contentof the atmosphere(Liu and Jordan 1960;McCulloughand Porter 1971;
Gates 1980). The radiation view factor to the sky, F,, is the percentageof surfacearea that seesthe
sky. Half of the cylindricalleg seesthe sky. Substitutingfor the view factor, equation IV.6 can be
written as:

S• = 0.5a•A,Ss

IV.7

Absorbedreflectedsunlight.--The energyabsorbed0tW) from sunlightreflectedby the groundis
calculatedfrom (Porter and Gates 1969; Gates 1980; Mugaas and King 1981):

Sat= •m•,p•(S• + Ss)

IV.8

The irradianceof the reflectedsunlightincident on a warbler'slegs0tW cm-2) is the sum of the direct,

So, and scattered,
Ss,sunlightthat strikesthe groundand is reflected,wherePsis the percentage
of
incident solar radiation reflectedfrom the ground.The percentageof the leg'stotal area, A,, that sees

thegroundis itsradiationviewfactorto theground,andfor a cylindricallegFsis onehalf.Substituting
for the view factor equation IV.8 becomes:

S• = 0.5a,A,•(Sv + S•)

IV.9

Absorbedsunlight:reassembly.--Thesum of equationsIV.5, IV.7, and IV.9 is the total absorbed
sunlight:

Sa= a•&[sin •Sv/•r + 0.5& + 0.5a•(Sv+ SO]

IV. 10

ABSORBED T•EP. MAL ENERGY

All partsof theenvironmentemit thermal(longwave)
radiation,but because
thetemperature
of the
skyis significantly
belowthat of the restof the habitat,I separated
absorption
of thermalradiation
from the habitat and from the sky. Absorbedthermal energy0tW) is calculatedfrom the equation
(Calderand King 1974):

La = et•qF•l,aTs• + et•F•l,aTfi

IV. 11

wherea• is the meanlongwave(thermal)absorptivity,q is the emissivityof the ground,and q the
emissivityof the sky.The radiationview factorto the ground,Fv or the sky,Fs,is the percentof the
total surfacearea that receivesradiation. The Stephan-Boltzmannconstant,a, is 5.67 x 10-* gW

cm-2 *K-4. The temperature
of the habitatis Ts,the temperature
of the skyis T,, and bothare
measured in øK.
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The wavelengthof thermal radiation exceeds4000 nm (Gates 1965a; Tracy 1979b). Longwave
radiation is almost completelyabsorbedby biologicaltissueregardlessof color (Gates 1963; Birkebak
1966), hence
aL = 1

IV.12

Emissivity is the amount of energyemitted by a material expressedas a fraction of the amount of
energyat the samewavelengthemitted by a black body at the sametemperature(Lowry 1969). Thermal
radiation emitted by the sky was not measured.However, Swinbank (1963) developedan empirical
equation that relates the equivalent black body temperature to the temperature measured on a Stevenson screen200 cm above the ground. The sky temperaturecalculatedfrom Swinbank'sformula
is a fictitioustemperaturethat considersthe sky a black body radiator (emissivityof 1) to give the
value for the total infrared sky radiation (Porter et al. 1973). The emissivityof the grounddepends
on its composition,but is alwayscloseto one (Gatesand Tantraporn 1952; Geiger 1957; Gates 1963;
van Wijk 1963; Buettner and Kern 1965).

•g= •s= 1

IV. 13

Half of a cylindricalleg views the sky and half views the ground,thereforethe respectiveview factors
are;

Fg = Fs = 0.5

IV.14

On clear days the radiant temperature of the sky is about 20øK below the temperature of the air
(Swinbank 1963):
Ts = T• - 20

IV.15

Substituting
equationsIV. 12throughIV. 15intoequationIV. 11andcollecting
termsgivesthefollowing
equation for absorbedthermal energy:

L• = 2.84 x 10-rAt[Tg
4 + (T• - 20)n]

IV. 16

METABOLISM

Metabolism is another sourceof energy(equation 4.1). Becauselittle living tissueis found in the
tarsometatarsusand phalanges(Berger 1968, 1969), the metabolic heat generatedin these areas is
negligible. Blood could carry metabolic heat from the body into the legs. However, metabolic heat
carried into unfeathered legs is rapidly lost at air temperatures below body temperature (Johansen
and Millard 1973; Murrish and Guard 1976; Hill et al. 1980). Such lossmay be vital to preventing
a rise in body temperature when air temperature and insolation are high (Steen and Steen 1965;
Johansenand Millard 1973; Murrish and Guard 1976; Lustick et al. 1979), but may be a serious
handicapwhen air temperatureis low (Chappell 1980a; Hill et al. 1980). However, in many if not all
birds heat flow to the legscan be minimized by heat exchangebetweenthe arterial blood flowing to
the legsand venousblood flowingfrom the legs(Irving and Krog 1955; Scholander1957; Kahl 1963;
Ederstromand Brumleve 1964). Reduction in the blood flow to the legsand hencein the heat flow
from the body alsooccurs(Baudinetteet al. 1976). Thereforeunder moderateto cold air temperatures
metabolic heat generatedin wood-warblers'legsand metabolic heat enteringthe legsfrom the body
are negligibleand metabolism can be dropped from the equation.
RADIATIVE

ENERGY LOSS

Energyis lostfrom the legsthroughradiation0•W) accordingto the equation(Gates 1980):
L r: •lFtAtffTr4

Where • is the emissivityof the legs,F, is the total radiation view factor, and Tr is the temperature
of the radiating surface(øK);the other terms were explainedearlier.
Biologicaltissuehas a thermal emissivityof approximatelyone (Hamreel 1956; Monteith 1973),
with the soleexceptionof a South American iguanid lizard, Liolaernusmultiformis(Pearson1977;
Tracy 1979b). The total view factor is the fraction of the surfacearea that radiates to the environment.

A surfacewith pocketshasa view factorrelativeto the total area that is lessthan one. Although
cylindricallegsof wood-warblers
haveno pockets,they radiateat eachother.The legsare about 1.5
mm in diameter(seeFig. 24) and I cm apart. Thereforeeachleg occupiesabout0.02 of the others'
view and the total view factor is approximately0.98.
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Wood-warblers' tarsometatarsilack feathers, which means that the temperature of the radiating
surfaceis the skin temperature.The temperaturedifferencebetweenthe core of the legsand the skin,
ATr-c, is proportionalto the natural logarithm of the ratio of the thermal resistanceof skin, Ts,to the
thermal resistanceof bone, rb(Chao 1969).
ATr-ca In rs/rb

The thermal resistanceof bone and skin are almost identical (Biittner 1936; Kirkland 1967); hence,
the ratio r•/r• is one. The natural logarithm of one is zero, so the surfaceand core temperaturesof the
wood-warbler'sleg are the same.
These simplificationslead to the following expressionfor energyradiated from the legs:
Lr = 5.56 x 10-6AtTc4

IV. 17

CONVECTIVE ENERGY LOSS

Convectiveenergyexchange(gW) is expressedin the relationship(Gates 1962):
C = h•l,(Tr - T,:)

IV. 18

where h, is the convectiveenergytransfer coefficient.
Energy is lost by convectionwhenever the temperature of the adjacent air (Ta) is below the legs'
surfacetemperature(Tr). The adjacentair is the boundarylayer, and its thicknessdeterminesthe rate
of energy exchange.Increasingthe wind speed decreasesthe thicknessof the boundary layer and
increasesconvectiveenergyexchange.Increasingthe diameter of the leg increasesthe thicknessof the
boundary layer and decreasesconvectiveenergyexchange.The convectioncoefficient,he, expresses
the relationshipof wind speedto diameter (Kreith 1973; Gates 1980):
hc = c(u/ d)ø'5

IV. 19

whereu is wind speed(cm sec-D, dis diameterof the leg (cm), and k is a constantsuchthat hchas
units t•W cm-2 øK-L Gates (1962) found that c is 4.32 x 102J cm-2 øK-• for a smooth cylinder with
its long axis perpendicularto the direction of wind flow. I assumethat the legsof wood-warblers
conform to those conditions.Such conditions need not mean that the legsare parallel to the sun's
rays, a condition that would place them in the body's shadow.When the sun is low in the sky, the
light and wind would approachfrom the same angle.
Robinsonet al. (1976) calculatedthat convectiveheat losswas proportional to uø's,a relationship
empirically verified among birds (Gessaman1972; Robinson et al. 1976; Chappell 1980a). However,
the relationshipmay not apply generally.Among mammals convectiveheat lossappearsto be more
nearly proportional to u (Heller 1972), but seeChappell (1980b).
The surfacetemperatureof the legs(T•) is equal to the core temperature of the legs(Tc) as shown
above.SubstitutingequationIV. 19 for hein equationIV. 18 givesthe followingequationfor convective
energyexchange:
C = 4.32 x 102[u/dO.•A,(T,- Ta)]

IV.20

CONDUCTIVE ENERGY LOSS

At temperaturesbelow the wood-warbler'sbody temperature most substratesthat the legs touch
conduct heat away from the body accordingto Fourier's equation (Condon 1967; Calder and King
1974):
K = kay,dT/dx
whereK is the conductiveheat transfer(•W), k is the thermal conductivity(•W cm-• øK-•), Aa is the
areaperpendicularto the heat flow (cm•) and dT/dx is the variation in temperature(øK)with distance
in the x-direction(cm). Conductivityand areaaremeasurable,but temperaturevariationwith distance
cannot be measured for substratesin the wood-warbler's environment; therefore, energy loss by
conduction is not calculable.

If conductiveenergylossis neglected,the estimatedenergylossfrom the legsis low. The lessenergy
the wood-warbler losesto the environment, the colder the temperature it can tolerate. Neglecting
conductionleads to the conclusionthat the leg is more tolerant of cold than is actually the case.If
the error is similar in all wood-warblers,comparisonof energybalancein the legsof differentspecies
is unaffected.At environmental temperaturescloseto the wood-warbler'sbody temperature,conduc-
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tive energylossis negligibleand environmentaltemperatures
nevergreatlyexceeda wood-warbler's
bodytemperature,40'C (Baldwinand Kendeigh1932;Udvardy 1953).Conductiveenergylossis not
consideredin calculationsof energybalancein the legsof wood-warblers.
EVAPORATIVE ENERGY LOSS

Conversionof a liquid to a gas(evaporation)requiresenergy(heat of evaporation),so that many
animalshave evolved methodsof evaporativecooling,suchaspanting,anointingthe body with saliva,
or sweatingfrom specializedglands.The legsof wood-warblershave neither respiratoryorgansnor

sweatglands.
Storksandvulturesdefecate
ontheirlegs,thusincreasing
energy
lossthroughevaporation
(Kahl 1963;Hatch 1970),but thisbehavioris unknownin wood-warblers.
The legsof wood-warblers
becomewet duringrainstorms,on morningswhendewis heavy,and afterbathing;on suchoccasions
evaporationcan occur.If energylost by evaporation,E', is expressedas energylost per unit area •W
cm-2), then evaporativeenergylossfrom the legsis:
E = E'A,

IV.21

whereE is evaporativeenergyloss6uW).
STORED ENERGY

Becauseof the legs'lack of insulation,negligiblethermal resistance(seeabove),largesurfacearea,
and small volume, they are unableto storeheat. Hence the storageterm is neglected.
ENERGY BALANCE: REASSEMBLY

Energy-flowin the legsof wood-warblersis statedin generalterms in equation4.1:
Sa+ L.+

M=Lr+

C+ K+ E + St

4.1

The surveyof terms in the above equationis completeand the more preciselyslated terms can be
reassembledto make some algebraicsimplifications.The reassembledequation can then be used to
studythe thermal and behavioralenergeticsof differentlycoloredlegsof wood-warblers.
Substitutingthe more preciselystatedexpressions
determinedin the precedingsectionsyields the
followingslatementof steady-slate
energybalancein the legsof wood-warblers:

a,A,[sinOS•,/*r
+ 0.5S• + 0.50•(S•,+ Ss)]+ 2.84 x 10-SA,[T•
4 + (Ta - 20)4]
= 5.56 x 10-6A,Tc4 + 4.32 x 102(u/d)ø.SAt(Tc
- T•) + E'A t
All terms contain the total area (&), which may be cancelledto yield:

as[sin#S•,/•r+ 0.5S, + 0.Sp•(Sv+ Ss)]+ 2.84 x 10-6[T• + (T• - 20)4]
= 5.56 x 10-6To
4 + 4.32 x 102(u/d)ø.'(Tc
- To)+ E'

IV. 22
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V

CORRELATIONS
WITH ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE,AND
DECEMBER DISTRIBUTION

OF WOOD-WARBLERS

Species
arelistedin Appendices
V- l-V-5 bytheirmeanearliestarrivaldatesin thespringat Madison,
Wisconsin,and Itasca,Minnesota;their meanlatestdeparturedatesin the autumnat Madison;and
the northernlimit of their DecemberdistributionacrossNorth America. Weightsare the mean weights

of adultmalescapturedat thePowdermillobservatory(ClenchandLeberman1978).Arrival sequences

are comparedto springweights.Departuresequence
and Decemberdistributionare comparedto
autumnal weights.

APPENDIX

V- 1

SPRINGARRIVALSEQUENCE
AT MADISON,WISCONSIN,1971--1975
Mean minimum

Munsellcolorvalueof legs

temperature (•C)

Spri• weight

on dateof arrival

(g)

Dark

Yellow-rumped

0.6

13.4

2

Pine

2.8

14.21

2

Orange-crowned

3.3

9.8

2

Palm
Northern Waterthrush
Black-and-white
Nashville
Yellow
Black-throated Green
Common Yellowthroat

3.3
3.9
3.9
4.4
4.4
4.4
4.4

10.3
16.7
10.7
8.2
10.2
8.9
9.4

2

Blue-winged

4.4

8.2

2

Blackburnian

4.4

10.7

2

Prothonotary

4.4

12.9

2

Ovenbird
Tennessee
Northern Parula

4.4
5.0
5.0

18.6
10.2
8.1

2

Golden-winged
Blackpoll
Cape May
Magnolia

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

9.0
13.0
11.2
8.9

2

American Redstart

5.5

8.3

2

Bay-breasted

5.5

13.4

2

Cerulean
Chestnut-sided
Wilson's
Canada
Connecticut

5.5
5.5
6.1
6.1
6.6

9.4
9.9
7.6
10.6
16.5

2
2

Kentucky

7.2

13.5

Black-throated Blue

7.2

9.9

Mourning

7.2

12.9

Species

Only weightsof birdscaughtin Octoberwereavailable.

2
2

2

2
2

Light

Lighter

Lightest
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V-2

SPRINGARRIVAL SEQUENCE
AT ITASCA,MINNESOTA,1973, 1974
Mean minimum
Species

Munsellcolorvalueof legs

temperature(øC)

Springweight

on dateof arrival

(g)

Dark

Yellow-rumped

3.3

13.4

2

Pine
Palm
Nashville
Black-and-white

3.3
3.3
3.9
3.9

14.2 •
10.3
8.2
10.7

2
2
2
2

Ovenbird

3.9

18.6

Cape May

3.9

11.2

2

3.9
4.4

10.2
8.3

2

Yellow
American

Redstart

Magnolia

4

8.9

2

4.4

8.9

2

Orange-crowned

4.4

9.8

2

Wilson's
Northern Parula
Chestnut-sided
Blackburnian
Common Yellowthroat

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

7.6
8.1
9.9
10.7
9.4

Golden-winged
Blackpoll

5.6
5.6

9.0
13.0

2

Tennessee
Northern Waterthrush
Connecticut

5.6
6.1
6.1

10.2
16.7
16.5

2

Bay-breasted
Mourning

6.1
6.7

13.4
12.9

2

Canada

7.2

10.6

Green

Only weights of birds caught in October were available.

Lighter

6

4.4

Black-throated

Light

6
4
2
2

6

6
4
6

6

Lightest
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V-3

AUTUMN DEPARTURESEQUENCEFROM MADISON, WISCONSIN,1971-1974
Meanminimum

temperature (•C) Autumnal weight
on date of departure
(g)

Species

Yellow-rumped
Orange-crowned
Nashville
Palm
Black-throated
Tennessee

Green

Mtmsellcolorvalueof legs
Dark

-4.4
2.8

14.3
9.4

2
2

4.4
4.4
4.4
5.0

8.9
10.9
9.8
9.2

2
2
2
2

Magnolia

5.5

9.6

2

Ovenbird
Common Yellowthroat
Black-and-white
Chestnut-sided
American Redstart

5.5
6.1
6.1
6.7
6.7

22.4
12.1
11.9
9.7
8.2

2
2
2

Blackpoll
Bay-breasted

6.7
7.2

13.3
13.7

2

Northern Parula
Black-throated Blue
Northern
Waterthrush

7.2
7.7
7.7

8.4
10.3
19.0

Cape May
Golden-winged

8.9
9.4

13.2
9.1

2
2

10.4
8.5
10.6
10.6

2

Blackburnian
Wilson's
Canada
Yellow

10.0
10.6
11.1
12.8

APPENDIX

Light

Lighter

Lightest

V-4

DECEMBERDISTRIBUTIONIN NORTH AMERICA, 1947--1973

Species

Temperature (•C)
at northern limit Autumnal weight
of December range
(g)

Munsell color value of legs

Dark

Yellow-rumped

2.8

14.3

2

Palm
Townsend's
Pine
Common Yellowthroat

8.3
8.5
8.8
9.6

10.9
9.8 •
14.2
12.1

2
2
2

Orange-crowned
Black-throatedGray

11.4
11.8

9.4
9.8 •

2
2

Wilson's
Yellow-throated
Black-throated Green
Black-and-white
Nashville
Yellow
Prairie

14.1
14.4
15.0
15.3
16.4
17.0
17.2

Tropical Parula

17.2

Ovenbird
Northern Parula
American Redstart
Northern Waterthrush
Black-throated Blue

17.7
18.3
19.2
19.2
19.4

8.5
--2
9.8
11.9
8.9
10.6
8.7

Light

Lighter

2
2
2
2

2

8.43
22.4
8.4
8.2
19.0
10.3

2

Weight unavailable,but assumedto be the sameas the congenericBlack-throatedGreen Warbler (Mengel 1964).
Weight unavailable,speciesdelemdfrom correlationby weight.
Weight unavailable,but assumedto be the sameas the congenericNorthern Parula.

Lightest
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V-5

CORRELATION OF WEIGHT AND THE COLOR OF WOOD-WARBLERS' LEGS
Munsell color value of legs

Spring weight

Species

(g)

Dark

Wilson's
Northern Parula
Nashville

7.6
8.1
8.2

2

Blue-winged

8.2

2

American Redstart
Black-throated Green

8.3
8.9

2
2

Magnolia
Golden-winged

8.9
9.0

2
2

Common
Cerulean

9.4
9.4

2

Yellowthroat

Orange-crowned

9.8

2

Chestnut-sided
Black-throated
Blue
Tennessee
Yellow
Palm
Canada
Black-and-white
Biackbumian

9.9
9.9
10.2
10.2
10.3
10.6
10.7
10.7

2

Cape May
Prothonotary
Mourning
Blackpoll
Yellow-romped
Bay-breasted
Kentucky

11.2
12.9
12.9
13.0
13.4
13.4
13.5

2
2

Pine
Connecticut
Northern Waterthrash
Ovenbird

14.2
16.5
16.7
18.6

2

2
2
2
2

2
2

Light

Lighter

Lightest
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VI

CORRELATION BETWEEN MUNSELL COLOR VALUE OF THE UPPER MANDIBLE AND
PERCENT OF FORAGING

TIME

Percentof foraging
time spent in sun-

Species

SPENT IN SUNLIGHT
Munsellcolorvalueof theuppermandible

light

Dark

55
46

1
1

Yellow-rumped

33

1

Wilson's
Tennessee

31
31

1
1

Mourning

27

1

Pine

19

1

Blackpoll
Cape May

18
18

1

American Redstart

14

1

Orange-crowned

14

Black-throated Green
Blackbumian
Nashville
Common Yellowthroat

12
11
11
8

1
1
1
1

Bay-breasted

7

1

Northern Panda
Black-and-white

4
4

1
1

Bay-breasted
Magnolia

3
3

1

Chestnut-sided

2

1

Golden-winged

0

1

Black-throated Blue

0

1

Canada

0

Palm
Yellow

Northern
Ovenbird

Waterthrush

0
0

Light

Lighter

Lightest
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